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SYMBOLS
Each page-long article in the magazine has been 
created to be used more or less independently 
so that you can learn and practise even if 
you only have five or ten minutes free. 

At the same time, the symbols below allow you to 
develop a theme you are interested in more extensively. 
Teachers can use these symbols to instantly prepare 
a class or classes around a common theme. 

How to Use
Your English Supplement

Exercise (at the end 
of the magazine). Test 
and consolidate what 

you have learned.

Downloadable audio 
file (see also audio 
scripts). There are 

recommendations on 
how best to use the 
audio files on p. 87.

Listening extension 
(Internet). Once you’ve 

learned the basic 
vocabulary of a topic, 

why not listen to 
further discussions?

Speaking extension. 
A question aimed at 
provoking a group 
discussion of the 
topic in question.

This arrow directs you 
to other related articles 

in the magazine.

ABBREVIATIONS KEY
These are the only 
abbreviations you 
have to know to use 
this magazine:
sb. = somebody
sth. = something
swh. = somewhere
[U] = uncountable noun
[C] = countable noun
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Technology

THE SINGULARITY
The fear now is that robots could bring about1 the 
demise2 of humanity. This is not just something that Hol-
lywood scriptwriters3 think about. Such things worry 
computer-programming expert Jaan Tallinn, co-founder of 
Skype, Huw Price, professor4 of philosophy at Cambridge, 

and Lord Rees, the astronomer royal and master of Trinity 
College, Cambridge. They have set up5 the Centre for the 
Study of Existential Risk at Cambridge. 

Part of the problem arises6 because the speed7 and 
capacity of computers doubles every 18 months. It is pre-
dicted that around 2040 we will build our last machine. 
From then on8 machines will create other ever-more-in-
telligent machines autonomously. At this point – known as 
‘the Singularity’ – we will no longer be the most intelligent 
beings on the planet. 

THE END OF US
Some researchers and philosophers think that machines 
will be nice to us. There are two problems with this naïve9 
idea: first, as we have seen, we have already created 
robots that kill. Secondly, artificial intelligence is created 
in our image – how do we treat10 the next most intelli-
gent beings in our world? Chimpanzees, dolphins and 
octopuses? We destroy their habitat, keep them in zoos, 
experiment on them and eat them. Once robots can rep-
licate themselves and control their own evolution, human-
ity can be marginalized. This doesn’t have to be anything 
as dramatic as genocide. As we have seen, robots can 
simply make the majority of us unemployed, superfluous, 
obsolete. In such a scenario11 we will just gradually fade 
from view12 as an irrelevance. As T.S. Eliot wrote back in 
1925, “This is the way the world ends // Not with a bang 
but a whimper13”14.

1 to bring about (bring-brought-
brought) – cause 

2 demise – end, decline 
3 scriptwriter – sb. who writes 
the script (= text) of a movie 

4 professor – (false friend) head 

of department at a university, 
senior academic 

5 to set up (set-set-set) – create, 
establish 

6 to arise (arise-arose-arisen) – 
emerge, occur 

7 speed – velocity 
8 from then on – after that 
9 naïve – unsophisticated, child-like 
10 to treat – deal with, act towards 
11 scenario – (false friend) hypo-

thetical situation 

12 to fade from view – be margin-
alized, become irrelevant 

13 whimper – whine, pathetic pro-
test, small noise of discomfort (like 
that made by a frightened dog)

14 in The Hollow Men 

THE TECHNOCENE:
THE AGE OF THE MACHINE

p. 40

4 | YES 19
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Science | ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR

THE TERMITE TELEPHONE
African termites (Macrotermes natalensis) send warning1 
messages through their colonies at a speed of 1.3 metres 
per second, according to research from the University 
of Bochum in Germany. They do this by banging2 their 
heads on the ground 11 times per second. Each termite’s 
message travels only 20cm but it is immediately picked 
up3 and relayed4 by the nearest termite, a bit like mobile 
phone antennas. There is little danger of the message 
being garbled5 – as it is in the game of Chinese whis-
pers6 – because it is so simple: “danger predator”. 

NOT-SO-CARNIVOROUS
CROCS7

Research from the US Fish and Wildlife Service in 
Charleston, South Carolina, has confirmed decades of 
anecdotal reports: over half the existing crocodilian 
species supplement their diet with fruit. It seems that 
at least 13 of the 23 species of crocodiles and alliga-
tors in the world today eat fruit as well as meat. 

LUNATICS
AND ELEPHANTS

Research from the University of Basel has con-
firmed that people sleep worse when there is a full 
moon8. On average it takes five minutes longer to get 
to sleep, we sleep 20 minutes less and we spend 30% 
less time in deep sleep when there is a full moon.

Meanwhile9, a study from Anglia Ruskin Univer-
sity has found that African elephants plan their raids10 
on cropland11 to coincide with the new moon. Elephant 
raids are more frequent and more substantial when 
the nights are darkest. This suggests that they under-
stand that darkness lowers the risk of being killed by 
farmers12. Or perhaps they know that humans sleep 
less and more lightly13 when there is a full moon!

MY NAME IS FLIPPER
Dolphins have a signature whistle14 which they use to 
identify themselves and to identify others. When they 
hear a familiar whistle they will repeat it back to their 
acquaintance15, which they don’t do for an unfamiliar 
whistle. Moreover, a study from the University of Chi-
cago has now found that dolphins remember each other’s 
signature whistles14 after more than 20 years apart, sug-
gesting they have the best memory in the animal world.

1 warning (adj.) – alarm 
2 to bang – beat, hit
3 to pick up – receive 
4 to relay – resent 
5 garbled – incoherent, 
meaningless 

6 Chinese whispers (UK Eng-
lish) – broken telephone (US 
English)

7 croc – (colloquial) crocodile 
8 full moon – when the complete 
disc of the moon is visible 

(associated with werewolves)
9 meanwhile – at the same time 
10 raid – surprise attack 
11 cropland – arable farms 
12 farmer – agriculturalist 
13 more lightly – less deeply
14 signature whistle – high-fre-

quency sound that identifies 
an individual 

15 acquaintance – known indi-
vidual, (in this case) friend 

Photo by Ikiwaner

FOOTNOTES
The superscript numbers in the text 
refer to the footnotes at the bottom 
or at the side of the same page. The 
footnotes explain the difficult vocabu-
lary as determined by our non-native 
proofreaders. Like you, these proof-
readers are learners so they are able 
to identify the exact words you need 
to know to understand the sentence. 
Definitions are given in English, so that 
you learn to think in English and these 
definitions are then checked by the 
non-native proofreaders to ensure that 
you will understand them. Some words 
are defined by pictures: we use these 
visual stimuli when that is the best way 
to fix an idea in your memory. Read 
the definition or look at the illustration 
and then re-read the sentence in ques-
tion. By working with English-language 
footnotes you will rapidly increase 
your vocabulary and learn how English 
words relate to each other, all of 
which will have a dramatic impact on 
your fluency and self-confidence1. 

Some readers find it useful to put 
their finger next to the word in the 
article that they are looking for in the 
footnotes to make it easier to return 
to the text afterwards. Either way, it 
shouldn’t be difficult to find your place 
because the footnotes are numbered 
and the words are highlighted in bold. 
Notice that the syllables and words that 
should be stressed2 are underlined.

Red footnotes give extra cultural 
(rather than linguistic) information, 
or they refer you to other articles.

1 self-confidence – self-assurance (opposite of ‘self-doubt’, ‘hesitancy’)
2 to stress sth. – emphasize, underline

Consonants
/ʧ/ as in church, watch
/ʃ/ as in wash, sure, action
/ʤ/ as in judge, gesture
/ʒ/ as in measure, vision
/j/ as in yes
/θ/ as in thick, path
/ð/ as in this, breathe
/ŋ/ as in sing

Pure Vowels
/æ/ as in cat
/ʌ/ as in cut
/ə/ as in occur, supply, 

aroma
/ɜ:/ as in first, turn, earn
/ɔ:/ as in court, warn

Dipthongs
/iə/ as in ear, here
/eə/ as in air, there

PHONEMIC
SYMBOLS
Here are the phonemic 
symbols that we use 
which might cause you 
problems.
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CURRENT
AFFAIRS
This section of the magazine offers short news 
stories organized thematically:

 6  | YES 19

7 News and anecdotes
8 Art News
10 Science News
 Exercise 3

11 Politics
 - Voting in Ireland: the perfect democracy?

14 Internet
 - The 22-year-old who is paid $1 million to Play 

Games
15 Internet
 - The Cost of Continually Checking Our Email

16 Economics
 - Uber, freelance and the future of work
18 Economics
 - CEOs get less background Checking than 

Graduates

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION

7 Watch: a pro-TTIP advertisement at:
 http://goo.gl/3yog77 
 
 Watch: an anti-TTIP documentary at: 
 http://goo.gl/oS4bak 

8 Watch: a short summary in English of the 
French documentary on Jacques Jaujard at:

 http://goo.gl/ekwe26

9 Watch: a short documentary 
about Margaret Keane:

 http://goo.gl/ljq4Jb
 
 Speak: do you know any other cases of 

men taking credit for women’s creativity?

10 Watch: you can see footage of seals having 
sex with penguins on the BBC website at:

 http://goo.gl/VFPumk

 However we warn you that you 
may find it disturbing.

11 Speak: do you think the Irish electoral system 
is better than the one in your country? What 
are the advantages of other systems?

15 Speak: how often do you check your email? Are 
you addicted? Do you need to check so often?

16 Speak: are you prepared for the future of 
work? Is it possible to prepare adequately 
for how our working lives will change?
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News & Anecdotes

NOSTALGIA 
FOR THE 
SOVIET UNION

Exactly a quarter of a century ago, 
the Russian Communist Party voted 
to end its monopoly on power and 
Germany began its unification pro-
cess. Democracy had triumphed 
and history was about to end1. 
Fast forward 25 years and many 
people are missing the USSR. No, 
not those poor souls2 who lived 
under the Soviet regime – the rest 
of us for whom the USSR served a 
rather3 useful purpose. As Larry 
Eliot recently pointed out4 in The 
Guardian, the existence of a power-
ful country with a rival ideology kept 
the worst excesses of capitalism in 
check5. Western workers had to have better lives than 
their Soviet counterparts – capitalism had to be restrained 
by democracy. The Soviet Union ironically guaranteed 
that the majority in the West could expect to be gradually 
richer and richer. 

With the USSR gone, there was nothing to oppose cap-
italism (apart from Islamic extremism, which was hardly6 
going to appeal to7 Western workers). The last quarter 
of a century has been the age of ‘trickle up’ – a constant 
widening of the gap8 between rich and poor in the 
Developed World. The elites have triumphed, apparently.

The next phase in the process is called The Transatlan-
tic Trade9 and Investment Partnership (TTIP). It will be 
the largest10 trade9 agreement ever struck11. It is a secret 
deal12 between EU and US bureaucrats to put multinational 
companies beyond13 the control of democratic institutions. 
In return they promise to make Europeans and Americans 
richer. But we already know from the last 25 years that 
uncontrolled capitalism doesn’t make everybody richer, 
it makes the few much richer. Meanwhile14, by the TTIP’s 
own estimates15 the deal12 will make up to16 1.1 million 
Europeans unemployed. Such a hugely17 important deal12 

will be subject to referendum, right? Wrong. In fact, its 
details will be kept secret for 30 years! If passed, tobacco 
companies will be able to sue18 national governments for 
health legislation (as has already happened under a similar 
agreement in Uruguay) or for minimum-wage19 legislation 
(as has already happened in Egypt). 

It’s ironic because the social democratic system was 
the best long-term guarantor of capitalism. Without it, 
madcap20 ideas like Russell Brand’s manifesto Revolu-
tion – as well as neo-fascism – will become increasingly 
popular. 

VALENTINE’S DAY 
WITH A DIFFERENCE

Roger Burford recently wrote to The Times to comment 
on an apparent threat21 to monogamy in Norfolk, England. 
A sign outside a local pub read: 

Valentine’s Day Romantic Dinner
£49.50 for 2 tickets

Extra person £25

1 was about to end – be going to 
terminate imminently 

2 poor soul – unfortunate people 
3 rather – somewhat, surprisingly 
4 to point out – indicate 
5 in check – under control, at bay 
6 hardly – not 

7 to appeal to – be attractive for 
8 widening of the gap 
– divergence 
9 trade – commercial 
10 largest – biggest 
11 to strike (strike-struck-struck) – 

(in this case) agree 

12 deal – agreement, accord, 
treaty

13 beyond – outside, above 
14 meanwhile – at the same time 
15 estimate (n.) – calculation 
16 up to – as many as 
17 hugely – enormously 

18 to sue – take legal action 
against 

19 wage – pay, salary 
20 madcap – eccentric, 

unorthodox 
21 threat – danger 

88-92
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Art News

THE START 
OF ART

It is now claimed1 that art existed 
hundreds of thousands of years 
before Homo sapiens. A shell2 has 
been found with an ‘M’ carved3 on 
it – it is half a million years old and 
the mark must have been made by 
Homo erectus. The shell was found 
over a century ago in Indonesia and 
has been sitting in4 a museum in 
Leiden in the Netherlands. The mark 
suggests that H. erectus was capable 
of abstract thought, of creating 
something that had no practical use. 

FAMILY 
VALUES

Few people are fazed5 by art 
these days however much it tries 
to provoke. Nevertheless6, a 
new public sculpture outside the 
Library of Birmingham is making 
waves7. A Real Birmingham Family 
depicts8 exactly what it says: a 
real family from the city composed 
of 29-year-old Roma Jones, her 
27-year-old pregnant sister, Emma, 
and their two sons. Sculptor Gillian 
Wearing explains that the sculpture 
simply reflects the fact that what 
constitutes a family is not a fixed 
concept. However, Bobby Smith 
of ‘New Fathers for Justice’ has 
protested that, “they’ve depicted 
the normal family with no fathers”. 
No, Bobby, ‘they’ haven’t. There’s 
no mention of ‘normal’ anywhere. 
In fact, I think that’s the whole 
point9...

THE ART 
SAVIOUR

The new hero of Western art is a lit-
tle-known deputy10 curator11 of the 
Louvre called Jacques Jaujard (1895-
1967). When World War Two broke 
out12 he declared the Louvre closed 
‘for repairs’ for three days. In this 
time he sent the museum’s priceless 
collection – including the Mona Lisa 
– to the four corners of France with 
the help of hundreds of loyal employ-
ees. The collection was kept out of 
reach of13 the Nazis during the entire 
war and then every single piece was 
returned to Paris – not one piece had 
been damaged. Jaujard is the subject 
of a new documentary. 

1 to claim – assert, declare 
2 shell – 
3 to carve – score, cut 
4 to be sitting in – be stored in, be 
conserved in 

5 to faze – disturb, disconcert, 
offend 6 nevertheless – however, 

despite this 
7 to make waves (make-made-
made) – provoke comments 

8 to depict – represent 
9 the whole point – the idea, the 
intended message

10 deputy – assistant, sub-

11 curator – (of a museum) keeper, 
custodian, director

12 to break out (break-broke-bro-
ken) – (of a war) start, begin 

13 to keep sth. out of reach of sb. 
(keep-kept-kept) – maintain sth. 
out of sb’s hands 
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Art News

RECORD PRICE
US painter Georgia O’Keeffe confirmed her place at the 
pinnacle of women’s art when one of her works sold for 
$44.4 million, the highest price ever paid at auction1 for 
a work of art by a woman. The most expensive work of 
art ever was Cézanne’s The Card Players, which was sold 
for over $250 million. A work by Jackson Pollock ($140 
million) was the previous record holder2. For more on 
O’Keeffe, see pp. 50-52. 

GREAT ARTISTS STEAL3
As T.S. Eliot once said, “good artists borrow, great artists 
steal”. If so, then Marcel Duchamp was truly great because 
it has been revealed that the urinal that gave birth to con-
ceptual art (‘Fountain’) in 1917 was not actually4 submit-
ted5 to the Society of Independent Artists exhibition in 
New York by the Frenchman but by his eccentric friend 
Dadaist Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven. Elsa died in 1927 
destitute6 and insane7. Duchamp 
lived another four decades and is 
generally considered one of the 
founders of modern art. 

This revelation about a man steal-
ing the art of a woman follows 
hot on the heels of8 Tim Burton’s 
biopic Big Eyes (2014) in which 
he reveals to a wider world9 the 
woeful10 story of Walter Keane, 
a lowlife11 who passed his wife’s 
paintings off as12 his own13 for 
15 years in the 1950s and 1960s. 
Before Keane’s fraud was made 
public by his wife, Margaret, in the 
1970s, Keane had compared him-
self to Michelangelo and El Greco. 
Keane eventually14 drank himself to 
death; Margaret has a cameo role in 
the movie. 

THE END
OF ART

In a very real sense Damien Hirst 
and his patrons may mark the 
death of art as we know it. Hirst 
is the world’s richest living artist. 
Yet15 he freely admits that he pays 
assistants (very poorly) to do his 
art for him because he “couldn’t 
be arsed16” to do it himself. He has 
made the world’s most expensive 
work of art by a living artist – For 
the Love of God (2007) – by cover-
ing a human skull17 in diamonds.18 
Since the art market was taken 
over19 by hedge-fund20 managers, 
pop stars and football players, Hirst 
has morphed it into his patrons’ 
own reflection: nihilist bling21.22

1 auction –  
2 record holder – (in this case) 
most expensive painting 

3 to steal (steal-stole-stolen) – rob
4 actually – (false friend) in fact 
5 to submit – (in this case) pres-
ent for exhibition 

6 destitute – indigent, very poor 
7 insane – (false friend) mad, 
crazy 

8 to follow hot on the heels of – 
come immediately after 

9 to the wider world – to the 
general public 

10 woeful – deplorable, 
scandalous 

11 lowlife – disreputable person 
12 to pass sth. off as – act as it 

sth. was 
13 his own – (in this case) his (own) 

paintings 
14 eventually – (false friend) in 

the end 
15 yet – (in this case) however, 

nevertheless 
16 can’t be arsed – (UK slang) 

can’t be bothered, not be pre-
pared to make the effort 

17 skull – cranium with its 
mandible 

18 it cost £14 million to produce 
and is valued at £50 million

19 to take sth. over (take-took-
taken) – take control of sth. 

20 hedge fund – organiza-
tion dedicated to financial 
speculation 

21 bling – ostentatiously expen-
sive ornaments

22 for more on Hirst, see p. 61.

50-52
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Science News

VAMPIRES
They say that Bram Stoker’s Dracula was influenced by 
his mother’s tales1 of the cholera epidemic in Connacht 
(Ireland) in the 1830s. Well, it now seems that the link2 
between the bacteria and vampires is closer than pre-
viously thought. Researchers from the University of 
South Alabama have been studying six ‘vampire’ burial 
sites3 in Poland. At all of the sites4 supposed vampires 
were buried5 with a sickle6 across their necks7 and a 
stone in or under their 
jaws8. The researchers 
expected the ‘vampires’ 
to be outsiders but were 
surprised to find that 
tooth-enamel9 analysis 
showed that they were 
locals10. They postulate 
that the ‘vampires’ were 
the first local victims 
to die in the cholera 
epidemic that swept 
t h ro u g h 11 Eastern 
Europe in the 17th Cen-
tury, which was poorly 
understood at the time. 

ZOOPHILIA: 
ANIMAL STYLE

For most of us, zoophilia is abusive and a symptom of a 
severe mental disorder. However, what should we think 
of cross-species12 sexual activity between nonhuman 
animals? According to the journal Polar Biology, young 
male13 Antarctic fur seals14 (Arctocephalus gazella) have 
now been recorded on multiple occasions since 2006 
forcibly15 mating with16 king penguins (Aptenodytes 
patagonicus). On one occasion a seal was spotted17 first 

mating with a penguin and then eating it. Worryingly, the 
researchers from the University of Pretoria who identified 
the behaviour18 say that the seals’ sexual harassment19 
of penguins seems to be on the increase, suggesting that 
the mammals are copying each other. 

TEXT NECK
Dr Kenneth Hansraj, a specialist in spinal20 surgery21 
in New York, has warned22 that using your smartphone 
could lead to23 serious and long-lasting24 neck7 and 
back pains. Your head weighs between 4.5 and 5.5kg. 
However, at the unnatural texting angle of 60º its effec-
tive weigh soars25 to as much as 27kg. A lot of people use 
their smartphones for as many as four hours a day. The 
solution isn’t to stop using your smartphone; you should 
simply hold it up26 to read it at eyelevel27.

1 tale – story 
2 link – connection, association 
3 burial /ˈberiəl/ site – cemetery, 
graveyard 

4 at all of the sites – in each of the 
locations 

5 to bury sb. /ˈberi/ – inter sb., 
place sb’s cadaver 
underground 

6 sickle – 
7 neck – part of the 
body where the head 
joins the torso 

8 jaw – mandible (technical)
9 tooth enamel /iˈnæməl/ – 
dental enamel, the hard white 
substance that covers the crown 
of a tooth

10 locals – local people, natives, 
people born in the vicinity 

11 to sweep through (sweep-
swept-swept) – propagate 
across 

12 cross-species – between two 
species 

13 male – ♂

14 seal – 
15 forcibly – using force and/or 

violence 
16 to mate with – have sex with 
17 to spot – observe, see 
18 behaviour – conduct 
19 harassment – coercive/aggres-

sive conduct
20 spinal – relating to the 

vertebrae 
21 surgery – medical operations 
22 to warn – alert, caution 
23 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result 

in, cause 
24 long-lasting – chronic 
25 to soar – increase dramatically, 

ascend significantly
26 to hold sth. up (hold-held-held) 
– (in this case) elevate sth. 

27 eyelevel – the height of one’s 
eyes 
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Politics

E ver since the Republic of Ireland got independence 
from Britain in December 1921 it has used the Single 
Transferable Vote (STV) system of proportional rep-

resentation which, as Dr Jane Suiter1 has noted, is “a 
highly2 effective and sophisticated method of voting, 
one that gives voters far more3 control over whom they 
are going to vote for, one which furthermore4 sends a 
very clear message through the system”. Indeed5, most 
scholars6 and many political scientists would agree with 
Dr Suiter1, viewing as they do the STV system to be one 
of the fairest7 systems for conducting8 elections. The 
American George Hallett has gone so far as to describe 
Ireland’s highly-nuanced9 Droop quota version of pro-
portional representation to be “the most democratic and 
accurately10 representative form of proportional repre-
sentation that exists”. The essential features11 of the STV 
system as used in Ireland are that: 

1) the constituencies12 return13 at least three members, 
2) the elector has only one vote, 
3) the elector’s vote is transferable from candidate to can-

didate seriatim14, without restriction, according to a 
series of preferences indicated by the elector, so that, if 
it proves ineffective for the candidate first preferred, it 
may become effective for the candidate next preferred, 
and so on15.

4) every candidate is elected who obtains that number 
of votes, called the quota, which is the least number 
that cannot be obtained by more candidates than there 
are seats.

1 Senior Lecturer in Political 
Science at University College 
Cork

2 highly – very 
3 far more – much more 
4 furthermore – moreover, also 

5 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
6 scholar – (false friend) aca-
demic, erudite person 

7 fairest – most equitable 
8 to conduct – carry out, execute 
9 highly-nuanced – very subtle 

10 accurately – precisely, exactly 
11 feature – attribute, 

characteristic 
12 constituency – group of all 

the voters who live in a specific 
area

13 to return – (in this case) 
generate 

14 seriatim – in the appropriate 
order

15 and so on – et cetera, etc. 

THE SINGLE TRANSFERABLE 
VOTE SYSTEM IN IRELAND
by Colman Keane
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H aving outlined1 the features2 of Single Transferable 
Voting (STV), let us now take a look (albeit3 simplis-
tic) at how it works4. Imagine, for example, that this 

is the ballot paper5 you have before6 you.

Samuel Beckett The Godot Party

James Joyce The Dublin Party

Bernard Shaw The Pacifist Party

Oscar Wilde The Dandy Party

As a voter, you simply take a pen and write a number 
beside7 each of the candidates indicating the order of 
your preference. Your favourite candidate will get your 
first preference; your second candidate will get your 
second preference and so on8. Once the voting process 
has been completed the count begins. The first step is to 
determine the quota which the returning officer9 calcu-
lates by taking the number of votes cast10, dividing this 
by 1+ the number of seats to be filled and adding 1 to 
this result. So in the above imaginary constituency11 of 
Dublin South Central where 10,000 votes were cast10 and 
there are two seats (a simplistic example as the minimum 
number of seats would be three), the quota would be:

The result can be seen count by count in the following chart12:

1 to outline – summarize, 
synopsize 

2 feature – attribute, 
characteristic

3 albeit – even though it is 

4 to work – function 
5 ballot paper – voting form 
6 before – (in this case) in front of 
7 beside – next to 
8 and so on – et cetera, etc.

9 returning officer – the official 
in each constituency11 who 
supervises an election and 
declares the result

10 to cast – (in this case) emit, 

enter
11 constituency – group of all 

the voters who live in a specific 
area

12 chart – graph, table 

List of
candidates

First-count
Result

Transfer of
Shaw’s surplus

Second-count 
result

Transfer of Wilde’s
eliminated votes

Third- count
Result

Beckett 2,400 +333 2,733 701 3,434 E

Joyce 1,900 +249 2,149 1,065 3,214

Shaw 4,000 - 666 3,334  ________ 3,334 E

Wilde 1,700 +66 1,766 -1,766 ________

AN IMAGINARY 
CONSTITUENCY
by Colman Keane

10,000

2 + 1
+ 1 = 3,334
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A s can be seen Shaw, having reached1 the quota on 
the first count is deemed to be2 elected and as no 
other candidate has reached the quota, a second 

count begins during which Shaw’s surplus is distributed 
among the other three candidates. It turns out3 that of 
those 4,000 voters who gave Shaw their first preference, 
2,000 gave their second preference to Beckett, 1,500 gave 
their second preference to Joyce while 400 gave their 
second preference to Wilde. Only 100 voters expressed no 
second preference.

As the quota is 3,334 Mr Shaw has a surplus of 666 
to distribute (4,000-3,334). These surplus votes will 
be transferred to the other three candidates in the 
following proportions:
>>  Mr Beckett (666 / 4,000) x 2,000 = 333
>>  Mr Joyce (666 / 4,000) x 1,500 = 249
>>  Mr Wilde (666 / 4,000) x 400 = 66

THE SECOND ROUND
The second count now begins and these transfers are 
added to each of the three remaining4 candidates’ first 
count results. As none of the three has reached5 the 
quota, the lowest candidate Mr Wilde is eliminated. The 
third count will redistribute Mr Wilde’s votes to the voters’ 

next preference. As can be seen, although Joyce has 
received 1,065 of Wilde’s eliminated votes, Beckett, having 
garnered6 701 of Wilde’s eliminated votes, has with a 
total of 3,434 reached the quota and is so deemed to 
be7 elected.

QUIBBLES
While the STV Droop Quota has undoubtedly some imper-
fections (these pale into insignificance8 when compared 
to those inherent in the list system), it is held in high 
esteem9 by many political scientists principally because 
it is both proportional and facilitates constituency10 pol-
itics. Indeed11, the two efforts by Fianna Fáil12 to jetti-
son13 the STV Droop Quota were decisively rejected14 by 
the Irish electorate in referenda held in 1959 and 1968. 
The only quibble15 many Irish voters would have with 
the present system is that they would prefer to have sev-
en-seat constituencies16 rather than17 the three-seat, 
four-seat and five-seat constituencies at present in use. 
Indeed11, so attractive is STV that on many occasions over 
the last century it has been put forward18 as the pre-
ferred system of pressure groups clamouring for electoral 
reform in Britain, surely an eloquent and striking19 testi-
mony to the success20 of the system in Ireland.

1 to reach – arrive at, get to, (in 
this case) surpass

2 to be deemed to be – 
considered to be, regarded as 

3 it turns out – (in this case) we 
can see 

4 remaining – (in this case) who 
are still trying to be elected

5 to reach – arrive at, get to, (in 
this case) surpass

6 to garner – (in this case) receive 
7 to be deemed to be – 
considered to be, regarded as

8 to pale into insignificance – 
be insignificant 

9 to be held in high esteem – be 
highly regarded, be admired 

10 constituency – group of all 
the voters who live in a specific 
area

11 indeed – (emphatic) in fact
12 /fiˌænə ˈfɔil/ the centre-right 

Irish Republican party 
13 to jettison – get rid of, drop, 

eliminate
14 to reject – turn down, opposite 

of ‘accept’ 
15 quibble – minor objection
16 seven-seat constituencies 

were the norm in Ireland 

right up to the 1940s.
17 rather than – as opposed to, 

instead of 
18 to put sth. forward (put-put-

put) – suggest sth., recommend 
sth.

19 striking – significant, 
surprising

20 success – triumph, (in this 
case) effectiveness 

TRANSFERRING 
THE VOTES
by Colman Keane

Photo by William Murphy
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M att Haag is 22 years old, skinny1 and blindingly2 
pale. He looks like any shy3 computer nerd4, yet5 
there is a difference – Matt earns almost a million 

dollars a year playing the computer videogames he loves. 
According to Forbes magazine, only three years ago 

Matt was flipping burgers6 for McDonalds. Now he 
makes around $1M a year playing ‘Call of Duty’, a popular 
series of computer video war-games where players run 
around trying to shoot one another. He’s paid a fortune to 
sit in a chair and wildly7 hit buttons. 

Gaming8 has taken off9 as a spectator sport, an 
alternative to movies and TV series. Matt’s games are 
streamed live10 on the net to a large11 audience, he trav-
els the world playing at sold-out12 tournaments and even 
has a Red Bull sponsorship. 

AN INTERNET SENSATION
Matt is a good player, but according to Mike Rufail, the 
chief of a top gaming team, “…in terms of raw talent13, 
he’s a top 15 player – I wouldn’t put him in that top 
three or four guys.” Matt is a new breed14 of internet 
sensation. He makes more money from the internet than 
directly from the gaming competitions that have made 
him famous. 

Matt has 1.5 million YouTube subscribers from whom 
he makes $700,000 a year through live streaming15 
his daily game sessions online. His success16 with the 
public comes from his compulsion to share17 his life 
through social media – on Twitter, Instagram, Facebook 
and YouTube. 

A FEELING OF INTIMACY
Matt’s unedited videos add to a feeling of intimacy. He 
also wrote an honest, sentimental blog when his mother 
died. He sat on a couch18 at home and recorded a You-
Tube video in which he thanked followers for their heart-
felt19 messages on Twitter. He appeared distraught20 but 
also genuinely thankful.

Matt’s fans seem to regard him as21 an exceptionally 
interesting ‘friend’ rather than22 a celebrity. Young people 
say that they find YouTube stars easier to relate to23, and 
more honest, than the Hollywood elite. 

Matt has shown the power of the internet if used prop-
erly24. We all have the potential to make $1M. But Matt 
also points out25 that he is paid per viewer, so he has to 
keep producing to keep his audience. It could all disap-
pear in a click of a mouse.

1 skinny – thin, emaciated
2 blindingly – (in this case) very, 

shockingly 
3 shy /ʃai/ – timid 
4 nerd – geek, socially inept 

person who is stereotypically 
interested in computers

5 yet – (in this case) but, however 
6 to flip burgers – prepare ham-

burgers, (in this case) work 

7 wildly – energetically, 
frenetically

8 gaming – (in this case) playing 
videogames

9 to take off (take-took-taken) – 
become popular

10 to stream live – emit in real 
time 

11 large – (false friend) big
12 sold-out – for which all the 

tickets have been sold
13 raw talent – expertise, ability 
14 breed – type, kind 
15 live streaming – emission in 

real time 
16 success – (false friend/in this 

case) popularity
17 to share – make public 
18 couch – sofa 
19 heartfelt – sincere 

20 distraught – upset, devastated 
21 to regard sb. as – consider sb. 

to be 
22 rather than – instead of, as 

opposed to 
23 to relate to – empathize with 
24 properly – adequately, 

appropriately 
25 to point out – call attention to 

the fact

THE 22-YEAR-OLD 
WHO IS PAID $1M 
TO PLAY GAMES
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch
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THE MULTITASKING TRAP1

Psychologist Ron Friedman, PhD2, has recently warned 
us about3 another little-known email trap1. He says: 
“Suppose each time you ran low on4 an item5 in your 
kitchen… your instinctive response was to drop6 every-
thing and race7 to the store8. How much time would you 
lose? How much money would you squander9 on gas10? 
What would happen to your productivity? We all recognize 
the inefficiency of this approach. And yet surprisingly, we 
often work in ways that are equally wasteful.”

Continuously checking our email while doing other 
important tasks11 is the same, at least to some extent12, 
as stopping doing something to go down the shops, 
according to Friedman. We are shifting13 our attention 
from one task to another, and this disrupts our concentra-
tion and focus. Each time we return to the initial task, we 
use up valuable cognitive resources14 reorientating our-
selves to the task. What we tell ourselves is multitasking 
is in fact rapidly switching15 between activities, degrading 
our clarity and depleting16 our mental energy. 

Research shows that when we are deeply17 engrossed 
in18 an activity, even minor distractions can have a 
profound effect on our concentration. A University of 
California-Irvine study found that regaining19 our 
initial momentum20 following an interruption can take, 
on average21, upwards of22 20 minutes. An experiment 
conducted at the University of London also found that 
we lose as many as 10 IQ23 points when we allow24 our 
work to be interrupted by seemingly benign distractions 
like emails and text messages. 

THE ART OF UNI-TASKING
In response to this research there is a growing trend25 
to ‘uni-task’. One suggestion to move towards uni-tasking 
is to move temptation further away from you. Shut away 
your email program or shut down your phone while you 
work on something. It’s a lot easier to stay on task26 
when you’re not continually fending off27 mental crav-
ings28. You can also cluster similar activities together29 
to keep the amount30 of effort to refocus to a minimum. 

While writing this article, I have checked my email several 
times, quickly checked the news and thought about my week-
end. I think it will take me some time to become a uni-tasker!

1 trap – snare, (in this case) 
problem 

2 PhD – doctor in philosophy 
3 to warn sb. about – alert sb. to 
4 to run low on sth. (run-ran-run) 
– have little of sth. left 
5 item – (in this case) product 
6 to drop – (in this case) abandon 
7 to race – hurry, rush, run 
8 store (US English) – shop (UK 
English)

9 to squander – waste
10 gas – (in this case) gasoline, 

petrol (UK English)
11 task – job 
12 to some extent – to some 

degree, in part 
13 to shift – (in this case) reorient 
14 resources – (in this case) 

capacity 
15 to switch – change, jump 
16 to deplete – reduce, waste 

17 deeply – profoundly, (in this 
case) intensely 

18 to be engrossed in – be 
focused on, be concentrating 
on

19 to regain – recover, recuperate 
20 momentum – impetus 
21 on average – typically 
22 upwards of – more than 
23 IQ – intelligence quotient (a 

measure of intelligence)

24 to allow – permit 
25 trend – tendency 
26 to stay on task – concentrate 
27 to fend off – (in this case) try 

to resist
28 craving – desire 
29 to cluster together – bring 

together, group 
30 amount – quantity, level 

THE COST OF CONTINUALLY 
CHECKING EMAIL
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch
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Before the industrial revolution there were individual 
artisans creating their products and earning a living 
based on their reputation within1 their trade2. The 

Industrial Revolution saw a transition from hand-produc-
tion methods to machines that mass-produced. 

Large3 numbers of people toiling4 in factories and 
offices replaced individual artisans working at home or 
in small workshops. Having all of the employees in one 
place meant they were easier to train5 and monitor. This 
system based on economies of scale allowed6 companies 
to mass-produce complex products such as automobiles, 
while it also gave employees job security. 

A NEW WAY OF DOING BUSINESS
Now if we fast-forward to the 21st Century, we seem to be 
going through another revolution. A recent article in The 
Economist magazine points to a new employment model. 
One where many new start-up companies7 are using 
freelance contractors8 who are willing to9 show up10 at 
a moment’s notice11 rather than12 the fulltime employee 
model of the twentieth century. 

These new start-ups are built around systems which 
match13 jobs to independent contractors8, and thus14 
supply15 labour and services on demand. This is possi-
ble because everyone is constantly connected through 
smartphones – companies, contractors8 and customers. 
Young professionals who are time poor16 are big users of 
these services. 

‘UBERIFICATION’
The recent popularity of this approach is based upon17 
Uber’s success18. Founded in 2009, the company operates 
as a taxi service. Uber hires part-time contractors, who use 
their own car to provide the taxi services. The company 
uses a smartphone application to receive ride requests19, 
and then sends these requests to their drivers. Customers 
use the app to request20 rides and track21 their reserved 
vehicle’s location. 

Uber, which costs significantly less than traditional taxi 
rides22, operates in more than 53 countries and is already 
valued at more than US$40 billion. Because of this, many 
companies have started to emulate Uber’s business model, 
in a trend23 that has come to be referred to as ‘Uberification’.

1 within – in 
2 trade – (in this case) profession 
3 large – big, (in this case) great 
4 to toil – work
5 to train – instruct 
6 to allow – permit, enable 
7 start-up company – recently 
created firm 

8 contractor – (in this case) sb. 

who accepts a contract to do a 
specific job

9 to be willing to – be ready to, 
be prepared to 

10 to show up (show-showed-
shown) – come, appear 

11 at a moment’s notice – with 
little forewarning, at short 
notice, very quickly 

12 rather than – instead of, as 
opposed to 

13 to match A to B – connect A to 
B in an appropriate way 

14 thus – (formal) in this way 
15 to supply – provide, offer 
16 to be time poor – have too 

little time
17 upon – (in this case) on 

18 success – favourable results, 
triumph 

19 ride requests – customers’ 
demand for taxis 

20 to request – ask for 
21 to track – monitor 
22 taxi ride – trip in a taxi 
23 trend – (in this case) business 

tendency 

THE FUTURE OF WORK – 
THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch
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A GROWING TREND2

Medicast is applying a similar model to doctors in Miami, 
Los Angeles and San Diego. Patients order a doctor by 
using an app (which also registers where they are). A 
doctor briefed on3 the symptoms is guaranteed to arrive 
within4 two hours with a basic cost of $200 a visit. 

On the doctors’ side, the company is particularly 
attractive to moonlighters5 who want to top up6 their 
income, younger MDs7 without the capital to start 
their own practices and older doctors who want to set8 
their own timetables9 as the company provides the 
malpractice insurance. 

Then there is Handy, a company that provides people 
with10 home help. Handy will do anything for you in your 

house from cleaning to furniture assembly11, deliv-
ery services12 and researchers. All of Handy’s workers 
are self-employed. 

CONTRACTORS & DETRACTORS 
Proponents of the model say that it is putting underuti-
lized resources13 (people and their assets14 e.g. to drive 
for Uber you need a car) in touch with consumers who 
need them. That there is better utilization of resources 
and this is the work model of the future. Anyone can be 
a contractor15.

Detractors say that it is working now because there is 
considerable unemployment. People are willing to16 work 
as contractors because they need a job. This is just17 a 
cyclical trend2 due to18 unemployment. As unemployment 
decreases qualified people will leave these on-demand 
companies and move into companies that are willing to16 
provide the security of full-time employment with all of 
its benefits. 

It is likely19 that both sides are right to some extent20. 
Technology will lead to21 the use of contractors15, which 
is very convenient22 for some sections of the community 
(students, mothers returning to the workforce etc.) but at 
the same time as employment grows many people will 
return to full-time jobs. So, will the new model change the 
way we work forever? Only time will tell!

1 wordplay on the name of 
the company Uber and the 
German expression über 
alles means ‘more than 
anything else’. 

2 trend – tendency 
3 briefed on – who has been 
informed about 

4 within – (in this case) in less 
than 

5 moonlighter – sb. who does a 

second job (especially at night)
6 to top sth. up – add to sth., 
augment sth. 

7 MD – (US English) medical doctor 
8 to set (set-set-set) – (in this case) 
determine

9 timetable – hours of work 
10 to provide sb. with sth. – offer 

sth. to sb. 
11 furniture assembly – 

constructing tables, desks, 

bookcases, etc. (from IKEA and 
similar stores)

12 delivery service – bringing 
things to one’s home 

13 resources – capacity 
14 assets – productive ability 
15 contractor – (in this case) sb. 

who accepts a contract to do a 
specific job 

16 to be willing to – be prepared 
to, be ready to 

17 just – (in this case) only 
18 due to – caused by, because of 
19 likely – probable 
20 to some extent – in part, to 

some degree 
21 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result 

in
22 convenient – (false friend) 

agreeable, advantageous, 
handy 

THE BRAVE NEW WORLD 
OF UBER ALLES1

by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch
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U nbelievably, HireRight, a UK 
firm specializing in employ-
ment-related screening1, 

found in their survey2, The 
Untouchables: Protecting Your 
Organisation from Leadership 
Risk, that in many cases CEOs3 
actually4 receive less back-
ground checking5 than the average6 college7 graduate. 

The survey2 had analysed a significant sample based 
on detailed interviews with 140 senior HR8 leaders in UK 
companies with over 5,000 employees. Roughly9 one-in-
three CEOs were found not to have gone through any due 
diligence10 at all11 during their appointment12. 

It is quite amazing that few background checks13 are 
undertaken14, especially when we consider the power 
CEOs3 wield15, the vast salaries they receive and the long-
term impact they have on their company’s future. 

WE ALREADY KNOW THE CEOS
So what! Of course we have to do background checks13 
on graduates – we know nothing at all about them. Most 
CEOs3 are different. CEO-level candidates have long and 
often very public histories, so wouldn’t any lies16 have 
been picked up17 already, anyway? 

OR DO WE?
In January 2012 the well-known and well-respected Scott 
Thompson was president of eBay’s PayPal division when 
Yahoo poached18 him to be their CEO3. Yahoo is a mas-
sive company that is estimated to be worth19 $40 billion! 

He was a man with a well-established career20. The 
problem was that he had told a little pork pie21 on his 
CV which was picked up17 by an angry shareholder22 in 
May. Thompson claimed to have23 a computer science 
degree24 on his résumé25, even though he didn’t! He was 
forced to leave the company shortly after the revelation. 

The loss of a CEO3 can have a significant effect on the 
stability of a company and the shareholder value26. So 
the moral of the story is always do proper27 background 
checks13 – anyone, however28 important or famous, is 
capable of tweaking29 their CV, and your company’s 
share30 or sale price may be at risk31!

1 screening – investigations 
2 survey – study 
3 CEO – chief executive officer, 

managing director 
4 actually – (false friend) in fact 
5 background checking – inves-

tigating into the veracity of 
one’s CV

6 average – typical 
7 college (adj.) – university 
8 HR – human-resources 
9 roughly – approximately
 

10 due diligence – (in this case) 
background checking 

11 at all – (emphatic) of any sort/
kind 

12 appointment – process of 
selecting sb. for a post/job

13 background check – investiga-
tion into the veracity of one’s CV

14 to undertake (-take/-took/-
taken) – do 

15 to wield – have, control 
16 lie – untruth 

17 to pick up – (in this case) 
identify 

18 to poach – headhunt, ‘steal’
19 to be worth – have a value of 
20 career – (false friend) profes-

sional trajectory 
21 pork pie – (rhyming slang) lie16

22 shareholder – sb. who owns 
stocks/shares in a company 

23 claimed to have – declared 
that he had 

24 degree – university 
qualification 

25 résumé – CV, curriculum vitae 
26 shareholder value – the long-

term value that a shareholder22 
can obtain from having stocks 
in a company 

27 proper – (in this case) full, 
complete 

28 however – (in this case) irre-
spective of how

29 to tweak – fraudulently 
improve, 

30 share (adj.) – stock 
31 to be at risk – be in danger 

CHECKING THE 
CVs OF CEOs
by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com
@douglasjasch
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This section of the magazine offers...

An Essential Guide to 
Anglo Painting
 
20 How to Enjoy Art
22 Joshua Reynolds: the Grand 

Style in English Portraiture
 Exercise 15
25 Thomas Gainsborough: the Making 

of the English Landscape
28 William Blake: Visions of Heaven and Hell
31 William Turner: Britain’s Favourite Painter
 Exercise 7
34 John Constable: the Liberator
 Exercise 6
37 Whistler: an American Revolutionary in London
 Exercises 5, 10
41 Winslow Homer: Darwin’s US Painter
 Exercise 21
44 Mary Cassatt: the American Impressionist
47 Hopper: a World of Frozen Emotions
50 Georgia O’Keeffe: the Eroticism of Nature
53  Francis Bacon: Flagellation & Exploding Popes
56 Banksy: the Pope of Agit Pop
58 The Twilight of the Masters

59 SUBSCRIPTION FORM

60 The Science of Art 
61 So, What is Art?
62 Cinema: Painters’ Biopics – can the silver 

screen teach you history of art?
66 Art Fetishism

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION

View: www.museumsyndicate.com offers a one-stop 
site to view works by all of these artists (search by artist).

20 View: if you find art intimidating, prepare your visit 
to a gallery properly by viewing:

 http://goo.gl/JCG0D5 and
 http://goo.gl/pZYsE4  

22 View: a slideshow of some 70 portraits by 
Reynolds: http://goo.gl/zpKVMt  

25 Watch: a brilliant 20-minute documentary about 
the mystery around Gainsborough’s most famous 
early painting:

 http://goo.gl/Hn4sXt  

28 Watch: a brief effective introduction to the 
definitive Romantic artist:

 http://goo.gl/No4DIC   

31 View: a short slideshow giving a taste of Turner’s 
genius:

 http://goo.gl/h6KTDP  

34 Watch: a recent hour-long BBC documentary about 
Constable:

 http://goo.gl/KJaXjb

41 Watch: a CBS report about the Winslow Homer  
Museum at Prout’s Neck:

 http://goo.gl/wsvPT0

56 View: a slideshow offering an interesting selection 
of Banksy’s work at:

 http://goo.gl/fLzcBW

61 Speak: What is your definition of art? Who is your 
favourite painter? Can you explain why you connect 
with her/him? One study found that the average 
time spent looking at a piece of contemporary 
art (works by Hirst and Emin in this case) was 5 
seconds. Is this a failure of art or of the art-viewing 
public?

 66 Speak: Are you a victim of ‘art fetishism’? Can you 
explain it rationally?
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How to
Enjoy Art

T he secret to enjoying art and to having 
a valid opinion about anything that 

claims to be1 artistic is to find out2 what the 
artist was trying to do. Once you know that, 
you can determine to what extent3 she or 
he has achieved4 it. This means that in the 
first instance5 you have to ‘suspend your 
disbelief6’ and try to see the work from the 
artist’s point-of-view. This doesn’t mean that 
you have to accept any old rubbish7 as art. It 
simply means that you have to assume8 that it isn’t rub-
bish until you’ve been through the process of trying to 
understand it. If you still think it’s rubbish after that, then 
it probably is, but you’ve reached9 an informed opinion.

Reading a Picture
Let’s take Ancient Egyptian art as an example. As a 
‘realistic’ representation of a scene, an Egyptian paint-
ing is crap10. However, Egyptian painters weren’t trying 
to create the illusion of perspective. Why should they? 
In perspective people and things in the foreground11 
cover people and things in the background12. Import-
ant people in the background have to be represented as 
midgets13 because they’re further away. In short14, it’s 
more difficult to read a ‘realistic’ image (such as a photo-
graph) than it is to interpret most images painted before 
1500. I use the word ‘read’ intentionally; the Egyptians 
wrote in pictures, remember. Hieroglyphs are standard-
ized images and the Egyptians standardized each part of 
their painting too. In other words everything was shown 
from its most characteristic angle. Eyes and torsos are 

always seen from the front, but the waist15, limbs16 and 
head are always shown in profile. Feet are always shown 
from the inside, so figures seem to have either two left 
feet or two right feet. As with written text, figures are 
distributed horizontally between two parallel lines – like 
those you wrote letters between when you were learn-
ing to write as a child. Finally, men are dark, women are 
light-skinned17. It’s a brilliant system for communicating 
clear messages.

Mediaeval Art
Similarly, European mediaeval painting was primarily 
interested in communicating the message, though the 
rules were less rigid. There could be some foreground11 
and background12 – as on a stage18 – but foregrounded 
figures couldn’t hide19 those in the background12. There 
was no need for the scene to continue off to a distant 
horizon; that would just20 distract the viewer from the 
important action in the foreground. From a mediae-
val perspective, it’s much better to have a plain or pat-
terned21 background to block out any distractions.

1 to claim to be – say/declare 
that it is 

2 to find out (find-found-found) 
– discover 

3 to what extent – to what 
degree, how much 

4 to achieve – accomplish, attain, 
do 

5 in the first instance – initially 
6 disbelief – scepticism, cynicism 

7 any old rubbish – sth. of no 
value

8 to assume – (false friend) 
accept, suppose 

9 to reach – come to, arrive at 
10 crap – (in this case) rubbish, 

sth. of no value 
11 the foreground – the part of 

a picture nearest to the viewer 
according to the perspective 

12 the background – the part 
of a picture furthest from 
the viewer according to the 
perspective

13 midget – (offensive) unusually 
small person

14 in short – in summary 
15 waist – area of the body 

around the pelvis 
16 limb /lim/ – arm or leg 

17 light-skinned – whitish 
18 on a stage – in the theatre 
19 to hide sth. (hide-hid-hidden) – 

cover, put sth. out of sight 
20 just – (in this case) only, simply 
21 patterned – with a repetitive 

design 

How to 
Enjoy Art
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How to
Enjoy Art

F rom Giotto onwards1 people got it into their heads 
that it was important for two-dimensional figures to 

seem to have volume. However, this is a ridiculous idea 
from the point of view of the Middle Ages. After all, most 
of the figures they were painting were celestial: angels, 
saints and virgins don’t need to be corporal but they 
must be elegant and sinuous2. 

Taglines3 
Most of the major art movements of the last 600 years 
have had clear, simple objectives. Below we offer a 
tongue-in-cheek4 slogan5 for 20 artistic movements: 
>> The Renaissance: let’s pretend6 the picture is really a 

little window onto another world.
>> Baroque: Who turned the lights out? Don’t worry I 

brought candles7. 
>> Rococo: Why can’t everything be soft and fluffy8 like 

moi?
>> Neoclassicism: life’s brutish9, dirty and short; what 

would an ideal world look like?
>> Romanticism: let’s represent the heaven10 and hell of 

being human.
>> The Pre-Raphaelites: Enough with industrialization 

already. Imagine living in the Middle Ages – how cool 
would that be?

>> Realism: stop idealizing everything and get a social 
conscience.

>> Symbolism: Guess what this means?
>> Impressionism: pictures can be constructed out of11 

colour.
>> Post-Impressionism: OK, colours are good but let’s 

also think about how the mind perceives images.
>> Cubism: a picture’s flat, so why pretend6 it isn’t?
>> Futurism: machines are sexy.
>> Dadaism: everyone else’s art is just so12 bourgeois13; 

lighten up14, comrade!
>> Expressionism: reality only exists in your head. 
>> Surrealism: I’ll show you my subconscious if you 

show me yours. 
>> Outsider Art: just15 because I’m mad it doesn’t mean I 

can’t paint.
>> Abstract Expressionism: for Technicolor images, go 

to the movies, we paint the infinite.
>> Pop Art: let’s embrace consumerism.
>> Minimalism: less is more.
>> Hyperrealism: just as well16 they haven’t invented 

digital cameras yet...
>> Conceptual art: why does art have to be in a frame17 

or made out of11 marble18?

1 from X onwards – with X and 
afterwards 

2 sinuous – curving, serpentine 
3 tagline – catchphrase, slogan 
4 tongue-in-cheek – not entirely 

serious, partly humorous 
5 slogan – battle cry, catchphrase, 
motto 

6 to pretend – (false friend) act 
as if, simulate that 

7 candle –  
8 fluffy – like the soft 
hair or plumage of a 
young animal/bird

9 brutish – savage, 
barbarous 

10 heaven – bliss, 
paradise 

11 out of – of, from 
12 just so – (emphatic) so 

13 bourgeois – upper-middle-class 
14 to lighten up – relax and enjoy 

oneself 
15 just – (in this case) simply 
16 just as well – it’s fortunate that 
17 frame – structure fixed around 

a painting to protect it
18 marble – a hard semi-

translucent stone used for 
sculptures and buildings

The Last Six 
Centuries
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Reynolds

Can’t Draw Hands!
In the 1730s and 1740s English portrait painting was in a 
sorry1 state. In fact, at the time portraiture was known 
as ‘face painting’. Mediocre artists would paint all their 
male2 sitters3 in a rigid pose with one hand stuffed4 
into their waistcoats5 and with a large6 hat under the 
other arm. This pose avoided the need to7 draw hands, 
a skill8 the portrait-painters had not mastered. Indeed9, 
when one sitter demanded to be portrayed wearing a hat 
he particularly liked, he was painted with a second hat 
under his arm anyway! Even so, the kindly – but inartis-
tic – Revd. Samuel Reynolds /ˈrenəldz/ sent his 17-year-
old son, Joshua10, who showed considerable skill11 as a 
precocious portrait-painter, to study under just such an12 
artist, Thomas Hudson, in London. 

Within13 two years Joshua had learned all he could 
from Hudson. At the same time, Hudson was beginning 
to feel threatened14 professionally by his protégé’s talent, 
so the teenager returned to Devon. 
However, having painted all the local 
gentry15 in Devon he returned to 
London in December 1744. One of his 
new haunts16 was Slaughter’s famous 
coffeehouse where he rubbed shoul-
ders with17 the likes of18 William Hog-
arth, Britain’s most popular painter at 
the time. Within13 a year Joshua had 
to return to Devon when he heard 
that his father was dying and, after the 
death of Revd. Reynolds, Joshua set 
up home19 in Plymouth with his sister 
Frances. Here he was lucky enough to 

meet and befriend20 Captain Lord Keppel – Commodore 
of the Mediterranean Squadron – who offered to trans-
port Joshua to Italy on his ship The Centurion and thus21 
make the young artist’s dream a reality. On Keppel’s ship 
Joshua visited Algiers22 and stayed several months on 
Minorca (Spain), at the time a British colony. From there 
he travelled to Rome, where he spent two years study-

ing the works of Raphael and Michel-
angelo, before returning to London in 
April 1752.

Fame & Fortune
Much to the chagrin23 of the estab-
lished portrait-painters, Reynolds 
started to reflect the idiosyncrasies 
of his sitters3 (and to include their 
hands!). By the age of 30 Reynolds was 
the leading24 portrait painter in the 
country. In 1754 Reynolds met the liter-
ary giant Dr Samuel Johnson, and the 
two became lifelong friends.

1 sorry – (in this case) lamentable, 
dismal

2 male (adj.) – ♂
3 sitter – sb. who 

is having their 
portrait painted 

4 to stuff sth. – (in 
this case) push, 
insert 

5 waistcoat – 

6 large – (false friend) big 
7 avoided the need to – made it 

unnecessary to 
8 skill – talent, ability 
9 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
10 Joshua had been born on 

16th July 1723 in the village 
of Plympton Earle in Devon – 
one of 11 children.

11 skill – ability, talent 

12 just such a(n) – exactly this 
type of 

13 within – (in this case) after only 
14 threatened – (in this case) 

frightened/worried that sb. can 
do your job better than you

15 gentry – minor nobles 
16 haunt (n.) – place that sb. 

frequents 
17 to rub shoulders with – be in 

the same social circle as
18 the likes of – people like 
19 to set up home (set-set-set) – 

establish one’s home
20 to befriend – make friends with 
21 thus – in this way 
22 capital of Algeria in North 

Africa
23 chagrin – irritation 
24 leading – top, most important 

Sir Joshua 
Reynolds
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Reynolds

A Mysterious Love-Life 
Surprisingly for a Georgian man, Reynolds never married, 
though there is no suggestion that he was gay. Professor 
Frederick W. Hilles has concluded that Joshua “was some-
what lacking1 in a capacity for love” despite the fact that 
he loved to paint beautiful women. It seems that Reynolds 
compartmentalized what would usually have been a rela-
tionship with a soul mate2. For camaraderie he preferred 
the company of his intellectual male friends and his sister 
Frances was the housewife of his home. Biographer Ian 
McIntyre has speculated that he had a series of sexual 
relationships with his female sitters, such as the famous 
courtesan Kitty Fisher or Nelly O’Brien. 

Cracking3 Portraits
By the late 1750s Joshua had become so proficient at por-
traiture that – by his own estimates – he could paint a 
portrait in just4 four hours and on occasions saw six sit-
ters in a single day. At this time Joshua was painting royal 
princes, famous actors and great authors (such as Lau-
rence Sterne5). Reynolds painted Georgian high society in 
the poses of classical gods and goddesses and the aristo-
crats and celebrities of the Augustan Age loved it. Unfor-
tunately, at this time he was experimenting a lot with pig-
ments and varnishes6 and many of his paintings from 
this period soon became cracked7. Joshua flippantly8 
dismissed9 this fact saying, “All good paintings crack!” 
In all, Reynolds painted over 2000 portraits and became 
very wealthy10.

Once he was rich and famous, Reynolds bought a 
house in Leicester Square where his informal dinner 
parties brought together most of the great names of the 
day including Johnson, Sterne, Garrick, Goldsmith and 
Edmund Burke. 

In 1768 Reynolds was elected to be the first President 
of the Royal Academy of Art and George III, on hearing of 
his election, conferred a knighthood11 on him. 

Decadence & Orthodoxy
While Reynolds continued to paint serious portraits, he 
also started painting sentimental pictures of children 
from this time – earning him the love of the general 
public and the disdain of serious art buffs12. He also took 
up13 religious paintings, which seem foreign in the con-
text of British art, which had avoided14 religious subjects 
since the Reformation. 

At the same time Reynolds dedicated much of his 
time to his lectures15 (known as ‘Discourses’) to the Royal 
Academy students, which are considered the earliest art 
criticism of any value in English. However, Reynolds’s 
Discourses were criticized by dissident artists, such 
as William Blake, as laying down16 the dogma of the 
artistic establishment. Reynolds’s critics dubbed17 him 
‘Sir Sploshua18’.

1 lacking – deficient 
2 soul mate – life partner
3 cracking – a. excellent; b. 
fissured 

4 just – (in this case) only 
5 author of Tristram Shandy 

(1760-67)
6 varnish – transparent 

protective covering
7 to crack – fissure 
8 flippantly – frivolously, 
irresponsibly

9 to dismiss sth. – shrug off, 
think no more about 

10 wealthy – rich, affluent
11 knighthood – the honorific 

title of ‘sir’
12 art buff – art enthusiast
13 to take up (take-took-taken) – 

start to do sth. 
14 to avoid – (in this case) not 

paint
15 lecture – academic speech 
16 to lay down (lay-laid-laid) – set 

down, establish 
17 to dub sb. – call sb. informally 
18 ‘to splosh’ means ‘to splash’, 

(in this case) use paint is an 
uncontrolled, chaotic way

Reynolds:
the Portraitist
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Reynolds

F or some years Reynolds maintained a professional 
rivalry with the other great portrait-painter of the 

day, Thomas Gainsborough. The latter once said of Reyn-
olds, “Damn him, how various he is” – meaning that he 
was envious of the variety of poses that Reynolds found 
for his sitters. What Gainsborough apparently didn’t 
know was that Reynolds mostly copied his poses from 
Classical statues and Italian Renaissance paintings. So, 
for example, a Roman Emperor with an outstretched1 
arm could become a Georgian gentleman who has just 
thrown a stick2 for his dog!

When Gainsborough heard that Reynolds had told his 
students never to use blue for an important section of a 
painting because ‘blue floats’, he immediately painted a 
full-length portrait3 of Master Buttall dressed entirely 
in blue to disprove his rival. The painting – popularly 
known as The Blue Boy – became one of the most famous 
British paintings ever. However, when 
Gainsborough fell ill in 1788 he sent a 
message to Reynolds asking him to 
visit him on his deathbed and the two 
great artists were reconciled. Gains-
borough’s final words to Reynolds 
were, “We are all going to heaven, and 
Van Dyck4 is of the party5”. 

Gainsborough’s insinuation that 
Reynolds would not survive him long 
turned out to be6 all too true. The fol-
lowing year, in July 1789, Sir Joshua’s 
sight7 suddenly began to dim8 and 
within9 a few weeks his left eye was 
totally blind10 and he had to give up11 

painting. In 1790 he gave his last lec-
ture12 at the Royal Academy and by 
the next year he was almost totally 
blind. While in Italy Reynolds had 
become deaf13 in one ear and used an 
ear-trumpet14 for the rest of his life, so 
his diminishing15 perception of the 
outside world must have been hard 
for such a sociable man to bear16. In 
January 1792 he took to his bed17 
and he died on February 23rd. He was 
buried18 in great state19 in St. Paul’s 
Cathedral with the eulogy20 read by 
his friend, Sir Edmund Burke.

1 outstretched – extended 
2 stick –  
3 full-length portrait 
– picture of sb’s entire 
body

4 Sir Anthony van 
Dyck (1599-1641), 
Flemish baroque artist and 
the principal court painter of 
Charles I

5 to be of the party – in our 
group 

6 to turn out to be – be... in the 
end

7 sight – (in this case) ability to 
see

8 to dim – become darker and 
less perceptive

9 within – (in this case) after only
10 to be blind – not be able to see 

11 to give up (give-gave-given) 
– stop 

12 lecture – academic speech 
13 deaf – not able to hear 
14 ear-trumpet – simple 

instrument that helps one to 
hear

15 diminishing – decreasing, 
reducing, increasingly limited

16 to be hard to bear – be difficult 

to accept 
17 to take to one’s bed (take-

took-taken) – go to bed and 
stay there 

18 to bury – put a cadaver 
underground 

19 in great state – with much 
ceremony 

20 eulogy – speech expressing 
admiration for sb. who has died

Reynolds:
the Last Years

27
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Gainsborough

Tom’s Early Years
Tom was born in 1727 in the Suffolk village of Sudbury, 
which is halfway between Ipswich and Cambridge. His 
father, John Gainsborough, was a prosperous cloth 
merchant1 who had cornered the local market2 in 
shroud3-making (“Need a shroud? John G’s your man!”). 
One of his sidelines4 was smuggling5 and on one 
occasion John dressed up in one of his own shrouds 
to frighten away6 an excise man7 
who was about to discover a keg8 of 
smuggled brandy. John’s wife was 
an accomplished9 flower-painter 
and it was she who encouraged10 
their youngest son, Tom, to draw.11 
Two of Tom’s elder brothers were 
mechanically-minded12. John, the 
eldest, known as ‘Scheming13 Jack’, 
never managed to finish an inven-
tion before being distracted by a 
new idea. Throughout14 Tom’s adult 
life he regularly gave Scheming 
Jack money for more copper15. The 
second eldest, Humphry, was more 
practical and indeed16 his prototype 
for a steam17-engine is meant to18 
have inspired James Watt to invent 
the first locomotive. 

Tom hated school and is said to 
have despised19 books all his life. From 
an early age he would spend every free 
moment sketching20 outdoors. One 
day the preteen21 was sketching in 
the orchard22 at the back of his house 
when he saw a man with a curious face 
peering23 over the wall. Tom instantly 
began to draw the face. Suddenly, the 
man leapt24 over the wall and started 
to steal pears. However, when Tom 
called out25 the thief fled26 back over 
the wall and disappeared. Some days 
later the man was arrested stealing 
from another house and Tom’s drawing 
was accurate27 enough to be used to 
convict the man.

1 cloth merchant – sb. who buys 
and sells textiles 

2 to corner a market – create a 
monopoly position

3 shroud – piece of cloth used to 
cover a dead body before it is 
buried (= put underground)

4 sideline – secondary activity
5 smuggling – importing contra-
band alcohol

6 to frighten away – scare off, 
cause sb. to be afraid and to 

run away
7 excise man – revenue officer, 
official who tries to stop people 
from smuggling

8 keg – small barrel 
9 accomplished – talented 
10 to encourage – stimulate, urge 
11 there were five boys and 

four girls
12 to be mechanically-minded – 

think like an engineer 

13 scheming – (in this case) plan-
ning inventions

14 throughout – during all of 
15 copper (uncountable) – (Cu.) 

a metal
16 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
17 steam – water vapour
18 is meant to – is supposed to, is 

believed to
19 to despise – hate, detest 
20 to sketch – draw, make line 

pictures

21 preteen – child aged between 
10 and 12

22 orchard – group of fruit trees
23 to peer – look, stare, peep
24 to leap (leap-leapt-leapt) 
– jump 

25 to call out – shout, call for help
26 to flee (flee-fled-fled) – run 

away, escape
27 accurate – precise, exact 

Thomas 
Gainsborough
Thomas Gainsborough /ˈgeinzbʌrə/  
was the first great Anglo 
landscape painter. 
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Gainsborough

Puppy Love
When Thomas Gainsborough was 15 he was sent to 
London for three years to learn to paint. By the age of 
18, when Tom returned to Sudbury, he could earn a 
living from1 painting. Soon after returning to Suffolk in 
1745 Tom fell in love with Margaret Burr, who was a year 
younger than him, and the following year the 19-year-
old married her. Most artists have tortured love lives but 
Tom and Margaret lived happily together for the rest of 
their lives. According to one anec-
dote, if they ever quarrelled2, Tom 
would write a pacifying note and give 
it to his dog ‘Fox’. The dog would take 
the message to Margaret’s spaniel 
‘Tristram’. The notes would be writ-
ten as if from Fox to Tristram. Mrs 
Gainsborough would then write a 
reconciliatory reply3 from Tristram 
to Fox. 

Patronage
Shortly after they were married the 
young couple moved to Ipswich 
/ˈipswitʃ/, where Tom set up4 as an 
artist. One day in 1754 the Lieu-
tenant-Governor5 of Landguard 
Fort, near Ipswich – who gloried 
in the name of6 Philip Thicknesse7 
– was walking in a friend’s garden 
which adjoined8 the Gainsboroughs’ 

cottage9. Thicknesse noticed a man with a melancholy10 
expression looking over the wall and commented on 
him to a friend. His friend replied that the poor man had 
been standing there all day. The Lieutenant-Governor 
went over to the man to find out11 what was causing his 
distress12 and discovered that ‘he’ was in fact a paint-
ing13 on a board14. Indeed15, the painting was a copy of 
Tom’s sketch of ‘Jack Peartree’, the thief in the Sudbury 
orchard16. Thicknesse fancied himself as17 a patron of 
the arts and decided that he would earn some reflected 
glory by ‘discovering’ the genius of Gainsborough. 

In 1760 Thicknesse convinced the Gainsboroughs to 
move to the fashionable town of Bath where the rich and 
famous congregated creating a great market for a portrait 
painter. Gainsborough became the celebrities’ artist of 
choice and he painted everyone from General Wolfe18 to 
the great actors of the day to the novelists Samuel Rich-
ardson19 and Laurence Sterne20 to royalty. 

In 1774 Gainsborough moved to London where his 
popularity continued to rise21. In 1781 he painted the king 
and queen and in 1782 the Prince of Wales.22

1 to earn a living from – pay for 
one’s expenses by

2 to quarrel – argue, disagree 
3 reply – answer, response 
4 to set oneself up (set-set-set) – 
establish oneself

5 lieutenant-governor – assis-
tant governor, second-in-com-
mand to the governor 

6 to glory in the name of – 
(ironic) have the unusual name

7 colloquially, thickness 
means ‘stupidity’

8 to adjoin – be next to 
9 cottage – small house 
10 melancholy (adj.) 
– melancholic 

11 to find out (find-found-found) 
– discover 

12 distress – suffering 
13 painting – painted picture
14 board – flat piece of wood
15 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
16 orchard – group of fruit trees
17 to fancy oneself as – consider 

oneself to be 
18 who captured Quebec and 

so secured British control of 
Canada

19 author of Pamela (1740)
20 author of Tristram Shandy 

(1759)
21 to rise (rise-rose-risen) – 

increase, augment
22 in total Tom painted George 

III eight times (and Prime 
Minister William Pitt on 7 
occasions)

Gainsborough: 
Love and 
Money
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Gainsborough

An Angel in the Night
Like Robbie Burns and William Shakespeare, Gainsbor-
ough once fell over while walking home drunk from a 
party and fell asleep in his drunken stupor. Fortunately 
for Tom he was spotted1 in the dark by a prostitute. She 
took pity on2 him, called a coach3 and put him, still 
unconscious, in her bed. Tom woke the next morning to 
find himself in a strange room next to a woman he did 
not recognize and wasn’t sure what to do. He was fur-
ther4 alarmed to find that his wallet5 and watch were 
missing. When the woman woke she explained what had 
happened and that she had taken his valuables6 and 
hidden7 them because if her boyfriend had returned he 
would have robbed the drunken guest8. She made Tom 
breakfast and then returned his belongings9. The painter 
gave her the princely10 sum of thirty pounds for her 
generosity and her honesty; indeed11 they remained12 
friends until the woman died some time later. 

Professional Rivalries
Today Gainsborough’s reputation is principally as a land-
scape painter and he is considered the father of English 
landscape painting – eclipsing his contemporaries such 
as Richard Wilson. However, many of Gainsborough’s 
landscapes remained12 unsold when he died; landscape 
painting was considered a minor art form at the time and 
Tom painted landscapes more or less as a hobby. Since13 
there was no countryside in London, Gainsborough 
would make himself little model landscapes from clay14, 
pieces of coal15 and broccoli to paint.

In his day Gainsborough was known as a portrait 
painter and for years he maintained a professional 
rivalry with the other great English portrait-painter of the 
day, Sir Joshua Reynolds, founder of the Royal Academy 
of Art. Gainsborough achieved16 perfect perspective in 
his portraits by using brushes17 that were nearly18 two 
metres’ long, the same distance away as his sitter19. 

When Tom realized20 that he was dying of cancer he 
asked Reynolds to come to see him and the two artists 
were reconciled. After Gainsborough’s death, at a Royal 
Academy dinner Reynolds referred to Gainsborough 
as ‘the best landscape painter’ England had produced. 
On hearing this, landscape painter Richard Wilson 
retorted21, ‘And the best portrait painter too!’

1 to spot – notice, see 
2 to take pity on (take-took-
taken) – feel compassion for 

3 coach – 

4 further – (in this case) even 
more, additionally 

5 wallet – 
6 valuables – 
objects of value

7 to hide (hide-
hid-hidden) – conceal, put sth. 
out-of-sight

8 guest – (in this case) visitor 
9 belongings – possessions 

10 princely – generous, 
significant 

11 indeed – (emphatic) in fact
12 to remain – continue to be 
13 since – (in this case) given 

that, as 
14 clay – type of earth used to 

make ceramics
15 coal – solid pieces of carbon 

used as fuel

16 to achieve – manage 
to get 

17 (paint)brush – 
18 nearly – almost, just 

under 
19 sitter – sb. who is having 

his/her portrait painted
20 to realize – (false friend) 

become conscious
21 to retort – answer, reply

Gainsborough: 
Friends and 
Rivals
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Blake

Eternal Lines
One of the main2 divisions in art is between linear3 
painters and those who paint in colours. Colourists – like 
Caravaggio, Constable or the Impressionists – are inter-
ested in capturing the lighting4 of an instant. Linear 
artists, by contrast, are not interested in what we see but 
what we imagine with our mind’s eye5; they are inter-
ested in capturing, not the moment, but the eternal. The 
great period for linear painting was the Gothic. However, 
the greatest linear painter of the English-speaking world 
was William Blake (1757-1827). Ironically, Blake is also 
Britain’s greatest Christian artist, though he never went 
to church. 

A Mediaeval Artist
While rejecting6 the authority of the Papacy (he once 
painted the Pope as a vampire), Blake believed in Catho-
lic emancipation. In fact, in his final years Blake seems to 
have been increasingly attracted to Catholic mysticism. 
Indeed7, Blake’s vision coincides significantly with the 
neo-platonic thought of the mediaeval Catholic Church. 
Moreover, the greatest tyranny for Blake was the tyranny 
of materialism and his harshest8 words he saved for9 
the prophets of the mechanical universe: Bacon, Newton 
and Locke.

1 if he happened to be – if he 
were fortuitously

2 main – principal, most 
important 

3 linear /ˈliniər/ – predominantly 
using lines (as opposed to 
areas of colour)

4 lighting – illumination 

5 one’s mind’s eye – one’s 
imagination

6 to reject – not accept, 
repudiate 

7 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
8 harshest – most severe 
9 to save sth. for sb. – (in this 
case) use sth. to attack 

William Blake:
The Mystic

“His work shows what a bad artist 
would be like if he happened to 
be1 a genius.” 
 - ANONYMOUS
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Blake

W hy did a linear painter appear in the late 18th Century 
when the style had been unfashionable for hun-

dreds of years? One practical reason is that as a teenager1 
Blake had trained for seven years as an engraver2 (from 
1771 to 1778). A second, more philosophical reason was 
that Blake was intensely spiritual. When William’s younger 
brother died of consumption3 in 1787, the 30-year-old 
artist insisted that he saw Robert’s soul4 leaving his body 
and passing through the ceiling5. Robert’s spirit contin-
ued to advise6 and guide William throughout7 his life. 
In fact, many of his paintings were inspired by visions; 
famously he saw angels in a tree on Peckham Rye8. In a 
vision, St. Joseph taught Blake how to use carpenters’ glue 
as a medium for paint. Blake also once saw God peering 
in9 through a window. He also held10 imaginary conversa-
tions with Julius Caesar. In fact, Blake tended to see him-
self more as a prophet or a druid than an artist. 

Another reason for Blake’s linear style is that he was 
one of those rarae aves11, a poet-painter. For some reason 
few people seem to be really good with a paintbrush12 
and a pen. Blake is unique in being one of Britain’s favou-
rite artists and poets13. The only other British poet-painter 
of importance was Dante Gabriel Rossetti14 , who was 
inferior to Blake in both art forms. Moreover, while Ros-
setti sometimes wrote poetry, sometimes painted, Blake’s 
poems, paintings and engravings15 are inextricably16 
linked together: most of his pictures are, in fact, illustra-
tions for his poems (or vice-versa!). 

Anyway, the basic element of handwriting is the line, so 
Blake’s poetry also made him a linear artist. He published 
handwritten engraved books of poetry in which the text 
is freed from the tyranny of a typeface17, and words and 
images mingle18 and fuse19. Blake was himself freed from 
the tyranny of satisfying publishers; not only did he make 
his own ink20 for his illustrations but he also printed the 
pages by hand. His wife sewed21 the covers22 on. 

Blake’s spiritual nature was reflected in his poetry. 
Indeed23, he claimed24 it was inspired by the Oth-
erworld25. He once told a friend, “I write when com-
manded26 by the spirits, and the moment I have written 
I see the words fly about the room in all directions. It is 
then published and the spirits can read. My manuscripts 
are of no further27 use. I have been tempted to burn my 
manuscripts, but my wife won’t let me.”

1 teenager – sb. aged between 
13 and 19

2 engraver – sb. who makes 
engravings15

3 consumption – tuberculosis 
4 soul – eternal spirit 
5 ceiling – 
6 to advise sb. – 

make recommen-
dations to sb.

7 throughout – 
during all of 

8 a small park in 
south London 

9 to peer in – make an effort to 
look in

10 to hold a conversation 
(hold-held-held) – have a 
conversation

11 rara avis (plural rarae 
aves) – exceptional 
person 

12 paintbrush – 
13 Blake’s poems Tyger 

and Jerusalem are 
especially well known and 
well loved by the British 
public 

14 (1828-82) was a Pre-Rapha-
elite painter and poet

15 engraving – illustration on 
a stone or metal surface for 
printing

16 inextricably – inseparably, 
inescapably

17 typeface – collection (in a 
specific style) of typographic 
letters

18 to mingle – mix together
19 to fuse – blend, merge, unite
20 ink – liquid used in pens, writ-

ing fluid

21 to sew sth. on (sew-sewed-
sewn) – fasten with needle and 
thread

22 cover – binding, pro-
tective outer part

23 indeed – (emphatic) 
in fact 

24 to claim – state, say, declare
25 the Otherworld – the spirit 

world , the afterlife
26 to command – order, tell sb. 

to do sth.
27 further – subsequent, 

additional 

Lines, 
Spiritualism 
and Poetry
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Blake

L ike all the other Romantic artists and poets, Blake 
was a radical. He was a republican, supporting1 

both the American Revolution and the French Revolu-
tion (until The Terror put an end to any possibility for 
idealism). On a whim2 Blake once joined a mob3 and 
helped storm4 London’s Newgate Prison. They released5 
the prisoners and set the building on fire6! In 1803 the 
46-yer-old artist was arrested (though subsequently 
acquitted7) for damning8 the King and his army.

He also believed in the equality of the sexes and free 
love. He was a friend (and possibly lover) of Mary Woll-
stoncraft, the founder of modern feminism9. 

The New Ager
Blake was known as ‘the Cockney nutcase10’ in his life-
time, and his art was only fully appreciated after his 
death. His pictures and his poetry were so little appreci-
ated in his later years that he had to engrave advertise-
ments for Wedgwood pottery11 to make ends meet12. His 
1823-25 engravings for The Book of Job earned Blake just13 
£2 a week – they are now, of course, worth a fortune14. 

Blake is especially treasured15 today by the New Age 
Movement, which not only love his spiritualism but also 
his otherworldly16 pictures. Like any self-respecting New 
Ager today, one of Blake’s ambitions was to walk to the 
horizon and touch the sky; history does not record if he 
ever managed to17 do it.

1 to support – back, defend, 
approve of

2 on a whim – capriciously 
3 mob – angry crowd, violent 
multitude

4 to storm – lay siege to, attack 
5 to release sb. – free sb., liberate 
sb. 

6 to set sth. on fire (set-set-set) – 
burn sth. 

7 to acquit sb. – decide that sb. is 
not guilty (or innocent)

8 to damn sb. – curse, denounce
9 and mother of Mary Shelley, 

author of Frankenstein. See 
Yes 18.

10 Cockney nutcase – mad/crazy 
Londoner

11 pottery – ceramics 
12 to make ends meet (make-

made-made) – survive 
economically 

13 just – (in this case) only  

14 to be worth a fortune – be 
priceless, have a great value

15 to treasure – value, love 
16 otherworldly – mystical, 

dreamy, spiritual
17 to manage to – be able to 

Blake: 
The Radical
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Turner

Family Background
Joseph Mallord William Turner was born in London in 1775. 
His father, a barber1 in Covent Garden, realized2 William’s 
precocious artistic genius and proudly pinned up3 his work 
in the barber’s shop for rich customers to see. The strategy 
seemed to have worked since4 William was admitted into 

the Royal Academy (RA) aged 14 and had his first painting 
exhibited the very next5 year. He was elected an Associate 
of the RA in 17996 and a full member in 1802. 

Joseph remained7 close to his father until the latter’s 
death in 1829. Unfortunately, the rest of William’s family 
life was not so stable. His only sister, Mary Ann (aged 4) 
had died when William was just eight and his mother 
was mentally unstable. In 1800 she was committed to8 
Bedlam Hospital9, where she died in 1804.

Dreams of Europe
Turner’s early life was dominated by the French 
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. The French Revolution 
started when William was 17 and the Napoleonic Wars 
were not finally over until he was 40. This greatly limited 
his opportunities to travel to Europe. However, there was a 
brief10 peace treaty with France in 1802 and Turner seized 
the chance11 to travel to the Continent, where he visited 
Paris and the Alps. The renewal12 of war meant that he could 
not return to Europe until 1817. Fortunately, for the rest of 
Turner’s life Europe was at peace and he could make up for13 

lost time by travelling frequently to 
the Continent. In 1819 he finally set 
off14 for the great cities of the Grand 
Tour – Rome, Venice, Florence, 
Naples and Pompeii and in six 
months filled 22 sketchbooks! One 
morning in Italy William rushed 
into15 the bedrooms of two artist 
friends shouting, “Get up you 
fellows16 and come and see this 
glorious purple17”. The blurry-
eyed18 artists got up and followed 
Turner to a bridge. Pointing to 
the vista through the arch Turner 
exclaimed “There! Did you ever see 
anything like that? Did you ever 
see such glorious purple?” They 
rubbed19 their sleepy eyes and 
stared20, but could see no purple.

1 barber – sb. who cuts men’s hair
2 to realize – (false friend) 
become conscious of

3 to pin up – display, exhibit
4 since – (in this case) given that, 
as, because

5 very next – (emphatic) next
6 aged only 24 – the youngest 

age allowed for an Associate

7 to remain – continue to be
8 to commit sb. to – send sb. to 
9 Bedlam was a famous lunatic 

asylum
10 brief – short, temporary
11 to seize the chance – take the 

opportunity
12 renewal – resumption, 

restarting 

13 to make up for (make-made-
made) – compensate for

14 to set off (set-set-set) – start a 
journey

15 to rush into – enter running
16 you fellows – (old fashioned) 

you guys, my friends
17 purple – a dark reddish blue 

colour

18 blurry-eyed – not able to see 
well because you have just 
woken up

19 to rub – (in this case) massage
20 to stare – look hard, look 

fixedly

Turner: 
Britain’s 
Favourite 
Painter
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Turner

I n 1803 Turner tore up1 the artistic rulebook2 of 
his predecessors and produced some of the most 

revolutionary and influential works of art ever created. 
He revolutionized watercolour3 making it a respectable 
artistic medium for the first time. Both his oil paintings 
and watercolours are dominated by the sea, rivers, 
lakes and mountains. The water refracted light onto 
surrounding buildings, boats and landscape unifying 
every part of the scene, while distant mountains allowed4 
the master to demonstrate his brilliance recreating the 
effects of mist5 and haze6.

Like all innovators, Turner 
had to put up with7 the snide 
remarks8 of unimaginative 
critics. Reviewers commented 
“Turner has sent in another mus-
tard pot9” or joked that some of 
his paintings had been hung10 
up s ide - down 1 1.  Fortunately, 
Turner had the unflagging12 
support13 of John Ruskin, the 
greatest British art critic of the 19th 
Century. Even so, William’s work 
never found favour with royalty 
and the first Turner to enter the 
Royal Collection was in 1989!

Turner was obsessively pro-
tective of his works and he would 
suffer terribly for several days 
when he sold one. When he did, 
he would melodramatically say 
things like, “This week I’ve lost 
one of my children.” If one of his 

works came up for auction he would invariably buy it 
back, terrified that it might fall into the ‘wrong hands’.

In 1844 Turner turned his attention to the speed 
and dynamism of the industrial age in paintings such 
as Rain, Steam and Speed; The Great Western Railway 
(1844), in which he anticipated the Futurists by 70 years. 
Aged 67, Turner was so determined to capture the fury 
of a steamboat14 battling a storm at sea that he had him-
self lashed to15 a ship’s mast to paint his famous Snow 
Storm (1842).

Private Life
Turner lived a secretive private life to protect himself 
from the scandal of Victorian morality. He never mar-
ried but in 1801 and 1811 he fathered two illegitimate 
daughters by Sarah Danby, the widow16 of musician, 
John Danby. Later, in the 1830s Turner met another 
widow, Sophie Booth, who was 20 years younger than 
him and of a much lower social class. From 1846 Wil-
liam lived with Sophie in a cottage in Chelsea under 
the assumed17 name of ‘Mr Booth’ until his death.

1 to tear up (tear-tore-torn) – 
(literally) destroy, (in this case) 
reject, repudiate

2 rulebook – regulations, 
standards 

3 watercolour – paint mixed with 
water (not oil)

4 to allow – permit, enable 

5 mist – romantic fog, low clouds
6 haze – distortion of visibility in 
hot weather

7 to put up with (put-put-put) – 
tolerate, stand

8 snide remark – sarcastic 
comment 

9 mustard pot – 
10 to hang (hang-

hung-hung) – display, 
exhibit

11 upside-down – 
bottom up, reversed 

12 unflagging – constant 
13 support (n.) – backing, defence

14 steamboat – boat powered by 
hot water vapour

15 to lash sb. to – fasten sb. to, tie 
sb. to

16 widow – woman whose 
husband has died 

17 assumed – (in this case) false 

Turner: 
Innovation
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Turner

T urner’s social life revolved around1 
the Royal Academy. He would spend 

the first months of each year preparing for 
its exhibition in April. The exhibition ended 
in July, leaving him free to travel around 
Britain and Europe for the rest of the year. 

The highpoint of Turner’s year was 
the ‘Varnishing2 Days’. These were an 
occasion for exhibiting artists to apply 
finishing touches3 to their work (to take 
account of4 their lighting5 and setting6) 
before the RA’s exhibition was opened to 
the public. Turner would often go much 
further7 than this, virtually repainting 
some of his pictures to ensure that they 
were the most conspicuous8 paintings in the room. 
On one occasion he found that one of his paintings had 
been hung9 next to one of Constable’s and thought his 
own looked drab10 by comparison. So, Turner added a 
daub11 of red paint in the middle of an otherwise grey 
landscape, thus12 ensuring that his work outshone13 
his rival’s. 

However, Turner could also be magnanimous. When 
Sir Thomas Lawrence complained14 because Turner’s 
brightly-coloured Cologne had been hung9 between 
two of his portraits, Turner generously dulled down15 
his painting’s golden sky. A friend was horrified, saying 
“What have you done to your picture?” But Turner 
explained, “Well, poor Lawrence was so unhappy”. It’s 
only lampblack16. It’ll all wash off17 after the exhibition.”

Turner’s Legacy
William Turner died in 1851. He was immensely rich and 
wanted most of his fortune to be used to found a home 
for destitute18 artists, where his unsold finished oil paint-
ings would be put on public display19.  This charitable 
plan was frustrated when his cousins20 challenged21 
his will22. Turner bequeathed23 300 oil paintings and 
30,000 watercolours and sketches to the nation. Many of 
these works form the Turner Bequest, are on display24 at 
the Tate Britain museum in London.25 

Turner is considered one of the fathers of modern art. 
Monet rightly acknowledged26 the debt owed by the 
French Impressionists to Turner. Turner was also a great 
inspiration for the American Abstract Expressionists of 
the 1950s.

1 to revolve around – be centred 
on 

2 varnishing – using varnish 
(= transparent resin used on 
pictures to protect them)

3 to apply finishing touches – 
make last-minute changes

4 to take account of (take-took-
taken) – compensate for 

5 lighting – illumination 
6 setting – surroundings, context
7 to go much further 

(go-went-gone) – do much more
8 conspicuous – obvious, clearly 

seen
9 to hang (hang-hung-hung) – 

display, exhibit
10 drab – dull, uninteresting 
11 daub – blob, spot, splash, 

splodge
12 thus – (written) in this way
13 to outshine (-shine/-shone/-

shone) – eclipse
14 to complain – protest

15 to dull down – make sth. less 
bright

16 lampblack – carbon used to 
make black pigments

17 to wash off – be eliminated 
with water

18 destitute – poor, impoverished, 
homeless

19 on (public) display – exhibited
20 his cousins – the sons and 

daughters of his aunts and 
uncles

21 to challenge – (in this case) 
question, dispute

22 will (n.) – testament 
23 to bequeath sth. – leave sth. 

as an inheritance
24 to be on display – be exhibited 
25 if you are interested in 

seeing some of these 
works online, visit 
www.tate.org.uk.

26 to acknowledge – recognize 

The 
Varnishing 
Days

p. 58
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Constable

A Failed Artist
In 1823 John Constable (1776-1837) was a failure3 as an 
artist. The 47-year-old had dedicated his entire life to paint-
ing yet4 he had only sold his first painting aged 35 and he 

didn’t manage to sell a painting to a stranger5 until 1814. 
He regularly exhibited at the Royal Academy but nobody 
bought his paintings. In 1821 he had exhibited a painting 
called The Hay6 Wain7 at the Royal Academy but, finding 
no buyer, he sold it at a knockdown8 price to a French 
dealer9 in 1824. The same year the Frenchman hung10 
the painting in the Salon in Paris and it caused a sensation. 
Crowds11 flocked12 to see the extraordinary innovations in 
the English painter’s work and the King of France awarded 
Constable the Gold Medal of Merit. Even with such recog-
nition in a country where painting was taken seriously, 
Constable failed to attract13 many English buyers during 
his lifetime. Requests14 for him to paint were so few and 
far between15 that in 1828, shortly before his election as a 
Royal Academician, he received and accepted a commis-
sion16 to paint a mermaid17 for a pub sign. 

The Hay Wain, which hangs in the National Gallery in 
London, is now the most famous painting in the world by 
an English artist.

Pennies from Heaven
In fact, Constable would never have been 
able to pursue18 his career19 as an artist 
if it hadn’t been for family money. His 
father, Golding Constable, owned two 
windmills20 and two watermills21 in East 
Bergholt in Suffolk and he maintained his 
son during his early years after he went to 
London in 1795 to learn to be a painter at 
the Royal Academy. When Golding died 
in 1815 his son inherited the income22 
from the mills. This allowed23 him to 
marry his sweetheart24, Maria Bicknell, 
in 1816. When Maria’s grandfather died in 
1819 the Constables inherited a substantial 
sum of money and this was topped up25 
by a small fortune inherited from Maria’s 
father in 1828, a few months before she 
died of tuberculosis.

1 truly – fully, completely
2 till – until 
3 failure – fiasco, nobody, 

disaster
4 yet – but, however
5 stranger – (false friend) sb. 

who is not a friend or a member 
of one’s family

6 hay – dried grass used as food 
for horses and cows in winter 

7 wain – (archaic) wagon, cart 
8 knockdown (adj.) – greatly 

reduced, very cheap

9 dealer – sb. who buys and sells 
things

10 to hang (hang-hung-hung) – 
(in this case) exhibit

11 crowd – large group of people, 
multitude (formal)

12 to flock – come as a multitude
13 failed to attract – did not 

attract 
14 request – act of asking (in this 

case) commission16

15 few and far between – 
(emphatic) few, scarce

16 commission – job, piece of 
work

17 mermaid – mythological 
creature that is half woman, 
half fish

18 to pursue – (in this case) work 
at, dedicate one’s time to

19 career – (false friend) profes-
sional trajectory 

20 windmill – 
21 watermill – mill that derives its 

energy from the movement of 
water in a river

22 income – revenue, flow of 
money, profits

23 to allow – permit, enable 
24 sweetheart – lover, beloved
25 to top up – replenish, add to 

Constable:
The Grandfather
of Modern Art
We see nothing truly1 till2 we 
understand it. - JOHN CONSTABLE
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Constable

S o, what makes Constable so great? Well, he subverted 
and modernized art anticipating almost1 all the 

changes that would affect western painting over the cen-
tury after his death. At the beginning of the 19th Century 
large2 paintings were supposed to be of narrative scenes, 
usually taken from the Bible or Classical mythology. 
Constable rejected3 this and insisted on painting what 
he knew, the countryside around his home in Suffolk. In 
this quest4 to find insight5 in the most ordinary aspects 
of life Constable was being very modernist. Constable 
also revolutionized the way he painted. He tended to 
use a palette knife6 rather than7 a brush8 construct-
ing a three-dimensional painted surface much like Van 

Gogh would do at the end of the 19th Century. What’s 
more, Constable used his paint expressively (again, like 
Van Gogh) so that smaller sections of a Constable can 

appear almost completely abstract 
outside the context of the whole. 
These expressive brushstrokes9 and 
knife-strokes would be taken up10 by 
the German Expressionists in the 20th 
Century and culminate in the Abstract 
Expressionism of Jackson Pollock.

However, Constable’s great-
est influence was on the French 
Impressionists, as the latter11 gra-
ciously12 conceded13. Constable 
captures instances14 which will 
never be repeated and he captures 
them whole, never getting bogged 
down in15 detail. Constable helped to 
break down the difference between 
the sketch and the finished paint-
ing – a distinction that the Impres-
sionists would subsequently16 
reject3 completely.

1 almost – nearly, practically 
2 large – (false friend) big 
3 to reject – not accept, repudiate 
4 quest – search, effort
5 insight – profound 
understanding

6 palette knife – hard flat instru-
ment used to apply paint

7 rather than – as 
opposed to, instead of 

8 (paint)brush – 
9 brushstroke – mark 
left by a paint brush

10 to take sth. up (take-
took-taken) – (in this 
case) adopt, use

11 the latter – the last mentioned, 
(in this case) the French 
Impressionists

12 graciously – cordially, in a 
gentlemanly way

13 to concede – admit, 
acknowledge

14 instance – (false friend) 
moment 

15 to get bogged down in sth. 
(get-got-got) – not to be able to 
progress because of sth. 

16 subsequently – later, at a later 
date, afterwards

Constable the 
Revolutionary
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Constable

C onstable also broke the rules of landscape painting. 
Convention stated1 that landscapes should be of 

autumnal scenes. Constable preferred to paint spring and 
summer. He made no attempt2 to imitate the vistas of 
French or Italian landscape painting but rather3 chose 
again to paint what he knew. And what he knew was 
the weather and countryside of Suffolk. East Anglia has 
some of the driest sunniest weather in England but it is 
still England. Constable’s moment is that instant when it 
has stopped raining (in spring and summer) and the sun 
has come out. His countryside glistens4 as the carpet5 of 
raindrops6 are caught by the sunlight. But this is tempo-
rary. The weather can and will change and this we know 

by the clouds7, the gods who rule English weather. No 
artist had ever studied clouds as Constable did. He had 
learned to study the sky in his teenage years as a mill-
er8’s apprentice. In Constable’s paintings what is going 
on9 in the sky is as important as what is happening on 
the ground10, perhaps more so as it determines what 
happens on the human plane. And what is happening 
at our level almost invariably involves water; water that 
reflects and refracts. 

Constable combines naturalism in his subject 
matter11 with a passion for what he is painting. He 
expresses his self, because the countryside of his 
childhood is part of his very soul12. His Impressionism-
Expressionism practically makes the next century of 
western artistic endeavour13 superfluous.

Constable the Little Englander
Constable is also the artist whose paintings appear 
on a thousand chocolate boxes and biscuit tins14. He 
appeals to15 the modern British masses. The reason 
for this is that he painted the English countryside in 
those brief moments when all the rain pays off16; those 
rare moments of sunshine that can make lush17 green 

England look stunningly18 beautiful. 
But he also painted it in a semi-myth-
ical moment when man coexisted 
with nature. He never painted 
untouched nature but rather19 the 
domesticated countryside before 
the advent of the machine. This is 
England before the arrival of trains 
or, worse still, the car. Church towers 
nestle20 in the gaps21 between trees. 
The speed of life is the speed of a 
horse-drawn22 cart23 or barge24. The 
life of the vast majority of English 
people during Constable’s lifetime 
was miserable but we can choose to 
forget that as we wallow in25 the nos-
talgia of his pre-industrial Eden.

1 to state – declare, (in this case) 
dictate

2 attempt – effort 
3 but rather – (in this case) by 
contrast he

4 to glisten – (of wet 
objects) reflect 
light

5 carpet – (in this 
case) covering, 
layer, extension 

6 raindrop – 

7 cloud –
8 miller – 
sb. who 
operates a 
windmill or a watermill 

9 to go on (go-went-gone) – occur, 
happen

10 on the ground – at the human 
level (as opposed to ‘up in the 
sky’)

11 subject matter – themes 
12 his very soul – (emphatic) his 

eternal spirit itself 
13 endeavour – effort 
14 biscuit tin (UK English) – 

cookie tin (US English),  (usually 
round) metal container for 
biscuits

15 to appeal to – be attractive for 
16 to pay off (pay-paid-paid) – 

produce positive results, 
produce its compensation

17 lush (adj.) – profuse, abundant
18 stunningly – remarkably, 

extraordinarily
19 but rather – (in this case) by 

contrast he painted
20 to nestle –  (in this case) be 

situated harmoniously 
21 gap – empty space, opening  
22 horse-drawn – pulled by a 

horse/horses
23 cart – wagon 
24 barge – canal boat 
25 to wallow in – take pleasure/

satisfaction from

Constable: 
After the Rain
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Whistler

D andy, redoubtable wit1, leader 
of 19th-century good taste, 

bohemian, generous friend and 
deadly2 foe3, the American-born 
painter Whistler is an irresistible 
figure for the true lover of art. 

Russian Influences
Whistler, who was born in July 1834 in Lowell 
(Massachusetts) into a well-off4, cultured family, was 
the son of a brilliant engineer and army5 officer who 
was involved in the building of the Saint Petersburg-
Moscow railway in the 1840s. Young James thus6 had 
the good fortune to spend five of his most formative 
childhood years in the Russian capital, St. Petersburg, 
where he acquired an excellent grasp7 of French and 
attended8 his first all-important art lessons at the Russian 
Imperial Academy of Fine Arts. Here he received a sound 
grounding9 in the use of the brush10. His knowledge 
of French was to stand him in good stead11 a decade 
later when he set out for12 the French capital, the artistic 
Mecca of Europe, to learn his future craft13.

Military Interlude
The sudden death of his father in 1848 led to his mother’s 
decision to return to the United States. The family 
settled14 in Connecticut and shortly afterwards Whistler 
was packed off to15 the elitist college West Point where 
he failed to shine16. Nevertheless17, it was at the famous 
military academy that the young man showed a natural 
bent18 for drawing, the one subject on the curriculum at 
which he truly19 excelled.

After a three-year stint20 at West Point – from which, 
despite his marked lack of21 academic success, he gained 
a mastery of several interrelated disciplines – Whistler 
decided to hand in22 his resignation23. He found the 
army lifestyle stifling24 and yearned25 to become an 
artist. With this objective in mind, Whistler, who had 
recently come of age26, set sail27 for France in 1855 
and got to Paris in November just before the Universal 
Exposition was due to28 close its doors.

1 wit (n.) – humorous person
2 deadly – (in this case) danger-

ous, terrible
3 foe – (poetic) enemy
4 well-off – financially secure, 

relatively rich
5 army  (adj.) – military 
6 thus – in this way
7 grasp – (in this case) under-

standing, command
8 to attend – (false friend) go to, 

participate in

9 sound grounding – solid 
preparation, good basis

10 (paint)brush – 
11 to stand sb. in good 

stead /sted/ – be very 
useful for sb.

12 to set out for – go in the 
direction of

13 craft – skill, ability, art
14 to settle – establish a perma-

nent home
15 to pack sb. off to – sent sb. to 

(often without asking his/her 
opinion)

16 to fail to shine – not be suc-
cessful, not be brilliant

17 nevertheless – however, 
despite this

18 bent (n.) – inclination, ability
19 truly – really, genuinely
20 stint – period of time spent in 

a place
21 lack of – absence of, not having
22 to hand sth. in – submit, 

present
23 resignation – (false friend) 

renunciation of a post
24 stifling /ˈstaifliŋ/– suffocating, 

oppressive
25 to yearn – long, want very 

much
26 to come of age – become an 

adult
27 to set sail – take a boat/ship
28 to be due to – be going to… in 

the near future

James 
Abbott 
McNeill 
Whistler
By Coleman Keane
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Whistler

L ittle did the 21-year-old Whistler know1 in 1855 that 
never again would he return to Russia nor set foot 

on his native soil2, the United States. The newcomer 
to Paris promptly enrolled at Charles Gleyre’s neo-clas-
sical studio. This was a fortunate choice, for3 it was at 
Gleyre’s that Whistler had the chance4 to rub shoul-
ders with5 a generation of painters, the vast majority of 
whom were admirers of Gustave Courbet. He was to join 
two of these rising6 stars, Fantin-Latour and Legros, in a 
joint crusade to spread7 the gospel of French modern-
ism – born out of8 Courbet’s realism – as the ideal vehicle 
for artistic expression. Whistler’s formation as a painter 
was completed by his study of the 
old masters9 and his growing interest 
in Oriental art, which was to have a 
decisive influence in his later work. In 
this period, he was a regular visitor to 
London where his half-sister, married 
to the art collector and etcher10 Sey-
mour Haden, lived. He undertook11 
journeys12 to Manchester, where 
he attended13 an exhibition of the 
Spanish Masters which profoundly 
impressed him. At about this time he 
travelled to Alsace, where he made a 
set of 12 etchings14 from nature known 

as the French Set, for which he won considerable critical 
acclaim15 and, to Brittany and Biarritz where he painted 
seascapes16 in watercolours with Courbet. The Butterfly17 
would set off18 on these trips laden down19 with palette, 
easel20, canvases21, oils, an assortment22 of brushes23 
and any artistic accoutrements24 which might come 
in useful.

The end of Whistler’s days as a student 
and the beginnings of his true career25 
as an independent artist can be dated to 
his first major work At the Piano (1859). 
Despite being turned down26 by the 
Salon, this painting won the American 
plaudits27 from the critic, collector and 
expert in 17th-century art Théophile Thoré. 
This highly original work in oils, now the 
property of the Taft Museum, was lauded 
by the great Courbet himself, and daz-
zled28 many of those who saw it on dis-
play29 at the Royal Academy exhibition 
the following year.

1 little did he know – he did not 
know

2 set foot on his native soil – 
return to his homeland

3 for – (in this case) as, given that 
4 chance – opportunity 
5 to rub shoulders with – meet 
and get to know

6 rising – emerging 
7 to spread sth. (spread-spread-
spread) – make sth. popular, 
disseminate

8 to be born out of – originate in, 
come from

9 particularly the work 

of Velázquez, an artist 
for whom he had great 
admiration

10 etcher – sb. who makes 
etchings14

11 to undertake (-take/-took/-
taken) – (in this case) go on

12 journey – (false friend) long 
trip, excursion

13 to attend – go to, visit
14 etching – engraving, picture 

made using a metal plate that 
has been corroded using acid

15 critical acclaim – admiration 
from art critics

16 seascape – panorama of the 
sea

17 Whistler was called ‘the 
Butterfly’ because of his 
delicate style

18 to set off (set-set-set) – start 
off, leave 

19 to be laden down with sth. – 
carry sth. heavy

20 easel – /ˈi:səl/ 
21 canvas – base 

(made of textile 
over a wooden 
structure) on 
which you paint

22 assortment – variety, 
selection

23 (paint)brush – 
24 accoutrements 
– equipment, 
paraphernalia

25 career – (false friend) 
professional trajectory

26 to turn down – reject, (oppo-
site of ‘accept’)

27 plaudits – praise, acclamation, 
applause

28 to dazzle – (in this case) 
impress

29 on display – being exhibited

Whistler: 
Voluntary 
Exile
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Whistler

I n 1859 Whistler decided to 
settle1 in London. This decision 

was prompted2 by the fact that the 
majority of his patrons, who could 
open the doors to the lucrative and 
fast-growing American market, 
resided in the British capital. 
Nevertheless, he continued to visit 
Paris and was still considered by 
his French fellow colleagues as 
very much part of the Parisian 
scene.

By 1864 Whistler had taken 
London by storm3. His fiery 
personality, his sardonic wit4 
and his undoubted talent, while 
me smeriz ing 5 some, irke d 6 
others. It was in this same year 
that he exhibited his Symphony 
No. 1: the White Girl in the 
Salon des Refusés. It was a work 
painted in shades7 of white with 
extraordinary subtlety which 
caused considerable controversy as the comely8 young 
model, standing with a lily in her hand, supposedly the 
morning after her wedding night, was none other than 
his beautiful Irish lover, Joanna Hiffernan. This portrait 
signalled that Whistler, while still an exponent of Courbet’s 
realism, had adopted the creed9 of the Pre-Raphaelites.

Oriental Interests
From the mid-Sixties onwards10 Whistler became fas-
cinated by Japanese art. He noted with deep interest that 
the Japanese do not make any distinction between fine 
and decorative art. This discovery prompted2 Whistler 
to gain a fuller understanding of oriental art. With this 
aim in mind, the American set himself the task11 of study-
ing the prints12 of Hiroshige and Hokusai both Ukiyo-e 
(i.e. masters of the colour wood-block prints). In fact, he 
was to be one of the first Westerners to introduce Japa-

nese motifs into his work. Hence-
forth13, Whistler was to adopt the 
butterfly as his famous signature, a 
decision which reflected, not only 
his lightness of touch14 but his 
obsession with things Oriental. It 
must be remembered that his inter-
est in Japanese art lay in15 its pic-
turesque rather than in its formal 
aspects. This is to be seen in his 
minor masterpiece of the mid-Six-
ties Rose and Silver: la Princesse 
du Pays de la Porcelaine (1864).

His vision and understand-
ing of Sino-Japanese art co - 
incided with his move away 
from Courbet’s realism and his 
growing conviction that Art for 
Art’s Sake16 was the only path 
to follow. His newly discovered 
aesthetic-oriental philosophy led to 
his touch becoming even defter17 
and more fluid as his seemingly 
effortless and highly innovative 
brushstrokes18 produced extraor-
dinary landscapes. We only have 
to contemplate his work of this 

period to realize that he could conjure up the sky or the 
sea with just a few fluffy19 brushstrokes. But perhaps the 
very best examples of Whistler’s ‘translations’ from the 
Japanese were his famous Thames Nocturnes, the most 
famous of which was Nocturne in Blue and Gold, Old 
Battersea Bridge (1872-1875).

1 to settle – establish a 
permanent home

2 to prompt – cause, provoke
3 to take swh. by storm – (in this 
case) be very popular swh.

4 wit – (in this case) intelligent 
humour

5 to mesmerize – captivate, 
impress

6 to irk sb. – irritate, annoy
7 shade (countable noun) – tone 
8 comely – attractive, gorgeous
9 creed – principles, doctrine
10 from the mid-Sixties 

onwards – after 1865
11 task – job, goal, objective

12 print – one of a number of 
identical pictures made using 
a press

13 henceforth – from that 
moment

14 lightness of touch – delicate 
style

15 to lie in (lie-lay-lain) – (in this 
case) be centred on

16 Art for Art’s Sake – the idea 
that art should be produced 
for aesthetic, not social, 
considerations

17 deft – adept, skilful, proficient
18 brushstroke – movement of 

the brush
19 fluffy – woolly, velvety, 

imprecise

Whistler: 
London 
Calling
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Painted Music
The late 1860s and the decade of the Seventies was 
a golden period for Whistler. During these years the 
American artist was able to live lavishly1. Here it is worth 
mentioning2 Frederick Leyland, better known as ‘the 
Liverpool Medici’, a self-made man and ship-owner, who, 
far from being a philistine3, used his vast fortune on 
his considerable art collections. It was Leyland, in fact, 
who had suggested that Whistler use the term ‘Nocturne’ 
for his moonlight scenes. The American added it to the 
terms ‘Arrangement’ and ‘Harmony’, other musical titles 
he had coined4 in the mid-Sixties, and which had caused 
considerable irritation among the art critics. Leyland 
commissioned many portraits of his own family over the 
next 10 years but it was Whistler’s fantastic Peacock Room 
(1876-77), a milestone5 in interior decoration, which led to 
an irreparable rift6 between patron and painter.

Controversy
What had started out as a misunderstanding turned 
into a quarrel7 which neither man really wished to 
patch up8. Whistler had been commissioned9 to paint 
Leyland’s dining room so that the latter could house his 
extensive and rare collection of blue and white oriental 
china. Whistler, in a work that was 15 years ahead of10 
its time, produced his Peacock Room in a blue-green 
background, which was then decorated with designs 
of peacocks in gold. Leyland was not at all pleased. The 
quarrel7 grew into an all-out war when the magnate 
paid the American under half the agreed fee11. This 

falling-out12, for which the artist was to pay dearly13, 
together with Whistler’s decision to sue14 John Ruskin 
for libel15 for having insulted the American’s Nocturne 
in Black and Gold: The Falling Rocket in 1877, was 
both hasty16 and spiteful17. The Ruskin case was very 
damaging to Whistler’s public image as the American, 
still bristling with18 indignation, was awarded the 
princely sum of a farthing19 in compensation! The loss of 
a major patron and the Pyrrhic victory over a seriously 
unhinged20 Ruskin led to Whistler going bankrupt21 
in 1879. Always a hard man to keep down, Whistler 
brushed aside22 this reversal of fortune, sold his 
exquisite house in Chelsea and moved to Venice.

After spending a highly productive year in the 
Serenissima, Whistler returned to London, his fortunes 
somewhat23 restored. In the last 20 years of his life he 
achieved honours and major success.

1 lavishly – in a luxurious way
2 it is worth mentioning – I 

should mention
3 philistine – uncultured person
4 to coin – use for the first time
5 milestone – important event, 

paradigm
6 rift – division, disagreement
7 quarrel – acrimonious 

disagreement

8 to patch up – find a solution to
9 to be commissioned – be 

asked to do sth. artistic
10 ahead of – before 
11 fee – payment for professional 

work
12 falling-out – quarrel, dispute
13 he was to pay dearly – it was 

going to be very expensive 
for him

14 to sue /su:/ – take legal action 
against

15 libel /ˈlaibəl/ – defamation, 
calumny

16 hasty /’heisti/ – impetuous, 
impulsive

17 spiteful – vindictive, malicious
18 to be bristling with – (in this 

case) be full of

19 farthing – a quarter of a penny 
(a minimal sum)

20 unhinged – mad, crazy
21 to go bankrupt – declare 

yourself insolvent
22 to brush sth. aside – ignore, 

pay no attention to
23 somewhat – (in this case) 

partially

Whistler: 
Harmony & 
Discord
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W inslow Homer managed to keep 
his private life largely1 private. 

He was born in Massachusetts in 1836 to parents from 
two established New England families. Winslow’s child-
hood was a happy one and he learned to love paint-
ing from his mother, an amateur artist. His father was 
much less stable, constantly trying to get rich quick in 
schemes2, which included taking part in the Californian 
Gold Rush3. 

War & Paris
Although he received little formal training as a painter, 
Homer worked for nearly4 20 years as an illustrator 
of magazines such as Harper’s Weekly. It was Harper’s 
who sent Homer to cover5 the American Civil War as 
a graphic journalist. The war inspired the 30-year-old’s 
early masterpiece Prisoners from the Front (1866), 
though he soon returned to producing happy nostalgic 
paintings of playing children and pretty young women. 
However, Homer managed to make his paintings remark-
ably unsentimental and there is a truth and an objectivity 
about them that escaped lesser artists6. 

In 1867 Homer travelled to Paris for a year, in part to 
see Prisoners from the Front exhibited in the Exposition 
Universelle. Winslow Homer’s interest in light and paint-
ing outdoors predate7 his trip to France, which seems 
to have had little impact on his art. Back in the States 
Homer returned to his paintings of childhood and pretty 

girls, though from 1873 he increasingly worked in water-
colours8 and from 1876 he showed an interest in Afri-
can-American rural life. 

England & Maturity
Something happened to Winslow Homer in the late 
1870s, probably a disappointment in his love life. In any 
event9 he became more and more reclusive, stopped 
painting pretty girls and turned his attention increas-
ingly to the sea. In 1881 Homer moved for two years to 
the fishing village of Cullercoats in the north of England. 
In his images of working men and women of the North 
Sea Homer achieved10 a new gravitas11. Having returned 
to the USA, Homer found similar maritime austerity in 
Maine where he settled12 at Prout’s Neck. The monumen-
tal seascapes from the 1880s onwards13 are Winslow 
Homer’s most recognizable paintings. These pictures are 
not, however, only of the cold oceans of the North Atlan-
tic since14 he took several trips to the Caribbean and the 
Bahamas where he painted such iconic works as The Gulf 
Stream. In the final years of the 19th Century Winslow also 
enjoyed hunting15 in the woods with his brother, which 
produced16 its own series of paintings. Winslow Homer 
died, aged 74, in his Prout’s Neck studio in 1910. His last 
paintings are largely devoid of17 people, simply celebrat-
ing the heroic struggle18 between sea and rocks.

1 largely – (false friend) more or 
less, mostly 

2 scheme – venture, project 
3 gold rush – situation in which 
a lot of people go quickly to 
a place where gold has been 
discovered

4 nearly – just under, almost 
5 to cover – (in this case) report on 

6 lesser artist – artist who is not 
as good

7 to predate – emerge earlier 
than 

8 watercolours – paints based 
on water (not oil)

9 in any event – anyway, what-
ever it was  

10 to achieve – (in this case) find
11 gravitas – seriousness, 

solemnity
12 to settle – establish a perma-

nent home 
13 from the 1880s onwards – (in 

this case) produced after 1881
14 since – (in this case) given 

that, as

15 to hunt – kill wild animals for 
sport

16 to produce – (in this case) 
result in 

17 to be devoid of – be empty of, 
without

18 struggle – conflict, battle 

Winslow 
Homer: 
Darwin’s 
Artist
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Homer

H omer’s masterpiece is The Fox Hunt1. The title sug-
gests hundreds of paintings of English squires2 in 

red coats chasing3 foxes but immediately we see this 
is not the subject here. The first thing you make out4 is 
the fox, face turned away5, across the middle of the pic-
ture. This raises6 the question of the ambiguity of the 
title – does it mean the fox hunting or the fox hunted? 
The rest of the picture is almost abstract but you slowly 
make out4 the crows7 in the top right-hand corner hov-
ering8 ready to swoop 
on9 the fox. The fox strug-
gling through10 deep 
snow drifts11 is being 
hunted by a flock12 of 
crows. Apparently, in the 
snow-bound13 wastes14 
of Maine in winter crows 
are often driven by star-
vation15 to attack animals 
like foxes. Yet16 both foxes 
and crows have ancient 
We s te r n s y mb ol i s m . 
Aesop told fables of foxes 
tricking17 crows. In the 
Middle Ages foxes were 
known to feign death18 
to trap19 predatory or 

carrion birds20 and this was often represented symboli-
cally in mediaeval art and literature. In Ben Jonson’s play 
Volpone (1606), the eponymous anti-hero tricks17 men 
called Corvino and Corbaccio. Volpone is Italian for ‘fox’, 
corvino means ‘crow’ and corbaccio means ‘raven21’. So 
the ambiguity of whether22 the fox is the hunter or the 
hunted persists. We are left with a Homeric struggle23 
(pardon the pun24) between symbols of intelligence and 
predation in a hostile world of cold and impending25 
darkness. As the forces of red nature26 prepare to battle 
to the death, the berries27 on the extreme left are the one 
symbol that green nature28 will one day return to this 
bleak29 landscape. Anyone who argues that Winslow 
Homer is just a naturalist painter has not looked at his 
paintings, which can be steeped in30 symbolism. 

To create this great image of Western Art Homer iron-
ically borrowed from the tradition of Japanese screen 
painting. The flatness of the picture, its angle of vision 
and the strong silhouetted forms are very Japanese.

1 Pennsylvania Academy of 
Fine Art

2 squire – landowner, member of 
the minor aristocracy

3 to chase – pursue, hunt 
4 to make out (make-made-

made) – discern, manage to see 
5 to turn away – look in the 
opposite direction 

6 to raise – (in this case) provoke 
7 crow – (Corvus 
corone) 

8 to hover – stay 
in the same 
place in the air 

9 to swoop on sth. – attack sth. 

by descending rapidly 
10 to struggle through – make 

an effort to cross 
11 snow drift – accumulation of 

snow caused by the wind 
12 flock – (of birds) group 
13 snow-bound – impassable 

because of snow, isolated by 
snow 

14 wastes – wilderness, 
inhospitable areas

15 starvation – hunger, extreme 
need for food 

16 yet – (in this case) however, 
nevertheless

17 to trick – fool, intentionally 

cause sb./sth. to believe sth. 
that you know is not true

18 to feign death – simulate that 
they were dead 

19 to trap – catch, capture (and 
kill)

20 carrion bird – bird that eats 
cadavers 

21 raven /ˈreivən/ – (Corvus corax) 
large crow7

22 whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be 
used after a preposition)

23 struggle – conflict, combat
24 pun – play on words, piece of 

wordplay. ‘Homeric’ usually 
refers to the Greek poet 

Homer (The Iliad), not 
Winslow Homer.

25 impending – imminent 
26 red nature – predation, 

carnivores. The poet Tennyson 
distinguished 
between “nature red 
in tooth and claw” 
and green nature28

27 berries – 
28 green nature – the 

regenerative nature 
of the plant world

29 bleak – desolate 
30 to be steeped in – (in this 

case) be full of 

Homer:
The Fox Hunt 
(1893)
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W inslow Homer’s mature 
work has been described 

as ‘Darwinian’ because of its 
focus on survival. People are always strongly silhou-
etted by their surroundings1 and their emotions are 
expressed with their entire bodies, rather than2 through 
their facial expressions. In The Gulf Stream (Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, New York) a solitary man lies across3 a 
tiny4 battered5 fishing boat that has lost both its mast6 
and rudder7. At the mercy of the currents the sailor8 
could be carried into the shipping lanes9 (we see a ship 
in the distance in the top left hand corner) or towards 
destruction in the emerging waterspout10 on the right. 
Adding to the menace of the situation are three sharks11 
in the foreground12 who have already tinged13 the 
waves14 with blood. Indeed15, the expressive abstrac-
tion of the waves14 suggests many more such monsters. 
Symbolically, Homer highlights16 the sailor’s desperate 
circumstances through the coffin-shaped17 hatch18 and 
the cross in the prow19 of the boat. But despite all this 
the sailor looks resolutely to the right focusing his atten-
tion on the pretty flying fish and perhaps on some distant 
solace20. If ever there was a painting of man’s stoic will21 
to survive, this is it. 

The same year Homer painted the watercolour After 
the Hurricane where we see a similar sailor cast up on22 a 
beach; survival is at least a possibility.

1 surroundings – setting, 
physical context

2 rather than – as opposed to, 
instead of 

3 to lie across (lie-lay-lain) – 
recline/be horizontal across

4 tiny – very 
small

5 battered 
– damaged, 
crippled

6 mast –  

7 rudder /ˈrʌdər/ 
– mechanism 
at the stern 
(= back) of a 
boat that you 
use to sail it 
in a specific 
direction

8 sailor – seaman, mariner (poetic)
9 shipping lane – route typically 
taken by ships 

10 waterspout – type of tornado 
at sea 

11 shark – 
12 foreground – part 

of the picture that 
is (according to 
the perspective) 
closest to the 
viewer

13 to tinge – 
colour, dye 

14 wave – 
15 indeed – 

(emphatic) in fact
16 to highlight – emphasize 

17 coffin-shaped – that 
has the form of a 
coffin – 

18 hatch – opening that 
leads inside a boat

19 in the prow – (of 
boats) at the front

20 solace /ˈsolis/ – comfort, 
consolation 

21 will (n.) – desire, determination 
22 to be cast up on – (in this case) 

have been thrown by the sea 
onto 

Homer:
The Gulf 
Stream
(1899)
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Cassatt

M ary Cassatt /kəˈsæt/ is a major figure in US art. She 
was the first American woman artist of conse-

quence and the greatest female painter to come out of 
19th-century America. Moreover, she is the greatest US 
Impressionist – male1 or female – and the only American 
who was ever invited to exhibit with the French Impres-
sionists. A personal friend of Degas and Pisarro, she was 
respected as an artist by her French colleagues and 
treated as an equal.

Cassatt was also an important conduit2 for modern 
artistic ideas into America. She was the first Impressionist 
to exhibit works in the United States when her paintings 
were shown at The Society of American Artists in 1879. 
Moreover, she contributed enormously to the world of 
art in the USA by helping rich American connoisseurs3 
to choose paintings in France, on the condition that they 
eventually4 donated them to public galleries back home. 
More specifically, she helped Degas and Monet to sell in 
the States.

A Precocious Painter
In 1844 Mary was born into the East Coast elite of the 
young United States. Her father was a successful banker 
of Huguenot5 descent6,7 her mother’s ancestors came 
from Scotland. Mary’s childhood was more or less 
one long Grand Tour since8 the Cassatts wandered 
round9 Europe for five years soaking up10 the Old Con-
tinent’s culture. Before she reached her teens11 Mary 
knew London, Paris and Berlin, spoke good French and 
German and had studied drawing and music. By the age 
of 15, back in Pennsylvania she determined to become 

a professional artist. Her parents tried to dissuade her 
from joining12 The Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia, 
mainly13 because of the dangers posed to14 her young 
mind from both bohemian male1 artists and suffrag-
ettes15. In the end Mary got her way16, though she soon 
discovered that there was little that US art schools had to 
offer her. She therefore17 returned to Europe in 1866 and 
Paris became her base for the rest of her life. During her 
formative years she travelled to Rome, Madrid, Seville 
and Antwerp to study the Italian, Spanish and Flemish18 
masters first-hand. By the late 1870s Mary had become 
a proficient conventional artist who regularly exhibited 
at the Academy in Paris. She was also increasingly frus-
trated with the art she was producing.

1 male (adj.) – relating to men
2 conduit – channel, route 
3 connoisseur – aesthete, 
epicure

4 eventually – (false friend) in 
the end

5 Huguenot – French Protestant 
refugee 

6 descent – ancestry 
7 the family name was origi-

nally ‘Cossart’
8 since – (in this case) given that 
9 to wander round – tour, visit 
10 to soak up – absorb 
11 to reach one’s teens – become 

an adolescent 

12 to dissuade sb. from joining – 
convince sb. not to join 

13 mainly – primarily, principally 
14 to pose to – present to, 

threaten
15 suffragettes /̩ sʌfrəˈdʒets/ – 19th 

and early 20th-century femi-
nists (specifically those who 

campaigned for women’s right 
to vote)

16 to get one’s way (get-got-
got) – be able to do what one 
wants to 

17 therefore – for this reason 
18 Flemish – from Flanders 

(Belgium)

Mary Cassatt
If I have not been absolutely 
feminine, I have failed.
  - MARY CASSATT
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Cassatt

M uch of Mary’s early work was destroyed in the 
Great Chicago Fire of 1871. However, enough 

remains1 to see that in her twenties she was a fine 
draughtswoman2 and painter, though very conven-
tional. Her series of bullfighters3 and Andalusian danc-
ers from 1873 – following a seven-month stay in Seville 
– are well painted but they could be4 by any number of 
competent painters following the vogue5 for stereotypi-
cal Spanish subjects. 

In the mid-1870s Mary’s painting style became more 
impressionistic and in 1877 Degas personally asked Mary 
to take part in the Fourth Impressionist exhibition of that 
year. “I was delighted6 to accept”, Mary later recalled, 
“I rejected7 conventional art. I 
began to live.”

Towards a Personal Style
Under the influence of the 
Impressionists Mary began paint-
ing scenes from the theatre – spe-
cifically of female members of the 
audience. While these works are 
clearly influenced by Degas and 
his associates it should be noticed 
that Mary never slavishly8 fol-
lowed the Impressionists’ rules. 
For instance9, they banned10 the 
colour black from their palettes. 
By contrast, Mary was perfectly 
willing to11 use large almost12 
abstract areas of black (often for 

clothing) in her work. Some such paintings look closer 
to that of her compatriot Whistler13 than to the French 
Impressionists’ paintings. 

Almost all Mary’s pictures from the late 1870s are of 
women – often alone – lost in their own thoughts. Mary’s 
women almost12 never look out at us. They look down 
or away and we seem to spy on14 them in their moment 
of distraction. 

In the early 1880s two quintes-
sentially Cassatt features15 appear 
more and more in her work. The 
first is the background16 mirror, 
often at an oblique angle, given 
a different perspective on her 
female subject. Even more char-
acteristic of Mary’s painting from 
1880 until the end of her career, 
is the focus on the mother and 
child. These compositions are 
never obviously posed17 – nei-
ther mother nor child looks at 
the viewer. Indeed18, we often 
see the back of the mother’s 
head and when we do see19 her 
face she is completely absorbed 
in childcare20.

1 to remain – continue to exist 
2 draughtswoman – sb. who 

draws, illustrator 
3 bullfighter – matador, toreador 
4 could be – (in this case) could 

have been painted
5 vogue – fashion 

 

6 to be delighted – be very 
happy 

7 to reject – repudiate 
8 slavishly /ˈsleiviʃli/ – in a servile 

way, unimaginatively
9 for instance – for example 
10 to ban – prohibit, (in this case) 

exclude 

11 to be willing to – be ready to, 
be prepared to

12 almost – practically
13 see pp. 37-40
14 to spy on – observe furtively
15 feature – aspect, characteristic 
16 background – in the part of 

the picture that is furthest from 

the viewer according to the 
perspective

17 to be posed – represent people 
adopting artificial postures 

18 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
19 do see – (emphatic) see 
20 childcare – (in this case) 

looking after her child 

Cassatt: 
The American 
Impressionist
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Cassatt

M others with children may seem like a mundane1 
subject to paint and repaint obsessively but Mary 

was in fact simply secularizing2 one of the great themes 
of European art: the Madonna and Child. However, by 
secularizing it, Cassatt makes the theme her own. Medi-
aeval and Renaissance painters 
often used dolls instead of3 
real infants to paint images of 
Jesus and Mary because small 
children make4 terrible models. 
As a result, we have a thousand 
years of images of the Madonna 
and Child and hardly one5 of 
a mother interacting naturally 
with her baby. They are images 
for devotion not of maternity. 

It would be all too easy to 
see this obsession with a single 
subject as reflecting some des-
perate desire within6 Mary 
for motherhood. However, the 
fact is that at a young age Mary 
decided that marriage (and 
children) would not be compat-
ible with her career. When she 
started painting her maternal 
images, she was still of an age 
at which she could have chosen 
to be a mother. However, Cas-
satt consciously chose art over 
anything else.

Mary did more than paint a traditional religious theme 
in a modern style. She fused ancient and modern sty-
listic traditions. Some of her works look almost ‘interna-
tional gothic’ in style. In a painting like Gentile da Fabri-
ano Adoration of the Magi /ˈmeidʒai/ (1423) flesh7 – faces 
and hands – is painted in exquisite detail while the rest 
of the painting is flattened out8 into almost abstract 
patterning9. Cassatt does much the same in many of 
her paintings; faces and hands appear in realistic detail 
while a more impressionistic style is used for clothing 
and furniture10.

From 1890 Mary’s work was also heavily influenced 
by Japanese art, especially the master Utamaro. Per-
haps more than any other European artist Cassatt 
learnt economy of presentation from the Japanese tra-
dition. Her dry-points11 from 1890 and 1891 flatten8 
the image pleasingly against the picture plane12 and 

point the way forward13 for 
20th-century movements, such 
as Cubism.

The Last Years
In the first decade of the 20th 
Century Mary continued 
to paint but by this stage14 
she was not breaking new 
ground15. In fact, while 
s e n t i m e n t a l i s m  b e g a n 
to creep into16 her own 
paintings, she was hostile to 
the new artistic movements 
such as Post-Impressionism, 
Fauvism and Cubism. On the 
other hand, in her seventies 
M a r y s u p p o rt e d 17 t he 
Suffragette18 cause. In 1911 she 
was diagnosed with diabetes, 
rheumatism, neuralgia and 
cataracts. By 1915 she was too 
blind19 to continue painting. 
She lived on until 1926, dying 
in the same year as the last of 
the Impressionists, Monet.

1 mundane – monotonous 
2 to secularize sth. – to eliminate 
the religious aspect of sth. 

3 instead of – rather than, as 
opposed to

4 to make (make-made-made) – 
(in this case) be 

5 hardly one – very few 
6 within – inside, in 

7 flesh – skin, the bare human body
8 to flatten sth. (out) – make 
sth. flat 

9 patterning – designs 
10 furniture – chairs, tables, etc. 
11 dry-point – type of print
12 picture plane – the flat two-di-

mensional surface on which a 
picture is painted

13 to point the way forward 
– show how things should 
progress 

14 by this stage – by this point/
time 

15 to break new ground (break-
broke-broken) – do original 
work  

16 to creep into (creep-crept-
crept) – enter gradually 

17 to support – back, defend, 
express approval of 

18 suffragette – 19th and early 
20th-century feminist

19 blind – unable to see 

Cassatt: 
The Madonna 
& Child
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Hopper

Life
Edward Hopper’s biography is mind-numbingly 
boring2. He was born in Nyack, New York State, in 1882 
into a Puritanical middle-class Protestant family with 
commercial interests. His family supported3 him emo-
tionally and economically as he studied art in New York. 
Between 1906 and 1910 he visited Europe – and above 
all4 Paris – several times. However, he never even heard 
of Picasso while he was there and anyway he was much 
more interested in the works of Realists and the Impres-
sionists. Once back in the USA he never left North Amer-
ica again. He spent the next dozen years working as a 
commercial artist, which he found increasingly frustrat-
ing because of its lack of5 subtlety; he complained6 that 

advertisers always “wanted [pictures of] people waving 
their arms7”. He finally discovered his mature style in the 
mid-1920s when he was already over 40. In 1924 Hopper 
married his former8 art-school classmate9 Josephine 
Nivison and they lived together in the same Manhattan 
apartment10 for the next 43 years until Edward’s death 
in 1967.11 Josephine, who was a year younger, died just 10 
months later. 

People in Boxes
Hopper was an avid theatregoer12 and this no doubt 
influenced his tendency to paint people inside boxes.13 
Hopper certainly wished to reflect modern life as his 
teacher, Robert Henri, had urged14 him to. The proxim-
ity of modern urban living encouraged15 city-dwell-
ers16 to snoop17 through each others’ windows. This 
was particularly easy thanks to New York’s elevated 
train lines. As William Dean Howells wrote in A Hazard 
of New Fortunes (1890), the ‘El’ train “was better than 
the theatre... to see those people through their win-
dows; ... a mother laying18 her child in its cradle19; ...a 
girl and her lover leaning over20 the windowsill21 
together. What suggestion! What drama!”

1 still life – (literally) painting or 
drawing of a fruit, bottles, etc., (in 
this case) life without movement

2 mind-numbingly 
boring – very dull, incredibly 
uninteresting

3 to support sb. – (in this case) 
back sb., help sb.

4 above all – especially, in 
particular

5 lack of – absence of 

6 to complain – protest 
7 to wave one’s 
arm – 

8 former – ex-
9 classmate – sb. 
who is studying in 
the same class

10 apartment (US 
English) – (semi-
false friend) 
large flat

11 he died in the Washington 
Square studio he had occu-
pied in 1913!

12 theatregoer – sb. who regu-
larly goes to the theatre 

13 a theatre’s proscenium arch 
creates a box-like effect

14 to urge – encourage15, incite 
15 to encourage – stimulate, 

incite 
16 city-dweller – urbanite 

17 to snoop – look inquisitively
18 to lay (lay-laid-laid) – put, place 

horizontally
19 cradle /ˈkreidəl/ – small bed 

for a baby
20 to lean over (lean-leant-leant) 
– put one’s elbows/arms on sth. 
in a relaxed way

21 windowsill – ledge (= flat 
stone) under a window

Edward 
Hopper: 
Still Life1

If you could say it in words there 
would be no reason to paint.
 - E. HOPPER
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Hopper

F ortunately, Hopper’s art is much 
more interesting than his life. Essen-

tially, he painted two types of pictures. 
First there are those of a building in a 
landscape. There are no people to be 
seen and you cannot see through the 
building’s windows. This makes them seem especially 
solid. These buildings are usually bathed1 in early morn-
ing or late evening light. Nature, especially grass2, often 
threatens to engulf3 such buildings.

Many people find these buildings eerie4. The absence 
of any obvious human activity makes them seem remote 
or even abandoned. However, I think this was uninten-
tional, at least initially. From his earliest days as an artist, 

Hopper showed a great interest in painting build-
ings, especially (unfashionable) Victorian archi-
tecture. Hopper was a master at painting the 
effect of sunlight on buildings. At the same time 
Hopper wasn’t very good at painting people; if his 
human figures are extracted from their contexts 
they tend to look extremely amateurish. More 
importantly, Hopper had made a brilliant discov-
ery about impressionist painting. Any movement 
that is captured in the instant of an impression 
tends to be awkward5 if not downright silly6. 
So Hopper eliminated almost all movement from 
his art. In his paintings of buildings we could 
imagine really seeing what is in the picture in 
real time. We would have to wait long enough to 
see that the sunlight does not move across the 
surfaces7 to be certain that this is just8 a paint-
ing. All this, coupled with9 the unusual lighting 
effects caused by the nearly10 horizontal sunlight 
(just after dawn11, just before sundown) and the 
pictures end up looking eerie4.

1 to bath – (in this case) cover, 
illuminate

2 grass – small green plants 
typically found on sports fields 
or similar taller plants

3 to threaten to engulf – seem 
that it will cover

4 eerie – mysterious, frightening, 
enigmatic

5 awkward – inelegant, 
unattractive

6 downright silly – (emphatic) 
ridiculous

7 surface – outside, exterior, 
façade

8 just – (in this case) only
 

9 coupled with – together with, 
combined with 

10 nearly – almost, practically 
11 dawn – sunrise, sun-up

Hopper: 
‘Lonely’ 
Buildings
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Hopper

H opper is most famous for his interiors. 
These are occasionally empty, though 

more usually they contain one or two people. 
Almost invariably we are outside, observing 
unseen1 through a window. Again, many 
people feel these figures, who seem lost in 
thought, express loneliness. But, in fact, what 
Hopper is doing again is reducing movement 
to a minimum. If his figures were involved in 
a lively conversation there would inevitably be move-
ment and we would have a frozen image. By portraying2 
inactive figures in his paintings, Hopper allows3 us to 
half-expect4 the figures eventually5 to move.

No doubt, Hopper was happy that people interpreted 
his immobile figures as having psychological depth. He 
was certainly happy to exploit the effect by distorting 
perspective to create claustrophobically small spaces 
for incommunicative couples (such as in Room in New 
York (1932). Such distortions combined with the gen-
eral intensification of colours make Hopper’s work more 
expressionist than impressionist. But the effect itself 
comes out of Hopper’s interest in light, colour and space 
rather than6 a keen7 sense of the human psyche. The 
play of light over architecture and objects is often clearly 
more interesting for him than the people in the pictures. 
Josephine complained8 that her husband was “taciturn, 
frugal and gallingly9 self-contained”. He himself admit-
ted, “I guess I am not very human. I didn’t want to paint 
people posturing and grimacing10; what I wanted to do 
was only paint sunlight on the side of a house”.

Modern Icons
Hopper is almost uniquely popular with both art-
ists and the general public. He was admired by the 
Abstract Expressionists for his colour and by their 
antithesis, the painters of Pop Art and New Realism. 
Outside painting, Hopper has influenced musicians as 
diverse as Madonna and Paweł Szymański.11 How-
ever, Hopper’s influence on cinema is even greater. 
His House by the Railroad (1925) – see p. 48 (opposite) 
– inspired both Hitchcock’s Psycho (1960) and Malick’s 
Days of Heaven (1978). Nighthawks (1942) has been 
recreated as a tableau vivant in Dario Argento’s Deep 
Red (1976), Herbert Ross’s Pennies from Heaven12 (1981) 
and Wim Wenders’s The End of Violence (1997). There 
are also visual references to Hopper in Hitchcock’s 
Rear Window (1954) and throughout Sam Mendes’s 
Road to Perdition (2002). Hopper, an avid moviegoer13, 
would no doubt have been delighted14 by these 
expressions of homage15 to his work.

1 unseen – unnoticed
2 to portray – represent, depict 
3 to allow – permit, enable 
4 to half-expect – almost wait for, 

imagine
5 eventually – (false friend) in 
the end 

6 rather than – instead of, as 
opposed to 

7 keen – (in this case) developed, 
sophisticated, refined 

8 to complain – protest
9 gallingly /ˈgɔ:liŋli/ – 
infuriatingly, irritatingly

10 to grimace – have a facial 
expression of pain

11 this is ironic because if 
there is one sensation that 
all Hopper’s paintings 
generate it is silence

12 this film also contains a 

tableau vivant of Hopper’s 
New York Movie (1939)

13 moviegoer – sb. who likes to 
go to the cinema

14 to delight – make sb. very 
happy

15 homage – admiration, tribute

Hopper:
All The 
Lonely 
People
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O’Keeffe

I t was New Year’s Day 1916. Photographer and art 
patron Alfred Stieglitz was sitting alone in his 291 Gal-

lery on New York’s Fifth Avenue. The impresario had 
done more than anyone else to forge links1 between 
the European avant-garde and young American artists. 
Between 1908 and 1914 he 
had staged2 exhibitions at his 
gallery of works by Matisse, 
Braque, Cézanne, Picasso and 
Brancusi. 

Timidly, a young woman 
– Anita Pollitzer – crept up 
to3 the great man. Eventu-
ally4, she plucked up5 the 
courage to ask, “Mr Stieglitz, 
would you like to see what I 
have under my arm?” Alfred’s 
surprise at such an unusual 
question on that quiet win-
ter’s day was quelled6 when 
Anita pulled out a tube and 
from it a series of abstract 
charcoal7 sketches8 by 
her friend Georgia O’Keeffe, 
an art teacher at a college 
in South Carolina. Pollitzer 
waited in suspense as Alfred 
examined the pictures. At 

last, the gallery owner looked up and said, “Finally, a 
woman on paper”. Stieglitz then told Anita that O’Keeffe’s 
drawings were “the purest, finest, sincerest things that 
had entered 291 in a long while9”.

Without telling O’Keeffe, indeed10 before he had even 
met the artist, Stieglitz organized an exhibition of 10 of 
her drawings in the 291 Gallery. Having correctly spelt 
her difficult surname, Alfred made the mistake of bill-
ing11 her as “Virginia O’Keeffe”. 

Alien Influences
Georgia O’Keeffe came from highly12 provincial roots13 
having been born on a farm in Sun Prairie, Wisconsin. 
However, by 1916 she was no small-town girl. The 28-year-
old had lived in a number of States and had studied art 
in both Chicago (1905-6) and New York (1907-8). She had 
won the still life14 prize at the Art Students’ League in 
1908. In fact, Georgia knew the 291 Gallery having gone to 
an exhibition of Rodin’s watercolours15 there in 1908. 

However, she had felt increasingly dissatisfied with 
her work and her somewhat16 
conservative tuition17 so did 
not rejoin the Art Students’ 
League for the academic year 
1908-9, choosing rather18 to 
return to Chicago to work as 
a commercial artist. She sub-
sequently worked as an art 
teacher and didn’t start paint-
ing again until 1912. O’Keef-
fe’s early influences included 
Picasso, Kandinsky and Art 
Noveau. From 1915 she was 
one of the first abstract Amer-
ican artists and, as a violinist, 
she relished19 Kandinsky’s 
equating of music and paint-
ing. She once said, “Since20 
I can’t sing, I paint”. How-
ever, that year she destroyed 
most of her work because 
she felt it was dominated by 
alien21 influences.

1 to forge links – create 
connections 

2 to stage – (in this case) present, 
organize

3 to creep up to sb. (creep-crept-
crept) – approach sb. furtively 

4 eventually – (false friend) 
finally, in the end 

5 to pluck up – find 

6 to quell – calm, allay
7 charcoal – type of carbon used 
for drawing 

8 sketch – impressionistic 
drawing 

9 in a long while – for a long time 
10 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
11 to bill sb. – name/present sb. 

on a poster 

12 highly – very 
13 roots – origins 
14 still life – referring to pictures 

of fruit, flowers, food, etc. 
15 watercolours – pictures 

painted in water-based (as 
opposed to oil-based) paints

16 somewhat – rather, reasonably 
 

17 tuition – teaching/classes 
that one receives

18 rather – (in this case) instead, 
by contrast 

19 to relish – delight in, enjoy 
20 since – (in this case) as, given 

that, because 
21 alien – foreign, not from her 

own surroundings 

Georgia 
O’Keeffe:
The Eroticism 
of Nature
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O’Keeffe

W hen O’Keeffe heard from a friend that Stieglitz 
was exhibiting her work, she went to New York 

to confront1 him about it but eventually2 agreed to let 
the pictures remain3 on exhibition. In April 1917 Stieglitz 
organized a solo exhibition of O’Keeffe’s watercolours4, 
this time with the artist’s consent (and her name written 
correctly). By July Alfred and Georgia were in love and 
Stieglitz left his wife to live with his new protégée. In 1924 
Alfred got a divorce and was able to marry Georgia, by 
now his photographic muse. Their passionate and stormy 
22-year marriage5 started, appropriately enough, with 
Georgia asserting6 her independence on the wedding 
day by refusing to “love, honour and obey” and refusing 
to take on7 Alfred’s surname.8 

Like a number of other US artists – such as Charles 
Sheeler, Thomas Hart Benton and Charles Demuth – 
O’Keeffe reverted from abstraction to realism in the 
1920s. Her first much-magnified flower painting (Petunia, 
Nº 2) dates from the year she married. The other major 
theme of her work from the Twenties was New York 
modern architecture. By the end of the Twenties O’Keef-
fe’s work was commanding9 higher prices than any 
other living US artist. 

The Road to Santa Fe
Desperate for new inspiration, O’Keeffe travelled to New 
Mexico in 1929, a trip that changed her life. For the next 
two decades she made yearly trips each summer to the 
State, buying a house at Ghost Ranch. 

In 1946 O’Keeffe was the first woman artist ever to 
have a solo retrospective exhibition at the Museum of 

Modern Art. That summer Alfred Stieglitz suffered a 
cerebral thrombosis and O’Keeffe flew back from New 
Mexico to care for him during his final weeks. He died in 
July aged 80. 

The Greatest Woman Painter
With Alfred dead, Georgia no longer had a reason to 
return to New York every year for the winter and so in 
1949 she settled down10 in New Mexico, where she qui-
etly continued painting for the next two decades. In 1962 
she was elected to the American Academy of Arts and 
Letters but this did little to disturb the artist’s middle 
age. However, in 1970 the Whitney Museum of American 
Art staged11 the first retrospective of O’Keeffe’s work in 
over two decades and she was suddenly rediscovered 
by a new generation of US feminists as “the great living 
woman painter”. However, the following year the 84-year-
old’s sight12 began to fail and after 1972 she only painted 
occasionally. Even so, Georgia lived to the grand old age 
of 98, dying in Santa Fe in 1986. The Georgia O’Keeffe 
Museum was opened there in 1997.

1 to confront – challenge, ask for 
an explanation from 

2 eventually – (false friend) 
finally, in the end

3 to remain – continue to be 
4 watercolours – pictures 

painted in water-based (as 
opposed to oil-based) paints

5 until Alfred’s death in 1946
6 to assert – insist on, affirm 
7 to take on (take-took-taken) 
– adopt 

8 two aspects of US weddings 
which were universal at the 
time, though less so these 
days

9 to command – (in this case) 
obtain, be able to ask for

10 to settle down – establish 
one’s permanent home 

11 to stage – organize 
12 sight – ability to see, visual 

perception 

O’Keeffe: 
From Muse 
to Renowned 
Artist
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O’Keeffe

O ’ Keef fe’s g reat 
contribution to 

modern art was find-
ing abstraction in 
figurative painting. 
Typically, she did this 
by simplifying land-
s cap e s , m a s sively 
increasing the scale of 
still lifes1 (especially 
flowers), by intensify-
ing colour, by finding 
unusual viewpoints 
or by improbable jux-
tapositions of forms. 
The result, in her best work is that we are forced to look 
again. However, her paintings often seem cold and emo-
tionless for two reasons. First, because of the almost total 
absence of people in her paintings; she simply wasn’t 
interested in them. O’Keeffe painted the microcosm and 
the macrocosm and she ignored the human scale. Sec-
ondly, her brushstrokes2 are not visible as they are in 
expressionist (or impressionist) art; it is as if she does not 
want to put too much of her self in her work. This may 
partly be the result of the art world’s view of Georgia. As 
Stieglitz’s muse, countless3 nude photographic portraits 
of her appeared in the 1920s. This fomented the image 
of her as an emancipated woman but it also linked 
her to4 the erotic. O’Keeffe’s flowers and animal skulls5 
were soon taken to be representations of her sexuality 
and when she denied6 this, Freudianism – so much in 
vogue in the interwar years – simply took this as proof7 
that the paintings represented Georgia’s ‘sexual uncon-
scious’. Whether8 O’Keeffe was painting a long series of 
symbolic vaginas is an open question. What is beyond 
doubt9 is that her unconditional determination inspired 
the development10 of feminist art criticism and women’s 
art since 1970.

1 still life – referring to pictures 
of fruit, flowers, food, etc.

2 brushstroke – mark left 
by a single movement of a 
paintbrush 

3 countless – innumerable 
4 to link sb. to – associate sb. 
with 

5 skull – cranium 
6 to deny – refute, say that sth. is 
not true 

7 proof – evidence 
8 whether – (in this case) if 
9 beyond doubt 
– unquestionable 
10 development – emergence 

O’Keeffe: 
Artwork
To create one’s own world in any of 
the arts takes courage.
 - G. O’KEEFFE
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Bacon

F rancis Bacon (1906-92) is considered by many to be 
the greatest English-speaking modern artist. He was 

certainly one of the most eccentric.

An Atypical Childhood
Francis Bacon was born in Dublin in 1909. He was named 
after1 his ancestor the great philosopher, Sir Francis 
Bacon (1561-1626). The future painter’s father, Edward 
Bacon, was a former2 soldier in the British army who by 
the time of Francis’s birth had become one of Ireland’s 
best breeders3 and trainers4 of racehorses. When war 
broke out5 in 1914, Edward took a job in the War Office 
in London and much of Francis’s childhood was spent 
shuttling6 between the British capital and Ireland. 
Francis’s mother, Christine (née7 Firth), 
came from a large8 decadent Edwardian 
family. One relative9 on Francis’s mother’s 
side of the family was Charles Mitchell, 
a painter in the Pre-Raphaelite style and 
Francis’s only artist relation10. 

As a result of his ‘nomadic’ childhood, 
the full sum of his time at school was 
just11 18 months. One day Edward Bacon 
discovered Francis trying on his mother’s 
underwear12. Worried that Francis might 
be homosexual, Edward sent his son to 

live with a group of rugged13 horse-trainers, hoping that 
this would “make a man of14 him”. However, the horse-
trainers turned out to be15 gay as well as rugged, much to 
Francis’s delight16. On another occasion, Edward ordered 
a groom17 to horsewhip18 Francis but the teenager19 
enjoyed the experience so much that it became a regular 

feature20 of his sexual gratification in 
later life. Francis did have21 a few things 
in common with his father, notably an 
addiction to alcohol and gambling22.

As a child Francis bought a book called 
Diseases23 of the Mouth in a second-hand 
bookshop. He said that the colour plates24 
in the medical tome were an inspiration 
for his work throughout25 his life. Another 
inspiration was Eisenstein’s classic film 
Battleship Potemkin (1925) with its scenes of 
revolutionary violence.

1 to name A after B – honour B by 
giving A his/her name

2 former – ex- 
3 breeder – sb. who selects 
horses to reproduce together to 
create faster, stronger horses

4 trainer – coach 
5 to break out (break-broke-bro-
ken) – start, begin 

6 to shuttle – go back and forth, 
go and return 

7 née – her surname before she 
married was 

8 large – (false friend) big, (in this 
case) numerous

9 relative (n.) – relation, member 
of one’s extended family

10 relation – relative, member 
of one’s 
extended 
family 

11 just – (in this 
case) only 

12 underwear 
– knickers, 
lingerie 

13 rugged – austere, hardened
14 to make a man of sb. (make-

made-made) – cause sb. to 
become more virile 

15 turned out to be – were (it was 
discovered later)

16 much to sb’s delight – which 
made sb. very happy

17 groom – sb. employed to care 
for horses

18 to horsewhip – beat with a 
horsewhip

19 teenager – adolescent 

20 feature – element 
21 did have – (emphatic) had 
22 gambling – games of chance 

(e.g. in casinos)
23 disease – illness, pathology 
24 plate – type of photograph in 

old books 
25 throughout – 

during all of 

Francis Bacon: 
Flagellation 
& Exploding 
Popes
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Bacon

I n 1928 Francis Bacon went to Berlin for a couple of 
months. There he experienced the least inhibited, 

most libertine city the world has ever produced, a few 
years before1 its licentiousness was brought to an abrupt 
end by the Nazis. From Berlin Bacon moved to Paris, 
whose artistic ambience also had a profound influence 
on the Anglo-Irish painter. 

It is difficult to say much about Bacon as a painter 
before 1945 because the artist destroyed all of his early 
works that he could lay his hands on2. On one occa-
sion when he saw one of his early paintings in a gallery 
window, he immediately entered and bought it for sev-
eral thousand pounds. No sooner had he reached3 the 
pavement4 outside the gallery than he tore the picture 
to pieces5. What can be said is that Bacon was better 
known in the Thirties as a designer of carpets6 and furni-
ture than as a painter. By the beginning of the War Bacon 
had given up7 painting altogether8. He continued in 
the British capital, unfit9 to fight because of his asthma. 
Unexpectedly, he found that the conflict turned wartime 
London into an easy-going10 cosmopolitan city much 
like the Berlin and the Paris he had known. As the War 
drew to a close11 he suddenly found inspiration in the 

terrible images of the newsreels12 – Mussolini’s corpse13 
hanging14 like a butcher15’s carcass16, the horror of the 
Death Camps. Bacon now had his themes: war, meat and 
the dictator.

The Iron Lady & The Awful Artist
Bacon’s greatest patron was the supermarket magnate 
Robert Sainsbury. On one occasion a journalist com-
plimented17 Sainsbury on a portrait by Bacon of Sains-
bury’s father. Sainsbury thanked him but pointed out18 
that the portrait was in fact of his mother!19

Near the end of his life, Bacon was introduced20 
to Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher as “the greatest 
living English artist”. With her usual tact and diplomacy 
the Iron Lady asked, “Aren’t you the man who paints 
those awful21 pictures?” “Yes!” replied Francis proudly.

1 before – (in this case) before 
the moment that

2 to lay one’s hands on (lay-laid-
laid) – get, find

3 no sooner had he reached – as 
soon as he got to 

4 pavement (UK English) – side-
walk (US English)

5 to tear sth. to pieces (tear-tore-
torn) – destroy sth. 

6 carpet – (false friend) textile 
floor covering 

7 to give sth. up (give-gave-
given) – abandon 

8 altogether – completely 
9 unfit – not able 
10 easy-going – relaxed 
11 to draw to a close (draw-drew-

drawn) – near its end

12 newsreel – (historical) news 
shown in the cinema 

13 corpse – cadaver 
14 hanging – suspended 
15 butcher – man who cuts and 

sells meat 
16 carcass – cadaver of an animal 
17 to compliment – make a posi-

tive comment to 
18 to point out – indicate, specify

19 some of Bacon’s best work 
can be seen at the Sainsbury 
Centre for Visual Arts at the 
University of East Anglia, 
Norwich

20 to introduce sb. – formally 
present sb. 

21 awful – horrible 

Francis Bacon: 
Iconoclast
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Bacon

B acon was an artist of his 
age. He took up the chal-

lenges1 that the 20th Century 
threw at him. First, what is the 
point of painting in a world 
that has colour photography? 
Second, can painting survive 
in a godless2 world? One of 
Bacon’s starting points was the 
“candid camera3” photographs 
of stars that began to appear in 
the press in the Twenties. It is 
difficult to realize4 how shock-
ing these were, but in a world 
accustomed to carefully posed 
photos suddenly seeing images 
of people caught5 off-guard6 
– their faces blurred7 by move-
ment – was a revelation. The 
same was true for film stills8 
– such as the image of the 
nurse9 in Battleship Potemkin. 
Bacon used such distorted images as ghastly10 revealing 
glimpses11 of human beings’ inner12 lives.

Joseph Conrad said that Western Civilization only 
exists because the butcher13 and the policeman keep us 
on the right path14. We behave15 in a civilized way not 

because of principle or education but because we have a 
constant food supply16, avoid17 blood and fear punish-
ment18, scandal and the lunatic asylum. That may have 
been true in 1900 but by 1945 the savagery of the West 
suggested that the policeman had developed a taste 
for19 blood and – unafraid of the lunatic asylum – he was 
intent on butchering20 humanity. That western civiliza-
tion had drowned21 in its own bloodbath22 was clear to 
anyone who chose to see it. Bacon spent the next three 
decades analysing and dissecting this new reality.

Conrad also wrote, “We live 
as we dream – Alone”. The claus-
trophobic cell-like spaces in 
which Bacon’s figures suffer are 
those of nightmares23. The suf-
fering is very lonely, there is no 
comfort of human interaction, 
no divine salvation.

As an apolitical atheist 
Bacon’s awful message is “God is 
dead; Marx is dead. We are noth-
ing more than lumps of flesh24 – 
usually decaying25 lumps!”

Vim and Suicide
The strange thing is that such 
a forceful message could come 
from such a frivolous person. 
Bacon’s studio was in London’s 
Soho where he enjoyed club-
bing26. Before going out, he 
would colour and grease27 his 
hair with black shoe polish28 
and brush29 his teeth with Vim 

floor cleaner. On one occasion when Francis was gam-
bling30 in a very hot casino his shoe polish began to 
melt31 and dribble32 down his face – creating an effect 
rather like Study after Velázquez’s Portrait of Pope Innocent 
X (1953), no doubt.

1 to take up a challenge (take-
took-taken) – accept a difficult 
proposition 

2 godless – atheistic, nihilistic  
3 candid camera – (in this case) 

photograph taken by the 
equivalent of paparazzi 

4 to realize – (false friend) be 
conscious

5 to catch (catch-caught-caught) 
– (in this case) photograph

6 off-guard – unprepared 
7 to blur sth. – make sth. 

indistinct/unfocused 

8 still – single photograph from 
a film 

9 nurse –  
10 ghastly – horrific, 

terrible, shocking 
11 glimpse – 

momentary vision 
12 inner – internal, 

intimate 
13 butcher – sb. who 

cuts and sells meat 
14 on the right path – acting in a 

moral, decent way
15 to behave – act 

16 food supply – provision of 
food 

17 to avoid – (in this case) have no 
contact with

18 punishment – retribution, 
disciplining 

19 to develop a taste for – start 
to prefer

20 to be intent on butchering – 
be determined to massacre 

21 to drown – suffocate in a liquid 
22 bloodbath – massacre, pool 

of blood 
23 nightmare – terrifying dream 

24 lump of flesh – piece of 
human ‘meat’ 

25 decaying – putrefying 
26 clubbing – celebrating in clubs 
27 to grease – lubricate 
28 shoe polish – type of cream 

for cleaning shoes
29 to brush – clean (with a 

toothbrush) 
30 gambling – playing games of 

chance (in a casino)
31 to melt – become more liquid 
32 dribble – flow, run 

Bacon:
The Prophet 
of Nihilism
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Banksy

Is it Art?
Some people – such as New York mayor1 
Michael Bloomberg in 20142 – baulk at3 
the idea that graffiti is fine art or even 
art. However, it is difficult to argue that 
Banksy’s work is not art, especially con-
sidering a lot of what supposedly is. At 
the moronic4 level, Banksy’s images are displayed5 
in art galleries and can cost hundreds of thousands of 
pounds at auction – so it must be art, right?

On p. 61 we ask the question, “What is art?”. One of the 
answers, surely6, is an image that makes you reflect on7 
life and the human condition; Banksy’s work undoubt-
edly does that.

Juxtaposition & Paradox 
A criticism of Banksy’s work might be that it is stylis-
tically very simple and is almost always based on the 
juxtaposition of mutually exclusive concepts for comic 
effect. Art critic Matthew Collings once said that Banksy’s 
work had only, “the value of a joke”. OK, let’s take that 
in stages8. Yes, Banksy’s work is stylistically simple: it 

has to be fast in execution for fear of being 
arrested. However, clearly more thought 
goes into9 Banksy’s graffiti than goes into 
much contemporary art. Besides, Banksy’s 
work is less stylistically simple than 
Matisse’s late works and nobody questions 
whether10 they are art. Indeed11, simplic-
ity has been the hallmark12 of much great 
art from Malevich to contemporary mini-
malism. It is also true that most of Banksy’s 
oeuvre is oxymoronic13 but thematic lim-
itations don’t disqualify in art. Fernando 
Botero has spent half a century doing fat 
versions of other people’s images of people 
and animals and no one (apart from me) 
seems to have suggested that this is crass 
beyond belief14.15 90% of Oscar Wilde’s 
humour is based on contradictions in terms 
and he is considered one of the greatest 
comic playwrights in English.

1 mayor (UK /meə/; US /meiər/) – 
municipal leader 

2 talking specifically about 
Banksy’s street art 

3 to baulk at – resist, not accept 
4 moronic – idiotic, cretinous 
5 to display – exhibit 

6 surely – undoubtedly 
7 to reflect on – consider 
8 in stages – in its component 
parts, step by step

9 more thought goes into X – X 
is more carefully considered 

10 whether – (in this case) if 

11 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
12 hallmark – defining character-

istic, distinctive feature 
13 oxymoronic – based on the 

juxtaposition of contradictory 
ideas

 

14 to be crass beyond belief – be 
extremely stupid

15 Collings is not recorded as 
saying that Botero’s oeuvre 
has the value of a 50-year-
old joke
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Banksy

A ndy Warhol was consid-
ered ‘the Pope of Pop’ 

because he took the iconog-
raphy of consumer society 
and placed2 it in an ‘artistic’ 
setting3. Most would argue 
that Warhol’s consumerist ico-
nography was meant to4 be 
ironic, but it certainly wasn’t 
threatening to5 big business 
or the powers-that-be6. 

Banksy also takes modern 
consumer society as his 
starting point but he is much 
more interested in expos-
ing the ways in which late 
capitalism imposes its hege-
mony on us. Marketing is 
not only an instrument for 
selling, it is a means of7 
imposing conformity.  

Banksy Banskied?
As Banksy has regularly pointed out8 in his work, mar-
keting-oriented late capitalism is sophisticated enough 
to co-opt9 its erstwhile10 critics with money and fame. 

Che Guevara’s scowling11 face becomes a meaningless 
fashion statement12; yesterday’s enfant terrible is turned 
into13 a national treasure14 (who will probably end up 
presenting documentaries about something innocuous 
on public television).

Although Banksy’s work has become a commodity15 
plastered on16 a million T-shirts and coffee mugs17, the 
artist himself has not participated in (or profited from) 

this process. He no doubt 
takes great pleasure watch-
ing city councils18 around 
the world agonizing over 
whether to obliterate19 his 
work as vandalism or pro-
tect it as art. 

However, the biggest 
irony must be the partial 
plagiarizing of his logo by a 
financial institution. In 2004 
Banksy decided to print his 
own money as ‘Banksy of 
England’ (instead of20 the 
Bank of England) featur-
ing21 the face of Princess 
Diana instead of Queen 
Elizabeth. In 2010 several 
Spanish regional savings 
banks came together to form 
Bankia. The new bank’s logo 
– especially the stemless 
‘k’22 – looks suspiciously 
like Banksy’s tag23! Since 
2011 several rating agencies 
have rated Bankia’s stock as 

‘junk bonds’24. Meanwhile, Banksy’s fake25 £10 notes are 
worth26 up to27 £200 on eBay (though they were origi-
nally given away28). His signed posters of 10 uncut ‘Diana 
tenners’29 have fetched30 £24,000 at auction (though ini-
tially sold at face value31). Such is the world we live in.

1 wordplay on ‘pop (art)’ and 
agitprop (= agitation and 
propaganda)

2 to place – put 
3 setting – context 
4 to be meant to – be supposed to 
5 threatening to – menacing for, 

dangerous for 
6 the powers-that-be – the 

authorities 
7 a means of – a way of, a method 

for 
8 to point out – indicate, show
9 to co-opt – adopt 

10 erstwhile – former, previous 
11 scowling – frowning, glower-

ing, serious-looking
12 fashion statement – fashion-

able accessory 
13 to be turned into – be con-

verted into 
14 national treasure – sb. consid-

ered emblematic of a country’s 
cultural heritage

15 commodity – (false friend) sth. 
to buy and sell 

16 plastered on – adorning, 
decorating 

17 mug – 
18 city council 
– municipal 
authority 

19 to obliterate 
– eradicate, 
eliminate

20 instead of – as opposed to, 
rather than 

21 to feature – include 
22 stemless ‘k’ – ‘‹’ instead of ‘k’ 
23 tag – (in this case) ‘signature’ 
24 junk bonds – high-risk finan-

cial instruments

25 fake – false, forged 
26 to be worth – (in this case) 

sell for 
27 up to – as much as 
28 to give sth. away (give-gave-

given) – gift sth. for free 
29 tenner – (colloquial) £10 

banknote
30 to fetch – sell for 
31 at face value – at their nominal 

value (i.e. £100)

The Pope of 
Agit Pop1
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Art in Old Age

T here is a certain tendency for creative 
geniuses to produce their greatest 

works while they are relatively young.1 
However, in the world of painting, old 
age and failing eyesight2 have allowed3 
a series of great masters to break free 
from the shackles4 of figurative art and 
explore the world of expressionism and 
abstraction. Interestingly, a similar process can be seen in 
the late work of four different geniuses each from differ-
ent countries and from more or less different periods. As 
Jackie Wullschlager has pointed out5, the late period of 
great painters tends to be dominated by “recklessness6, 
extravagance, tendency to abstraction, and tragic gran-
deur” as they confront their mortality and failing health. 

Four Old Masters
Titian /ˈtiʃən/ died (in 1576) in his late eighties or early 
nineties and his late works are sombre, impressionis-
tic, emotionally charged pieces like The Flaying7 of 

Marsyas. The prevalence of oranges and yellows suggests 
cataracts as these are the last colours you see before 
going blind8. 

Goya’s mental and physical decline resulted in the 
Black Paintings, which Fred Licht has described as 
“essential to our understanding of the human condition 
in modern times”. These paintings are considered essen-
tial precursors of 20th-century expressionism.

There is an even more obvious and direct link 
between the late works of Turner and abstract expres-
sionism. Around the age of 60 the English painter devel-
oped9 Parkinson’s disease and drank heavily to control 
his tremors10. Worse still, he had cataracts and chronic 
fatigue as well as diabetes. As with Titian and Goya, 
Turner shifts11 his focus in his last paintings to the night 
and we can see the old man – Lear-like – raging12 against 
death, expressed through nocturnal storms. 

Monet also suffered from failing eyesight2 due to13 
cataracts (after 1914), though these were successfully 
operated on in 1923. His faltering14 vision and the opera-
tion led to15 a drift towards16 abstraction and changes in 
his colour range. However, Monet’s works express none 
of the rage of advancing years and suggest a calm accep-
tance of death.

1 there are, of course, excep-
tions, such as the poets John 
Milton and W.B. Yeats

2 eyesight – ability to see 
3 to allow – permit, enable 
4 shackles – (in this case) restric-

tions, limitations

5 to point out – mention, observe, 
indicate 

6 recklessness – impulsiveness, 
temerity 

7 to flay sb. – excoriate sb., sepa-
rate the skin from sb’s body as a 
form of torture

8 to go blind (go-went-gone) – 
stop being able to see, lose 
one’s eyesight2

9 to develop – (in this case) start 
to suffer from 

10 tremors – trembling, shaking 
11 to shift sb. – change sth., 

reorient 

12 to rage – rave, express fury 
13 due to – because of 
14 faltering – failing, 

deteriorating 
15 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result 

in 
16 drift towards – gradual 

change in the direction of

Twilight of 
the Great 
Painters
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Science of Art

F or most of us aesthetic tastes and science are poles 
apart and some people would no doubt prefer to 

keep it that way1. However, a new scientific discipline – 
neuroaesthetics – is emerging which seeks to2 explain 
why we like the art we do. Neuroaesthetics combines 
brain imaging3 and evolu-
tionary psychology to try 
to answer the fundamental 
questions of art appreciation. 
In The Aesthetic Brain (OUP4, 
2013) Anjan Chatterjee of the 
University of Pennsylvania 
concludes that our love of art 
goes back to a primeval desire 
for sex and food. The brain’s 
reward system5 is hard-
wired6 to appreciate symme-
try (implying good genes) and 
natural mathematical rela-
tionships like the Fibonacci 
series7, fractals8 and the 
golden ratio9. 

Other factors also come 
into play. The mind processes 
a painting in a certain way. 
For instance10, Westerners 
tend to focus first on the left-
hand side of the painting and 
‘read’ from left to right (try 
looking at a mirror image 

of the Mona Lisa and you’ll see it’s all wrong). We tend 
to prefer blues more than dark browns and yellows (no 
marks for guessing11 why we reject those). The mind 
enjoys figuring out12 what is happening in a work of art 
(and feels frustrated and threatened13 when it can’t). 

In Experiencing Art (OUP4, 2013) Arthur Shimamura of 
the University of California proposes that the viewer of a 
piece of art interprets the artist’s intentions on three differ-
ent levels: sensations, knowledge and emotions. In other 
words our overall14 experience is determined by our cul-
tural baggage, our individual experience and what we 
know about the artist as well as purely aesthetic factors.

 
The Uncanny15 Valley
Another scientific concept of aesthetics that has gained 
new relevance recently is ‘the uncanny15 valley’. This 
concept postulates that the more human things – such as 

robots, toys or cartoons – look 
the more pleasing we find 
them until they look almost 
natural, at which point they 
provoke revulsion in many 
people. So, for example, for 
some people the Disney 
cartoon characters are 
adorable but those of Polar 
Express (2004) are freakish16. 
This is probably because of 
primitive fear factors that 
associate the not-quite-human 
with disease and death. This 
affects many fields from 
the design of CGI17 movie 
characters to humanoid robots. 

However, the whole theory 
seems to collapse when 
applied to portrait painting. 
Portraiture ranges18 from 
not-very-lifelike (a Cubist 
portrait) to could-be-a-photo, 
yet19 there is no obvious 
‘uncanny15 valley’ at play.

1 to keep it that way – for it to 
continue like that

2 to seek to (seek-sought-sought) 
– try to 
3 imaging – scanning, making 
images 

4 OUP – Oxford University Press 
5 reward system – system of 
neural appetitive stimuli to alter 
conduct 

6 to be hardwired – be geneti-
cally determined

7 Fibonacci series – sequence of 
numbers in which each number 
is the sum of the two preceding 
numbers

8 fractal – geometrical figure, 
each part of which has the 
same statistical character as 
the whole

9 the golden ratio /ˈreiʃiou/ – (φ) 
the divine proportion, the 
golden section

10 for instance – for example 
11 no marks for guessing – we 

won’t be impressed if you 
determine

12 to figure out – determine, 
work out, discover

13 threatened – vulnerable, at 
risk 

14 overall – final, inclusive 
15 uncanny – abnormal, weird, 

unnatural
16 freakish – grotesque, sinister 
17 CGI – computer-generated 

images 
18 to range – vary 
19 yet – however, but 

The Science 
of Art 
Appreciation
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Folkestone Triennial 2008, ‘Baby Things’ by 
Tracey Emin at The Bayle Gardens.

Shark84 by Damien Hirst
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What is Art?

When you study history of art the question, “What is 
art?” inevitably comes up. The obvious answers, 

such as “aesthetically pleasing1 objects”, have to be rap-
idly rejected2 in the presence of images that are unde-
niably3 art and certainly not aesthetically pleasing (such 
as Bacon’s Popes). After much thought art students tend 
to end up with a definition like “anything manmade” or 
“artefact that has emotional resonance4”. If anything 
can be art then clearly anything is passed off as art these 
days. Damien Hirst’s ‘Shark ’5 isn’t even manmade. He just 
preserved the creature in formalin (and he didn’t even 
do that properly6; it began to deteriorate and shrink7 
a decade ago and he had to get advice8 on preserving it 
from the Natural History Museum – i.e. people who pre-
serve specimens without pretending to be9 artists). 

Inimitable Art
Back in the day when art was recognizably art, it was 
original and hard10 to imitate. A painting by Mark Rothko 
is so subtle in its effect of apparent simplicity because 

it is incredibly complex in the materials used to make 
it. Similarly, Jackson Pollock’s paintings are so complex 
that they have been shown to have fractal11 properties. 
It takes a highly skilled12 artist to produce a convincing 
imitation of work by these great painters and their pre-
decessors – would anybody say the same thing about 
Tracey Emin’s ‘Bed’13? 

But why should effort and complexity matter14 – 
surely originality is enough. I concede that the habit 
of considering everyday objects aesthetically is a life-
enhancing one15 but once the public learns to do this, 
the artist’s role disappears unless he or she can create 
something that is unique. 

Warhol’s Insight16

The rot set in17 with Warhol who turned18 the mass-
produced goods19 of consumer society into ‘art’. Don’t 
get me wrong: Warhol was a genius and he knew exactly 
what he was doing. Everyone remembers “the famous for 
15 minutes” quote. However, his greatest insight16 was 
“Art is what you can get away with20”. This is the credo 
and mantra of today’s Hirsts and Emins. One study found 
that gallery-visitors look at these conceptual artists’ 
works for an average of21 only five seconds. There is 
no emotional or intellectual resonance because there is 
simply no connection with the public.

1 pleasing – satisfying, attractive  
2 to reject – dismiss as 
inadequate, opposite of ‘accept’

3 undeniably – unquestionably, 
without question

4 emotional resonance – the 
power to provoke emotions 

5 shark –  
The piece is officially called 

“The Physical Impossibility of 
Death in the Mind of Someone 
Living” (1991)

6 properly – correctly, 
appropriately 

7 to shrink (shrink-shrank-
shrunk) – get smaller 

8 advice – recommendations 

9 pretending to be – acting as if 
they are 

10 hard – difficult 
11 fractal – geometrical figure, 

each part of which has the 
same statistical character as 
the whole

12 skilled – able, talented 
13 ‘My Bed’ (1998), an unmade 

unclean bed
14 to matter – be important 
15 is a life-enhancing one – is 

a habit that makes one’s life 
better 

16 insight – perspicacious idea 
17 the rot set in – the problem 

started, the decline became 
established 

18 to turn – (in this case) convert 
19 goods – products 
20 to get away with sth. (get-got-

got) – do sth. fraudulent and 
escape detection 

21 for an average of – typically for 

What is Art?



Nigel Terry: extraordinary resemblance to Caravaggio (see below)

Caravaggio
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Cinema

T he challenge1 of the artist’s biopic is to tell a story 
while2 providing the art lover information that 

enhances3 his or her appreciation of the art. If art movies 
can tell us who painters were, how their vision of the 
world around them was special and how their society 
was different from ours while at the same time offering 
entertaining biopics, they are a success4. That, however, 
is a tall order5 and usually the filmmakers fail in one of 
the criteria.

The problem with all movie biographies of painters is 
what The Virgin Film Guide calls the oldest cliché of biop-
ics: “that art is little more than immediately recorded6 
experience, ‘life’ thrown directly onto the canvas7; the 
process of artistic creation is completely glossed over8”. 

In other words, the pictures are simply illustrations of 
episodes from the painters’ lives.

The Agony & the Ecstasy (1965)
A heterosexualized Michelangelo struggles9 to paint a 
ceiling: Hollywood turns the commission10 to cover the 
vault11 of the Sistine Chapel into a Herculean battle of 
wills12 between Pope13 and painter. That the love interest 
is unnecessary and contradicts the known facts about 
Michelangelo’s sexuality is one thing, but the insertion 
of redundant and ineffectual battle scenes (presumably 
because a car chase14 would have looked a little out of 
place) shows a lack of15 faith in the audience’s ability 
to concentrate. The movie was finally sunk16 by Monty 
Python’s brilliant spoof17.18 

Caravaggio (1986)
Derek Jarman’s biopic of the last great Italian painter 
interprets the other Michelangelo19’s life through the 
double lens20 of John Webster’s21 anti-Catholic drama 
and Jarman’s gay sensibility. If the storyline is not com-
pelling22, there are two enjoyable games to play. One is 
to watch out for the magnificent tableaux vivants23 of 
Caravaggio’s paintings and the other is to spot24 the care-
fully placed anachronisms (a typewriter25, a calculator, 
modern Italian street sounds, etc.). If the aesthetics look 
familiar, that’s because REM’s ‘Losing My Religion’ video 
was a tribute to Jarman’s art.

1 challenge – test
2 while – at the same time as 
3 to enhance – improve, increase 
4 success – triumph 
5 tall order – difficult objective 
6 to record – register, chronicle 
7 to be thrown onto the canvas 
– converted into a painting 
8 to gloss over sth. – minimize 
sth., ignore sth. 

9 to struggle – make an effort, try 

10 commission – assignment, job 
11 vault – ceiling formed by a 

series of arches 
12 will – sb’s desires 
13 Pope – head of the Roman 

Catholic Church 
14 car chase – when one driver 

(typically in a police car) tries to 
catch another driver (typically 
a delinquent)

15 a lack of – an absence of 

16 to sink sth. (sink-sank-sunk) – 
destroy sth. 

17 spoof – parody 
18 http://goo.gl/GC2BVa 
19 Michelangelo Caravaggio 

was named after (= in honour 
of) Michelangelo Buonarroti

20 lens – (in this case) perspective 
21 English dramatist (c. 1580-c. 

1634)
22 compelling – captivating, 

fascinating 
23 tableau vivant – (in this case) 

a silent and 
motionless 
group of people 
representing 
the scene 
of a famous 
painting

24 to spot – identify 
25 typewriter – 

Art Biopics: 
Italian Talent
Can cinema teach you 
to appreciate art?
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Cinema

ISIS in Flanders
The Mill and the Cross 
(Lech Majewski, 2011) 
seeks to1 explain a single 
painting: Pieter Bruegel 
the Elder’s The Proces-
sion to Calvary (1564). 
The film’s start is worry-
ingly2 slow; long scenes 
in which nobody talks 
with single views of a bit 
of countryside. It threat-
ens to3 be tediously art 
house4. It does, how-
ever, get better. Majewski 
has brought in Rutger Hauer5, Charlotte Rampling and 
Michael York to provide some monologue and the fal-
tering6 occasional dialogue, though they are not entirely 
integrated with the rest of the picture. The director seems 
to be making a point; this is a tongue-tied7, brutalized 
society unable to express itself in words. Incidentally, 
the lack of8 chatter9 makes the movie easy to follow in 
English. So, is it a success10? Well, the big revelation of the 
film is that the red-uniformed horsemen accompanying 
Christ to his crucifixion are Spanish mercenaries. These 
soldiers charge around11 the Low Countries terrorizing 
the local people who have different religious beliefs like 
16th-century forefathers12 of the Islamic State. Indeed13, 
the parallels between the Edict of Blood14 (1550) and a 
Jihad are thought-provoking. The other point Majewski 

makes is quite how primitive and mediaeval European 
daily life still was 450 years ago. In the end the movie is 
a success10 in that it furthers15 one’s understanding and 
appreciation of the Flemish master. 

Rembrandt (1936)
There is an obvious 
disadvantage to black-
and-white biopics about 
painters but Rembrandt, 
directed by Alexander 
Korda 16 , is a subtle 
portrayal of the old 
master’s struggle17 to 
maintain his artistic 
integrity in the face of 
financial worries and 
a string18 of personal 
tragedies. However, it 
exaggerates Rembrandt’s 
rise and fall (he actually19 came from a wealthy20 family 
and The Night Watch21 wasn’t rejected by his patrons). 

The Girl with the 
Pearl Earring
This 2003 blockbuster 
managed to be both a 
commercial success10 
and a successful art 
movie – no mean feat22. 
It plays the game so 
common in art movies 
of regularly creating 
tableaux vivants23 of 
Vermeer’s paintings. 
However, there is a 
convincing plot24 behind 
the artwork. Peter 
Webber manages to 
express repressed eroticism while giving us a convincing 
view of the deadening25 weight of life in an Early-
Modern Puritanical society.

1 to seek to (seek-sought-sought) 
– try to 

2 worryingly – in a preoccupying 
way

3 to threaten to – look like it is 
going to

4 art house – (of cinema) 
experimental 

5 the replicant in Blade Runner 
(1982)

6 faltering – hesitant, indecisive

7 tongue-tied – inarticulate 
8 lack of – absence of 
9 chatter – inconsequential talk 
10 success – (false friend) 

triumph 
11 to charge around – ride about 

aggressively
12 forefathers – (literally) 

ancestors, antecedents 
13 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 

 

14 a law condemning to death 
all non-Catholics

15 to further sth. – advance sth.
16 you can tell that Korda was 

an art collector 
17 struggle – effort 
18 string – series 
19 actually – (false friend) in fact
20 wealthy – rich, prosperous 
21 Rembrandt’s masterpiece 

of 1642

22 no mean feat – a laudable 
triumph 

23 tableau vivant – (in this case) 
a silent and motionless group 
of people representing the 
scene of a famous painting

24 plot – storyline, story 
25 deadening – oppressive, 

desensitizing 

High Art 
from the Low 
Countries
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The Lowlife in Montmartre 
Moulin Rouge (1952), directed by John Houston, is the 
tale1 of Toulouse-Lautrec’s struggle with2 his own phys-
ical inadequacy expressed through a downward slide3 
into alcoholism. Unfortunately, there is little explanation 
of the painter’s artistic intentions and no mention of the 
syphilis which actually4 killed him. Indeed5, the cabaret 
that gives the film its name seems to be a focus of inno-
cent fun rather than6 a centre of licentious revelry7. 
The film has been criticized for the many liberties it takes 
with the known historical facts.
 
Lust for Life (1956)
This is the art biopic everyone remembers and for good 
reason: Minelli never tries to explain away the paintings 
as facile reflections of Van Gogh’s life but allows8 the art 
to accompany the Dutchman’s gradual manic-depressive 
decline. What’s more, the justified presence of Paul 

Gauguin (played by Anthony Quinn) enables9 lively 
discussions about artistic intensions.

Frida (2002)
This movie is the outsider in the art biopic genre for 
a number of reasons. First and most obviously, it is 
about a woman painter. Secondly, it was directed 
by a woman, Julie Taymor. Finally, Frida Kahlo, as a 
Mexican, came from outside the Developed World 
(understood as Europe plus the Anglosphere). The film 
has been criticized for over-glamourizing the life of 
the artist. Moreover, too much emphasis is placed on 
the stormy10 romance with muralist Diego de Rivera 
and too little on Kahlo’s artistic process. However, 
despite all this, Taymor’s substantial movie should 
be lauded11 for bringing the life of the 20th Century’s 
greatest woman artist to a wider12 audience.

1 tale – story 
2 struggle with – effort to 

conquer 
3 downward slide – gradual 

deterioration 

4 actually – (false friend) in fact 
5 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
6 rather than – instead of, as 

opposed of 
7 revelry – debauchery, noisy 

alcoholic festivities 
8 to allow – permit 
9 to enable – allow for, permit 
10 stormy – tempestuous 
11 to laud – praise, admire 

12 wider – (in this case) bigger, 
more numerous 

Art in France
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Pollock: Jack the Sipper1

The first American artist-star whose action painting is 
the most easily recognizable art of the 20th Century, ‘Jack 
the Dripper’2 is probably the USA’s greatest artist. All art-
ists seem to have flawed3 selfish4 characters but each 
of them seems to be a sociopath in idiosyncratic ways. 
According to Ed Harris’s very watchable film, Pollock’s 
problem was the demon drink. This is above all5 a love 
story – Pollock in love with himself and his art; his wife, 
Lee Krasner, sacrificing everything – including her own 
artistic career6 – to keep Jackson painting and away from 
the bottle. Pollock was a truly7 revolutionary painter, but 
he ticked all the boxes for the cliché of8 tortured artist.

Bacon was a Devil
If you find Bacon’s work upsetting9 you will find Bacon, 
the man, positively disturbing10 – at least as he is por-
trayed in Love Is The Devil (John Maybury, 1998). The 
film focuses on the seven year love affair between Bacon 
and lowlife11 gangster George Dyer, which ended in 
Dyer’s suicide. Dyer literally falls into12 Bacon’s studio 
like Alice falling into Wonderland. In this topsy-turvy13 
world the effete14 artist wields15 absolute power over 
the thug16. The tale of Bacon’s psychological abuse of 
Dyer is made all the more bizarre17 by the fact that Dyer 
is played by Daniel ‘James Bond’ Craig. The film is well-
made and well-acted but provokes such contempt18 for 
the artist in question – brilliantly played by Derek Jacobi 
– that you have no wish to see another Bacon painting 
for a long while19.

Mr Turner (2014)
The latest addition to the genre is Mike Leigh’s portrait 
of ‘the painter of light’. Unlike Hollywood, where 
‘Spartacus’20 or ‘Ben-Hur’21 can play the artist, here 
we have a grunting22, almost pig-like Timothy Spall 
superbly playing the world’s most sublime painter 
because the truth is that beautiful art isn’t usually 
made by beautiful people. Moreover, Leigh is not 
overawed by his subject into po-faced intensity23. 
There’s plenty of room24 for comedy in the life of a 
genius. Moreover, the film offers an effective portrayal 
of a society in future shock as industrialization, 
trains, steamers25 and photography change the 
world forever.

1 sipper – drinker 
2 dripper – sb. who drips (= lets 

paint fall)
3 flawed – defective 
4 selfish – self-centred, 

egotistical 
5 above all – primarily 
6 career – (false friend) profes-

sional trajectory 
7 truly – genuinely 
8 to tick all the boxes for the 

cliché of – be the quintessential 

9 upsetting – unpleasant 
10 positively disturbing – really 

nasty, very unpleasant 
11 lowlife – of low social status 
12 to fall into (fall-fell-

fallen) – drop into, descend 
unintentionally 

13 topsy-turvy – upside-down, 
inverted 

14 effete /iˈfi:t/ – effeminate 
15 to wield – exercise, have 
16 thug /ɵʌg/ – brutish gangster 

17 bizarre – strange, weird 
18 contempt – disdain, distaste 
19 for a long while – for a long 

time 
20 Kirk Douglas played both 

Van Gogh and Spartacus 
21 Charlton Heston played 

both Michelangelo and 
Ben-Hur 

22 grunting – making guttural 
noises

23 is not overawe into po-faced 

intensity – does not make a 
humourless film because he is 
so intimidated by the painter’s 
reputation

24 there’s plenty of room – 
there are many opportunities 
for 

25 steamer – ship that uses steam 
(= hot water vapour) to power 
an engine

Anglo Artists 
on Screen
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Art Fetishism

I t is now possible to copy almost any work of art to a 
level of accuracy1 at which nobody can tell the dif-

ference between the original and the copy without the 
help of forensic science. Despite this, it is still hugely2 
important for most of us to see the original rather than3 
the copy. This might make sense in relation to a building 
or a monumental sculpture in which the setting4 is an 
important part of the work, but in the case of paintings 
it is meaningless5 – apart from a few frescos, how many 
pictures are still in the original setting4 for which they 
were painted? 

I myself was guilty6 of such art fetishism a couple of 
years ago when I couldn’t be bothered to go and see an 
exhibition of the treasures of the Pharaohs because the 
exhibits were reproductions, 
not authentic Ancient Egyptian 
treasures. Who was I kidding7? 
I couldn’t tell8 a four-thousand-
year-old gold coffin9 from one 
made yesterday.

The Victorians were much 
more practical than we are 
today. They copied art furi-
ously so that it was available 
for everyone (in Britain) to see 
in dozens of collections up 
and down the country. Sadly, 
most of these collections have 
been broken up10 in the face 
of11 mass travel and art fetish-
ism. However, you can still see 
almost all the great sculptures 
in the world in two rooms; the 
Victoria and Albert Museum’s 
cast12 collection. It is the only 

way to compare pieces which are thousands of miles 
apart in their three-dimensional glory. 

If you are buying a work of art of course it is important 
that it is the original and its value is determined by its 
uniqueness. However, if you are viewing the work, its 

authenticity adds nothing to 
your enjoyment. The signature 
at the bottom of a painting is 
a blemish13, an eyesore14, not 
a talisman. It is positively15 
mediaeval to attach magical 
properties to an object created 
by a human as if it were a 
holy16 relic. 

Poly Toynbee recently 
suggested a solution to our 
idiotic art fetishism. 17 She 
proposed a grand show of 
the greatest works of art in 
reproduction that could tour 
the country. However, one of 
the reproductions would be 
replaced by the original but 
the exhibitors wouldn’t reveal 
which. Maybe we’d learn to 
look at the art that way.

1 accuracy – precision 
2 hugely – very 
3 rather than – as opposed to, 
instead of 

4 setting – physical context 
5 meaningless – nonsensical, 
illogical 

6 guilty – culpable 

7 to kid sb. – delude 
sb., fool sb. 

8 to tell (tell-told-
told) – (in this 
case) distinguish, 
differentiate 

9 coffin – (in this 
case) 

10 have been broken up 
– (in this case) have been 
intentionally dispersed and/or 
destroyed 

11 in the face of – as a result of, 
when confronted with 

12 cast – copy made from a mould 
of the original

13 blemish – disfiguring mark
14 eyesore – sth. that is 

unpleasant to look at
15 positively – (intensifier) 

completely, totally 
16 holy – sacred 
17 The Guardian 13 November, 

2014

Art Fetishism
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GRAMMAR
This section of the magazine offers...

The Language of Wordplay
68 Oronyms: the art of mishearing
 Exercise 26
69 Mondegreens: mishearing songs
 Exercise 14
70 Backronyms: appropriate acronyms
 Exercise 12
71 Oxymora: the art of contradiction
 Exercise 22
72 Skeuomorphs: terms for technophobes
 Exercise 24
73 Echo words: the art of imitation
 Exercise 20
74 Kangaroo Words: words within words
 Exercise 23
75 Homophones: the secrets of English spelling
 Exercise 10
76 Eggcorn Terms: inventive error
 Exercise 27
77 Rebus: letter codes
 Exercise 8
78 Snowclones: idiom frames
 Exercise 25

The Language of Art
79 Pronouncing Artists’ Names

80 Art Idioms: ‘paint’ expressions
 Exercise 18
81 Art Idioms: ‘picture’ & ‘art’ expressions
 Exercise 18

82 False Friends: false cognates and art 

83 Phrasal Verbs: multi-word verbs and art 
 Exercise 17

84 The YES Community
86 Picture Description

GRAMMAR EXTENSION

69 Listen: there are some classic mondegreens to 
listen to in a medley at:

 http://goo.gl/mDcuWJ 

73 Watch: a short video on onomatopoeia with some 
amusing panda action at:

 http://goo.gl/h5Tk3t 

75 Play: a relatively easy homophone game at:
 http://goo.gl/0ZMQmy 

76 Read: a fascinating glimpse of the Anglo mind at 
work at:

 http://goo.gl/vaKgmK 

77 Practice: there’s more on rebus (and oxymora, 
etc.) at:

 http://goo.gl/H3OYX4   

79 Listen and read: there is an introduction to the 
language of art (with text) at:

 http://goo.gl/pWv4bC 

AUDIO EXTENSION
Track 1 Speak: In the light of the TTIP, is 

globalization undermining democracy? 
Is globalization skewed in the 
interests of large corporations?

Track 2 Speak: A businessman in California has 
proposed the breakup of California into 
six smaller states. Should this idea be 
applied to big states across the USA?

Track 3 Speak: Are established democratic 
systems really under threat or are we 
just seeing protest votes in an economic 
recession? If so, is it a good thing?

Tracks 5-8 Speak: What are some things 
you are addicted to and can’t 
help yourself from doing?
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Oronyms

Oronyms

An oronym is a series of sounds that can be writ-
ten out as two different phrases. This is possible 

because, although we separate words when we write 
them, we do not separate them when we speak. A famous 
example of an oronym is the phrase:
“In 1957 Eugene O’Neill won the pullet1 surprise”. 
If native English-speakers read that phrase out loud2 
what they say will sound the same as, “In 1957 Eugene 
O’Neill won the Pulitzer Prize”. When oronyms occur 
because we mishear3 songs or poems they are called 
mondegreens.4

Oronyms also occur by mistake. Supposedly, in New 
York you can hear people saying “It cost a nominal egg” 
quite often. This is an oronym of the correct phrase, “It 
cost an arm and a leg5”. 

Oronyms sometimes occur despite there being appar-
ently very different letters in the two phrases in ques-
tion. One simple example of such an oronymous error 
is the phrase “You’ve got another thing coming”. This is 
usually preceded by a phrase such as “If you think I’m 
going to help you now…”. The correct form of the second 
half of the sentence should be “…you’ve got another 
think coming6” but the fact is that we pronounce “think 
coming” and “thing coming” identically.

An Interesting Talk
The great journalist Auberon Waugh once received an 
invitation on his answer-phone to address7 the Foreign 
Press Association in London. The message suggested 
that Waugh could talk about the subject of ‘breastfeed-
ing’8. Waugh duly9 turned up10 and gave his talk. The 
audience looked bemused11 but applauded politely at the 
end. The chairman of the FPA then thanked Waugh with 
the words, “Interesting talk, Mr Waugh. Actually12, we 
were hoping to hear a bit more about ‘Press Freedom’.”

A Sacred Oronym
From what we’ve said so far13 you might think that 
oronyms are an amusing14 but marginal aspect of the 
language. However, oronyms can give rise to15 new 
words that are accepted as Standard English around 
the world. A good example of this comes from The King 
James Bible of 1611. In Book II of Genesis we are told, 
“And the Lord God Said, It is not good that the man 
should be alone; I will make him a help mete for16 him.” 
As the congregations heard this phrase in church over 
the decades they began to reinterpret it as “I will make 
him a ‘help-meet’17 for him”, the implication being that 
Eve would be a ‘help-meet’ for Adam. By 1715 people 
had reinterpreted the word as ‘a helpmate’, i.e. a mate 
(= friend/partner who is helpful). ‘Helpmate’ is now an 
absolutely standard way of saying ‘an assistant18’.

1 pullet – a young chicken, 
especially one that is less than 
a year old

2 out loud – aloud, audibly
3 to mishear – hear incorrectly, 
understand a different word 
than the one that was really said

4 for more on mondegreens, 
see p. 69

5 it cost an arm and a leg – it 

cost a lot, it cost an excessive 
quantity of money

6 you’ve got another think 
coming – think again because 
you are wrong

7 to address – speak to, give a 
talk to 

8 breastfeeding – 
9 duly – as expected
10 to turn up – arrive, come 

11 bemused – perplexed, 
confused

12 actually – (false friend) in fact 

13 so far – until now, up to this 
point

14 amusing – funny, entertaining 
15 to give rise to (give-gave-

given) – bring about, cause
16 mete for – appropriate for, 

suitable for
17 this word does not in fact 

exist 
18 assistant – (false friend) helper

Breastfeeding by Mary Cassatt

11
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Mondegreens

Lady Mondegreen
The word ‘mondegreen’ comes from the non-existent, 
but now famous, Lady Mondegreen. This personage1 
was discovered by Silvia Wright, an American journalist, 
in 1954. She had been listening to “The Bonny2 Earl3 of 
Moray”, a traditional Scottish ballad, and had understood 
the lyric4 to be:
“They had slain5 the Earl of Moray
 And Lady Mondegreen.”
Years later she discovered that the real lyric was: 
“They had slain the Earl of Moray
 And laid6 him on the green7.”

Wright coined8 the term ‘mondegreen’ in one of her arti-
cles, and it has been used since then to describe such 
misheard phrases. 

Famous Mondegreens
A famous example comes from Jimi Hendrix’s song 
‘Purple Haze’, where he seems to be singing:
“Excuse me while I kiss this guy”9

Another is the mistaking10 of the chorus line11 from Bob 
Dylan’s ‘Blowin’12 in the Wind’ as:
“The ants13 are my friends, 
 they’re blowin’ in the wind”14

The Rolling Stones’ “I’ll never be your beast of 
burden15” has apparently been misheard as “I’ll never 
leave your pizza burning”.

In some ways it is not surprising that such mistakes 
happen16. After all, songs do tend17 to include unusual 
language – how often does the average18 person use 
a phrase like Jimi Hendrix’s “Excuse me while I kiss the 
sky”? Another example is Peter Gabriel’s ‘Shock the 
Monkey’. This is hardly19 an expression we use every day, 
so perhaps it is not surprising that the line20:
“Don’t you know you’ve got to shock the monkey?”
should be misheard as “Don’t you know you’ve got two 
chocolate monkeys?”

Finally, one of the lines20 from Louis Armstrong’s 
‘Wonderful World’ has been understood as:
“The bride21 bless22 the day, 
 the dogs say goodnight”23

1 personage – (false friend) very 
important person

2 bonny – (Scots) handsome, 
attractive, beautiful

3 earl – English equivalent of a 
count 

4 lyric – words of a pop song 
5 to slay (slay-slew-slain) – 
(poetic) kill (especially in battle)

6 to lay (lay-laid-laid) – place, put
7 green (n.) – area of grass, public 

lawn
8 to coin – invent (a word or 
expression)

9 in fact he is singing: “Excuse 
me while I kiss the sky”

10 mistaking – misinterpretation, 
mishearing

11 chorus line – part of a song 
that is repeated

12 blowing – (in this case) being 
transported in the air, floating

13 ant – 
14 when really 

of course it is: 
“The answer 

my friend is 
blowin’ in the 
wind”

15 beast of burden – animal used 
for transporting things

16 to happen – occur 
17 do tend – (emphatic) tend

18 average – typical 
19 hardly – not, not really
20 line – (in this case) phrase in 

a song
21 bride – woman who is getting 

married
22 to bless – ask God’s favour 

(= benediction) for 
23 really the lyric is: “The 

bright blessed day, the dark 
sacred night”

Mondegreens: 
Mishearing 
Songs
Native speakers also have problems 
understanding songs in English.
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Backronyms

The First Backronyms
A backronym (from ‘back’ + ‘acro-
nym’) is an acronym formed to spell 
an existing word (or, occasionally, a 
non-existing word that sounds like 
an existing one). Such terms are also 
called ‘apronyms’ (= appropriate acro-
nyms). Backronyms are an example 
of wordplay but they can also have 
a serious mnemonic1 purpose: it is 
much easier to remember an existing 
word than a meaningless2 acronym, 
especially if it is an initialism. 

Backronyms are not a modern 
English invention but go back 
nearly3 two thousand years to 
Ancient Greek. The best old example 
is ICHTHYS. This stood for4 Iesous 
Christos Theou Huios Soter (= Jesus 
Christ, Son of God, Saviour). However, 
the term is an apronym because 
ichthys was one of the Greek words 
for a ‘fish’, and Christ was a ‘fisher of 
men’.

A more recent Near Eastern 
backronym is HAMAS. The letters 
stand for4 Harakat al-Muqawamah 
al-Islamiyyah (= Islamic Resistance 
Movement) but hamas is also the 
Arabic word for ‘zeal5’.

English Backronyms
The most obvious English example 
of a backronym is the name of this 
magazine: Yes, an acronym of ‘Your 
English Supplement’. However, there 
are dozens more. Here are some of 
the best: 
>>  ADAPT – Access for DisAbled6 

People to Art Today
>>  AIM – American Indian Movement. 

Their aim7 was to ensure civil 
rights for Native Americans. 

>>  BASIC – Beginners’ All-purpose 
Symbolic Instruction Code 

>>  BRIT - British Record Industry 
Trust, the organizers of the Brit 
Awards8 

>>  CHIME9 – Churches’ Initiative in 
Musical Education

>>  DARE – Drug Abuse Resistance 
Education (i.e. “dare to10 say ‘No’!”). 

>>  EUREKA – European Research 
Cooperation Agency

>>  HERO – Highway11 Emergency 
Response Operators 

>>  HOLMES – Home Office Large 
Major Enquiry12 System (a police 
computer)

>>  MAD – Mutually Assured Destruc-
tion. During the Cold War either 
the USA or the USSR would have 

had to be mad to use their nuclear 
weapons13 because they would 
also be destroyed in a nuclear war. 

>>  MADD – Mothers Against Drink 
Driving. ‘Mad’ here is in the US 
sense, i.e. the mothers are angry 
(i.e. ‘mad’ in US English) about 
drunk drivers. 

>>  SAD – Seasonal14 Affective 
Disorder

>>  SEALS – SEa, Air and Land Service
>>  SHAG15 – Sexual Health Aware-

ness16 Group
>>  START – Strategic Arms Reduction 

Treaty
>>  STEP17 – Special Temporary 

Employment Programme
>>  TRACE18 – Test equipment for 

Rapid Automatic Checkout and 
Evaluation

>>  The USA PATRIOT Act – Uniting 
and Strengthening19 America 
by Providing Appropriate Tools20 
Required to Intercept and Obstruct 
Terrorism Act of 2001.

1 mnemonic – memorizing 
2 meaningless – unintelligible
3 nearly – almost, practically
4 to stand for (stand-stood-stood) – represent
5 zeal – passion, enthusiasm
6 disabled – handicapped, invalid (offensive)
7 aim – objective 

8 award – prize, trophy
9 to chime – make the noise of church bells 
10 to dare to – be audacious enough to
11 highway – motorway, intercity road
12 enquiry – (in  this case) investigation
13 weapons – arms 
14 seasonal – relating to the time of year 

15 to shag – (slang) have sex
16 awareness – consciousness 
17 step – (in this case) phase in a process of 

improvement 
18 trace – vestige, indication, evidence 
19 strengthening – consolidating, fortifying
20 tool – implement, instrument, measure

Backronyms: 
Appropriate 
Acronyms
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Oxymora

An oxymoron (plural: ‘oxymora’) 
is a word or expression in 

which two incompatible notions are 
brought together1. The word ‘oxy-
moron’ was itself an oxymoron in 
Greek (oxumoron) in that it means 
‘sharp2’ (oxus) “blunt3” (moros4) or 
‘insightful5 foolishness’6. Oxymo-
ron is similar to ‘a contradiction in 
terms’, however there is a difference. 
In theory, if you don’t interpret an 
oxymoron literally it means some-
thing thought-provoking7, while a 
contradiction in terms is just8 stupid.

Everyday Oxymora
Everyday English is surprisingly full 
of oxymora or at least apparent oxy-
mora. Occasionally, they are single 
words such as ‘bittersweet9’. One 
oxymoronic word, ‘sophomore’ is 
similar in meaning to ‘oxymoron’. In 
the USA a sophomore is a second 
year student at high school or uni-
versity. The word comes from the 

Greek adjectives sophos and moros, 
which mean respectively ‘wise’10 and 
‘stupid’ – an apt expression for some-
one who has a little knowledge11.

However, in most cases oxy-
mora are phrases. For instance12, 
you could describe a baby as ‘ter-
ribly cute’ 13. You can eat jumbo 
shrimps14 or sweet-and-sour15 
pork for lunch using plastic silver-
ware16. You might then go and see a 
light heavyweight boxer17 who is 
described as a living legend. 

The military are particularly good 
at generating oxymora such as 
‘friendly fire’ and ‘civil war’18. And 
it is something of a cliché19 to say 
that the definition of an oxymoron is 
‘military intelligence’. 

And if somebody points out20 
that you have said something con-
tradictory you can reply with that 
meaningless Americanism ‘same dif-
ference’21. Another irritating mean-
ingless reply is ‘definitely maybe’. 

Further22 oxymora used in every-
day English include:
>>  old news,   
>>  a near miss23, 
>>  an open secret, 
>>  a deafening24 silence, 
>>  Good grief25!, 
>>  a baby grand26, 
>>  a resident alien27, and
>>  to do something accidentally on 

purpose28

1 to bring together (bring-brought-brought) 
– join
2 sharp – pointed, able to cut
3 blunt – not sharp, not able to cut
4 this word also gives us ‘moron’, which 

means literally ‘an adult with the intel-
ligence of an 8 to 12-year-old child’ but 
is used in everyday English to mean 

‘stupid person’, ‘idiot’
5 insightful – perceptive, perspicacious
6 foolishness – idiocy, stupidity 
7 thought-provoking – sth. that causes you 
to think

8 just – (in this case) simply 
9 bittersweet (adj.) – containing a mixture of 
happiness and sadness

10 wise – intelligent, sagacious

11 in English there is the expression ‘a 
little knowledge is a dangerous thing’, 
i.e. when you understand something 
partially you can make big mistakes

12 for instance – for example, e.g.
13 cute – sweet, adorable, lovely
14 jumbo shrimp – large prawn. 

‘Shrimp’ can mean a very 
small person or thing.

15 sour – tart, bitter, acidic
16 silverware (US English) – 

cutlery (UK English), knives, 
forks and spoons. Literally, 

‘silverware’ should be 
made of the metal silver 
(Ag.), not plastic.

17 boxer – 

18 ‘civil’ can mean ‘polite’, ‘pleasant’
19 cliché – banal phrase, platitude
20 to point out – indicate, mention, refer to
21 same difference – the apparent difference 

is inconsequential; whatever 
22 further – (in this case) additional
23 near miss – narrow escape, close call (e.g. 2 

aeroplanes almost colliding)
24 deafening – very loud, extremely noisy
25 grief – sorrow, misery, sadness
26 baby grand – a medium-sized piano
27 resident alien – legal immigrant
28 to do sth. accidentally on purpose – do 

sth. that is seemingly accidental but with 
veiled malice

Oxymora: 
Contradictory 
Expressions
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Skeuomorphs

There are a number of expres-
sions in English (and all lan-

guages) that we still use, even 
though1 they refer to bygone2 
technology. For example, when you 
finish a phone call you ‘hang up’ 
the phone. This verb comes from the 
days when telephones were large3 
machines hanging4 on walls with 
the horn5 that one spoke into at 
the height6 of one’s mouth. When 
you finished, you literally hung the 
earpiece up. We still say ‘hang up’ 
despite the fact that the action of 
putting the receiver7 back on a 
landline phone8 is a downwards9 
movement – as is the deactivating of 
a cellphone before putting it back in 
your pocket10. Such fossils of past 
technology are called ‘skeuomorphs’ 
by linguists. The term is borrowed 
from architecture where it refers to 
elements that survive even though 
they are not structurally necessary.

Dialling
Going back to telephones we can still 
talk about ‘dialling up’ a number 
in spite of the fact that nobody has 

dials12 on their telephones now. In 
American English you can ‘dial into’ 
a radio station – in British English it’s 
‘tune in’ – even though1 radios don’t 
have dials any more.

Skeuomorphs are the 
verbal equivalent of 
those symbols on the 
doors of women’s 
public toilets that show 
a person in a skirt11.
 
Other Skeuomorphs
There are several verbs referring to 
activating and deactivating lights in 

English. Usually, we use a switch13, 
so ‘switch on’ and ‘switch off’ are 
pretty14 logical. However, we use 
them indistinctly with ‘turn on’ and 
‘turn off’ – whether15 there is a 
knob16 to turn or not. In any case, 
the real skeuomorph here is ‘to put 
out the light’ – a verb that originally 
referred to extinguishing a candle17.

Skeuomorphs also appear in 
the world of transport. One way of 
saying ‘stop a car’ is ‘to pull up’. This 
verb originally referred to the action 
of pulling on the reins18 to tell a 
horse to stop. 
- Could you pull up over there in 

front of the post office, please?
Similarly, we can still talk about a 
ship ‘setting sail’ 19 even though 
there are no sails20 on it:
- The Titanic set sail on 10th April, 

1912.

1 even though – despite the fact that
2 bygone (adj.) – past, obsolete 
3 large – (false friend) big 
4 hanging – suspended 
5 horn – (in this case) mouthpiece
6 height – vertical level
7 receiver – part of a telephone 

that you speak into
8 landline phone –
9 downwards – to a lower position 
10 pocket –

11 skirt – 
12 dial – 
13 switch (n.) – 
14 pretty (adv.) – (colloquial) reasonably, quite 

15 whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be 
used before ‘or’)

16 knob – protruding part of a 
machine that you rotate

17 candle – 
18 reins – cords with which 

one controls a horse
19 to set sail (set-set-set) – 

start a sea voyage 
20 sail – 

Skeuomorphs: 
Terms for 
Technophobes

Photo by Uberpruster

Photo by National Maritime Museum

The origin of “to hang up”.
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Onomatopoeias

Echoism /ˈekouizəmz/
According to some anthro-
pologists one of the earliest 
sources1 of language was 
imitation. Supposedly, Early 
Humans mimicked2 the noises 
around them like mynah birds3 
or parrots. This allowed4 
them to develop5 the range6 
of sounds necessary to form 
distinguishable words. 

This may or may not be 
related to echolalia – the auto-
matic repetition, usually without comprehension, of all or 
part of what someone has just said. This is a normal part 
of language acquisition in children during the first two 
years and a symptom of several conditions7 – such as 
autism, schizophrenia and aphasia – in older people. 

International Comparisons
Today only a very small percentage of words in modern 
languages like English are onomatopoeic in origin (such 
as: rip8, crack and splash). However, what is interest-
ing about such echo words9 is their subjectivity. If you 
compare English echo words to how your native lan-
guage expresses such sounds, you’ll find that most are 
significantly different and some may not even share10 a 
single sound! For instance11, ‘English-speaking’ pigs go 

‘oink, oink’ but Japanese pigs, apparently, say ‘boo, boo!’. 
Similarly, while English dogs say ‘woof, woof!’, Russian 
dogs go ‘gaf, gaf!’. The exception that proves the rule is 
‘cuckoo’ /ˈkuku:/. The cry of Cuculus canorus is coucou in 
French, cuculo in Italian, cuco or cucú in Spanish, cucut in 
Catalan, cogul in Portuguese, kokkux in Greek, koekoek in 
Dutch and kukúshka in Russian. However, until the adop-
tion of the French form into English (originally cuccu) 
in the 13th Century, the English word for the bird was, 
bizarrely, geac!

Where English Echo Words Come From
Sometimes EFL12 learners laugh at English echo words9 
but they often have very good pedigree: ‘bow-wow’ and 
‘cock-a-doodle-doo’ were used by Shakespeare. But is 
there any logic behind English onomatopoeias? Well, one 
factor at play seems to be euphony13 in collocations14. 
Take the following examples:
>>  bees15 buzz.
>>  birds chirp /ʧɜ:rp/.
>>  bombs go16 boom.
>>  brooks17 babble18.
>>  clocks go16 tick-tock.
>>  a cock19 crows or goes16 cock-a-doodle-doo.
>>  ducks quack.
Obviously, this does not explain all (or even most) English 
echo words, but it is a factor to bear in mind20.

1 source – origin 
2 to mimic – imitate 
3 mynah /ˈmainə/ bird – (Gracula 
religiosa) small black south-east 
Asian bird that imitates voices 
very well

4 to allow – permit, enable 
5 to develop – gradually obtain 
6 range – variety 
7 condition – (in this case) 

medical problem 
8 to rip – tear, break textile or 
paper 

9 echo /’ekou/ word 
– onomatopoeia
10 to share – have in common 
11 for instance – for example 
12 EFL – English as a foreign 

language
13 euphony – the repetition of 

sounds 
14 collocation – combination 

of words that often occur 
together 

15 bee – black and 
yellow insect that 
makes honey 

16 to go (go-went-
gone) – (in this 
case) make the sound 

17 brook – stream, small river 
18 to babble – (in this case) make 

the sound of running water. 
Shakespeare couldn’t resist 
a ‘babbling brook’ 

19 cock (UK English) – rooster (US 
English) , ♂ chicken 

20 to bear in mind (bear-
bore-borne) – take into 
consideration, consider 

Echo Words /
Onomatopoeias
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Kangaroo
Words

A kangaroo is an animal that carries a smaller version 
of itself inside itself. A ‘kangaroo word’ therefore1 is 

a word that contains a synonym (or near-synonym) in its 
letters in the same order but they cannot all be adjacent.2 
For example, ‘deceased’ means ‘dead’ and its letters (d-e-
a-d) appear in the correct order in deceased. How many 
such pairs do you think there are in English? If I were to 
say over a hundred would you believe me? 

There are several reasons for the incredibly high 
number of kangaroo words in English. The first is related 
to the way English absorbed foreign3 words.

The Double Inheritance
One of the curiosities of English vocabulary is that in 
many cases the language adopted words from Latin 
twice4; first (in the Middle Ages) from Norman French 
and later (in the Renaissance) directly from Latin. Either 
because of an imperfect knowledge of etymology, or 
because the two words were being used for slightly5 
different things, both words survived in some cases. To 
illustrate the point6 lets look at the word ‘debit’ and its 
joey7 ‘debt’. Both words come from Latin debitum. How-
ever, while ‘debt’ came via Norman French dette in the 
13th Century, ‘debit’ was adopted in its original Latin form, 
debit(um) – minus the ending – in the 15th Century. Simi-
larly, both ‘amicable’ and ‘amiable’ come from Latin ami-
cabilem, though ‘amiable’ comes via Old French amiable.

Monosyllabic Words
Another reason why there are so many kangaroo words 
in English is because we have so many more very short 
words than other languages. If you have a lot of two 

and three letter words it is much more likely8 that there 
will be kangaroo words, even if the synonyms are not 
etymologically related. We could illustrate the point with 
the word ‘sin9’; it appears as a joey in ‘perversion’ and 
‘transgression’. Likewise10, the letters of ‘lies’ appear 
in ‘calumnies’, ‘falsities’ and ‘fallacies’. The joey ‘dead’, 
mentioned in the introduction, is also found appropriately 
enough in ‘decapitated’ and ‘departed11’.

Coincidental Kangaroos
Having said all that, around half the kangaroo words in 
English are fortuitous. The best kangaroo words are unre-
lated etymologically but are exact synonyms.

1 therefore – for this reason
2 so, for example, although 
‘inflammable’ and ‘flamma-

ble’ are synonyms, ‘inflam-
mable’ is not a kangaroo 
word because the letters 

of ‘flammable’ appear in it 
together

3 foreign – (in this case) from 
other languages

4 twice – x2, two times
5 slightly – marginally, 

somewhat, subtly
6 point – (in this case) idea, 
notion

7 joey – (literally) baby kangaroo, 
(in this case) synonym con-
tained in a kangaroo word

8 likely – probable 
9 sin – (in religion) immoral act
10 likewise – in a similar way
11 departed – (euphemistic) dead, 

deceased

Synonyms 
& Kangaroo 
Words
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Homophones

>>  awl3/all
>>  bass4/base 
>>  bear/bare5

>>  beer/bier6

>>  board7/bored
>>  bold8/bowled9

>>  bread/bred10

>>  break/brake11

>>  build/billed12

>>  bury13/berry14

>>  cache15/cash
>>  ceiling16/sealing17

>>  choir18/quire19

>>  colonel/kernel20

>>  corps21/core22

>>  cousin/cozen23

>>  cruise24/crews25

>>  done/dun26

>>  dough27/doe28

>>  earn/urn
>>  fur29/fir30

>>  gaol31/jail
>>  gorilla/guerrilla
>>  great/grate32

>>  heart/hart33

>>  heir34/air
>>  hire35/higher
>>  hour/our
>>  hymn/him
>>  idle36/idol
>>  iron/ion37

>>  isle/aisle/I’ll
>>  liar/lyre38

>>  martial/marshal

>>  muscle/mussel39

>>  none/nun40

>>  pear41/pair 
>>  pi/pie42

>>  quay43/key
>>  queue44/Q/cue45

>>  reign/rain
>>  sew46/so 
>>  shoot/chute47

>>  sighs48/size
>>  some/sum
>>  steak/stake49

>>  suede50/swayed51

>>  suite/sweet
>>  sure/shore52

>>  sword/sawed53/soared54

>>  Thai/tie55

>>  warn56/worn
>>  were/whirr57

>>  whole/hole
>>  word/whirred57

>>  world/whirled58

>>  wry59/rye60

1 an indictment /inˈdaitmənt/ of – evidence 
of a serious defect in 

2 be that as it may – in any case 
3 awl – pointed tool for making holes in 
leather

4 bass – (music) deep toned, low-frequency. 
Notice that the fish (Percidae) is 
pronounced /bæs/

5 bare – nude, naked 
6 bier – moveable platform for carrying a 
cadaver

7 board – flat rectangular piece of wood 
8 bold – courageous, valiant 
9 to bowl – throw a ball 
10 breed (breed-bred-bred) – procreate, 

reproduce
11 brake – stopping 

mechanism 
12 to bill – send a demand 

for payment to
13 to bury – inter a 

cadaver 
15 cache – accumulation, 

reserve 
16 ceiling – 

17 to seal – hermetically close 
18 choir /kwaiər/ – group of religious singers 
19 quire – 24 sheets of paper of the same size 

and shape
20 kernel /ˈkɜ:rnəl/ – edible part of a seed
21 corps – military unit
22 core – centre 
23 to cozen – trick, defraud
24 to cruise – sail for pleasure
25 crew – team on a ship
26 dun – greyish brown
27 dough /dou/ – mixture from which bread 

is made 
28 doe – female deer
29 fur – soft hair of some mammals 
30 fir – (Abies) coniferous tree
31 gaol /dʒeil/ (UK English) – jail (US English) 
32 to grate – shred, triturate (e.g. cheese)
33 hart – ♂ deer, stag
34 heir – sb. who will inherit 
35 to hire – rent; employ (US 

English)
36 idle – lazy, inactive 
37 ion – atom with +/-1 electron 
40 nun – 

41 pear – 
42 pie –  
43 quay – place for a ship to 

stop
44 queue – line of people 

waiting
47 chute – channel, 

conduit
48 sigh – frustrated 

exhalation
49 stake – 
50 suede /sweid/ – 

velvety leather
51 to sway – oscillate
52 shore – coast 
53 to saw –  
54 to soar – ascend  

rapidly 
56 to warn – alert
57 to whir – hum (= make a 

mechanical noise) due 
to rotation

58 to whirl – rotate rapidly
59 wry – ironic, sardonic
60 rye – type of cereal

Homophones

Incredibly, such is the chaos of the English spelling system that it has around 
900 pairs and groups of homophones. On the one hand, this is an indict-

ment of1 the illogic of English and how far spelling and pronunciation have 
diverged. Be that as it may2, homophones can help you to understand the 
mechanics of the relationship between spelling and pronunciation in English. 
Here are the 57 most helpful:

9
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Eggcorn Terms

Inventive Errors
An eggcorn term is a malapropism3 that at some level 
makes sense. Specifically, it is an imaginative attempt4 
to make sense of a term or an expression. The term ‘egg-
corn’ is illustrative: ‘eggcorn’ is occasionally used, erro-
neously, instead of5 ‘acorn6’ /’eiko:n/. While7 ‘acorn’ is 
the correct word in English, ‘eggcorn’ can seem to make 
more sense to people because an acorn is more or less 
egg-shaped8. So, eggcorn expressions take unfamiliar 
concepts or words and replace them with familiar ones.

Ironically, ‘acorn’ was once an ‘eggcorn’ term. ‘Acorn’ 
was originally aecern in Old English meaning something 
like ‘wild9 fruit’. The spelling was changed to ‘acorn’ 
because it seemed sensible10 that a seed11 should have 
‘corn12’ in its name. The etymological history of ‘acorn’ 
makes an important point; languages are constantly 
changing and if enough people start to use an eggcorn 
term it will one day become the correct usage. 

‘Acorn’ is by no means13 unique; many English words 
owe their spelling to14 this sort of folk etymology. Take 
the case of ‘delight’. The Middle English word was delit, 
from an Old French word with the same spelling.15 How-
ever, in the 16th Century people seem to have decided 
that there was something luminous or weightless16 
about this feeling of joy and so they changed the spelling 
to delight. 

Natives’ Mistakes
When native speakers use eggcorns they often sound 
very funny to other native speakers. For instance17, my 
favourite eggcorn is “Old-Timer’s disease18”. In US English 
an ‘old-timer’ is a veteran, someone who’s been doing 
something for a long time or simply an old person. So, 
a disease that only affects old people should be called 
“Old-timer’s disease”. Believe it or not, the expression is a 
misinterpretation of “Alzheimer’s disease”, which sounds 
surprisingly similar in English! 

The problem with eggcorns is that if you come 
across19 one, you have no way of looking it up20 or 
finding out21 what the person really wanted to say. At 
the same time it is also true that knowledge of a foreign 
language can help. Those who know other European 
languages aren’t going to write ‘preying mantis’22 instead 
of23 ‘praying mantis’ (Mantis religiosa).

1 alien – (in this case) unfamiliar, 
unusual 

2 shape – form 
3 malapropism – incorrect sub-
stitution of one word for another 
because they sound similar

4 attempt 
– effort 
5 instead of – in 
place of 

6 acorn – 

7 while – (in this case) although, 
in spite of the fact that 

8 egg-shaped – oval 
9 wild – (in this case) not culti-
vated, forest

10 sensible – (false friend) 
reasonable 

11 seed – pip, ‘nut’ from which a 
plant grows

12 corn – grain 
13 by no means – (emphatic) not 

14 to owe sth. to – derive sth. 
from 

15 cf. deleit in Occitan, deleite 
in Spanish and diletto in 
Italian

16 weightless – light, easy to 
elevate

17 for instance – for example 
18 disease – illness, sickness 
19 to come across (come-came-

come) - encounter

20 to look (a word) up – look for 
a word in a dictionary to find its 
definition 

21 to find out (find-found-found) – 
discover, determine 

22 ‘to prey on’ means to be 
predatory, so ‘preying 
mantis’ would make sense. 

23 instead of – as opposed to, 
rather than 

Eggcorn Terms

[An eggcorn is] the result of people 
torturing alien1 word shapes2 to 
extract a confession of meaning.
 JEREMY BUTTERFIELD
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Rebus

Rebus /ˈri:bəs/ is the ablative plural of the Latin word 
res; literally it means ‘by (or with) things’. However, in 
linguistics rebus means the use of letters, numbers and/
or pictures to represent words. The earliest known cases 
of rebus date back to Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics. 
Rebus came into English in the Middle Ages being used in 
heraldic devices1 and pictorial representations of names.

Simple Rebus
In its simplest form rebus implies that capital let-
ters2 are pronounced according to their names. So, for 
instance3, MT means ‘empty’ 
because the letter M is pro-
nounced ‘em’ in English and the 
letter T is pronounced ‘tee’ /ti:/. 
When we say ‘em-tee’ we natu-
rally insert a slight4 ‘p’ sound to 
facilitate the transition between 
the two sounds. As a result, MT 
sounds exactly the same as 
‘empty’. Another simple case of 
rebus is EZ in American English. 
The letter E is pronounced ‘ee’ 
/i:/ and, in US English, Z is pro-
nounced ‘zee’. So EZ represents 
‘easy’. Can you guess what XQQ 
represents?5 Lowercase let-
ters6 are pronounced as they 
typically sound. Can you guess 
what ‘h&’ represents?7

The process is similar if we 
add numbers. B4 represents 

‘before’ (‘bee’ /bi:/ + ‘four’). You may have seen EZ (= easy) 
or B4 (= before) used in SMS messages or advertising. 
Can you guess what DV8, 10t and w8 represent?8 OK, 
what does ‘U R YY 4 me’ mean?9

As we shall see, the application of rebus goes far 
beyond10 text-messaging. Try to work out11 this one:

I’m very sorry you’ve been 6 o12 long;
Don’t B13 disconsol814;
But bear your ills15 with 42d16,
& they won’t seem so gr817.18

Complex Rebus
Complex rebus usually requires lateral thinking. For 
instance3, there is CCCCCCC. How many Cs are there? 
Any idea what that is? No? Well, it is ‘the Seven Seas’. 
That’s a relatively easy one. What about MIN? You might 
know that ‘min.’ is a relatively common abbreviation of 
‘minute(s)’. However, in this case the abbreviation itself 
is important – MIN represents ‘half a minute’19. And what 
about MAUD? Well, that’s ‘mad about you’, i.e.20 mad 
around (= about) u (= homophone of ‘you’). Yes, I know!

1 heraldic device – coat of arms, 
aristocratic symbol

2 capital letters – ABC (as 
opposed to abc)

3 for instance – for example 
4 slight – small, (in this case) 

unstressed
5 XQQ = excuse (i.e. X-Qs) 

6 lowercase letters – a, b, c (as 
opposed to A, B, C)

7 H& = hand
8 DV8 = deviate, 10t = tent and 

w8 = wait or weight
9 U R 2 YY 4 me = you are too 

wise for me
10 far beyond – much further 

than 

11 to work out – discover, 
determine 

12 6 o = sick so (i.e. six-o)
13 B = be 
14 disconsol8 = disconsolate
15 to bear one’s ills (bear-bore-

borne) – (old fashioned) accept 
one’s suffering 

16 42d = fortitude (US pronunci-
ation) (i.e. forty-two-d)

17 gr8 = great
18 from An Almanac of words at 

Play by William Espy
19 because it is the first three 

letters of a six letter word
20 i.e. – (id est) that is 

Rebus: 
U R 2 YY 4 me!
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Snowclones

A snowclone is an idiom some of whose 
words have been changed. In other 

words a snowclone is a cliché frame1. Here’s 
an internationally-recognizable example 
which should help to clarify:
The name’s Y. X Y.
- My name’s Time. Justin Time.
The originally phrase was “The name’s Bond. 
James Bond” from the Dr No Bond film.

More successful snowclones will echo 
the original in some way – through the new 
words alliterating2 or rhyming with the 
original words, for example.

Coinage
The term ‘snowclone’ was coined3 by Glenn Whitman on 
15th January 2004 on the Language Log weblog4. The 
curious expression refers to a specific case of ‘snowclon-
ing’ – the anthropologically false but widely5 believed 
truism6 that the Eskimos have 16 words for snow. This 
has given rise to7 the ‘snowclone’: “If the Eskimos have 
16 words for snow, then _X_ surely have _Y_ words for _Z_”, 
where X is some community, Y is a number and Z is some 
common cultural feature8 of the X community. So, for 
example, someone might say:
- If the Eskimos have 16 words for snow, then the British 

must surely have dozens of words for rain. 

Who Uses Snowclones?
Snowclones can be used by practically any native speaker 
who is trying to be witty9. However, they are especially 
common as newspaper headlines10 and as titles for epi-
sodes of TV series. The only requirement is that almost11 
all your audience must be able to recognize the original 

cliché, idiom or quote12 that the snowclone comes from. 
As such, snowclones often (unintentionally) exclude those 
who have learned English as a second language and 
so do not enjoy the same cultural references as native 
speakers. It can be painful to see translators trying to 
make sense of snowclone episode titles of TV series: 
the ‘cleverness’ for the scriptwriters is in the snowclone, 
which comes out as a garbled mess13 when filtered 
through another language.

So, for example, the 2000 movie title Dude /du:d/, 
where’s my [car]? was used as a snowclone by Michael 
Moore for his book Dude, Where’s My Country? (2003). 
The movie’s title was translated literally in Spanish14. How-
ever, the book’s title in Spanish made no reference to the 
movie title and just sounded weird.15 The French, more 
sensibly, changed the title completely to ‘Take Cover!16’17.

Similarly, the movie Legally Blonde (2001, star-
ring Reese Witherspoon) was a snowclone on the term 
‘legally blind’18, a nuance19 impossible to capture in the 
French and Spanish versions of the film’s title.

1 frame – structure into which 
things are fitted

2 to alliterate – repeat the conso-
nant sound at the beginning of 
consecutive stressed syllables

3 to coin – invent (a word or 
expression)

4 weblog – blog 
5 widely – generally, often 

6 truism – platitude, cliché
7 to give rise to (give-gave-
given) – produce, cause the 
appearance of 

8 feature – characteristic, aspect
9 witty – funny (in an intelligent 
way)

10 headline – title of an article
11 almost – nearly, practically 

12 quote – quotation, repetition of 
sb. else’s words

13 a garbled mess – incoherent 
nonsense 

14 Colega, ¿Dónde está mi 
Coche?

15 ¿Qué han hecho con mi país, 
tio?

16 take cover! – find a refuge 
and protect yourself from the 
imminent attack 

17 Tous aux abris
18 legally blind – having such 

bad eyesight (= deficient ability 
to see) that one qualifies for 
government assistance

19 nuance – subtlety 

Snowclones
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Pronunciation

The painters’ names that we have included on this 
page are well known but we are not implying that 

they are necessarily the greatest artists ever; simply that 
their names are more likely to cause1 difficulty, than 
those of other great painters. Most are known by their 
surnames2, so we have only included these, except when 
both first name and surname are usually used.

Anglo Painters
>>  Constable /ˈkʌnstəbəl/
>>  Gainsborough UK: /ˈgeinzbərə/, US: /ˈgeinzbɜ:rou/
>>  Fuseli UK: /ˈfju:zəli/, US /fju:ˈzeli/
>>  Damien Hirst /̩deimiən ˈhɜ:rst/
>>  Hogarth UK: /ˈhouga:ɵ/, US: /ˈhouga:rɵ/
>>  Lowry /ˈlauri/
>>  Reynolds /ˈrenəldz/
>>  Stubbs /stʌbz/
>>  Turner UK: /ˈtɜ:nə/, US: /ˈtɜ:rnər/
>>  Whistler UK: /ˈwislə/, US: /ˈwislər/

French Painters
Anglos attempt to3 pronounce the surnames of artists 
from France more or less correctly in French, which usu-
ally means omitting the final consonant. As with most 
disyllabic French words, the British tend to stress the first 
syllable, the Americans the second:
>>  Chagall4 /ʃæˈgæl/
>>  Claude Lorraine /̩klɔ :d loˈrein/
>>  Courbet UK: /ˈkɔ:bei/, US: /kɔ:rˈbei/
>>  Degas UK: /ˈdeiga:/, US /dəˈga:/
>>  Duchamp UK: /ˈdu :ʃomp/, US: /duˈʃomp/
>>  Géricault /̩ʒeriˈkou/
>>  Ingres /ˈæŋgrə/
>>  Millais5 UK /ˈmilei/, US : /miˈlei/
>>  Millet UK: /ˈmilei/, US: /miˈlei/
>>  Monet UK: /ˈmonei/, US /mouˈnei/

>>  Manet UK: /ˈmænei/, US: /mæˈnei/
>>  Poussin UK: /ˈpu:sæn/, US: /pu:ˈsæn/
>>  Watteau UK : /ˈwotou/, US : /wɑ:ˈtou/

Painters from Northern Europe
>>  Bruegel /ˈbrɔigəl/
>>  Durer UK: /ˈdjuərə/, US: /ˈdurər/
>>  Van Dyck /væn ˈdaik/
>>  Van Eyck / væn ˈaik/
>>  Van Gogh UK: /væn ˈgox/, US: /væn ˈgou/
>>  Vermeer UK: /vəˈmiə/, US: /vərˈmiər/

Southern European Painters
Most Italian and Spanish painters’ names cause few dif-
ficulties. However, you should be aware that Tiziano 
Vecelli’s name is corrupted to Titian /ˈtiʃən/ in the Anglo-
sphere, while Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni 
is simply known as Michelangelo /ˌmaikəˈlændʒelou/. 
Finally, we pronounce Greek-born de Chirico /dəˈkirikou/ 
in Italian, not with the typical English ch-sound (/ʧ/).

1 their names are more likely 
to cause – it is more probable 
that their names will cause

 

2 surname – family name 
3 to attempt to – try to 
4 Marc Chagall was a Russian-

born artist, but we use the 

French pronunciation 
5 John Everett Millais was a 

British artist but his surname 
was originally French (from 

Jersey) and is pronounced 
accordingly 

Pronouncing 
Artists’ Names 
in English



“The Devil is not as black as he is painted”

They are painting the town red.  Photo by Rocio Puy
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Idioms

‘Paint’ Idioms
>>  to paint a pretty picture
= suggest that the situation is promis-
ing, be optimistic:
-  The Amnesty International report 

doesn’t paint a pretty picture 
of the human-rights situation in 
Zimbabwe. 

>>  to paint a gloomy1 picture
= suggest that the situation is 
demoralizing 

>>  to paint the town red 
= go out and celebrate (usually in a 
noisy and expensive way)

-  When we heard we’d passed the 
exam we immediately caught the 
train to the city centre and painted 
the town red. 

>>  to paint the house
= (in mafia slang) kill sb. The allusion 
is to blood2 splattering3 on the 
walls.

>>  to paint oneself into a corner
= leave oneself with no means of4 
escape or room5 for manoeuvre.

>>  not as black as one is painted
= not as bad as you are suggesting. 

The proverb was originally ‘the Devil 
is not as black as he is painted’:
-  Don’t believe everything Nicola 

says. James is not as black as she 
paints him. 

‘Painting’ Expressions
>>  no oil painting
= not very attractive:
-  Eric seems to have no trouble 

getting a girlfriend, though he’s no 
oil painting.

>>  to be as interesting as watching 
paint dry

>>  to be like watching paint dry
= be extremely boring:
-  The opera they made us see was 

like watching paint dry. 

>>  to have a painting/portrait in 
the attic

= look unnaturally young. The allu-
sion is to Oscar Wilde’s Gothic novel 
The Picture of Dorian Gray (1890).

1 gloomy – depressing, demoralizing 
2 blood /blʌd/ – red liquid typically found in 

veins and arteries
3 to splatter – spray, splash 

4 means of – way to 
5 room [U] – space 

Artistic Expressions



Photo by Leonardo L Carresi

Photo by Julien Harneis

Selena is as pretty 
as a picture

A picture is worth a 
thousand words
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Idioms

‘Picture’ Idioms
>>  as pretty as a picture
= very pretty
-  Celia was as pretty as a picture in 

her new dress. 

>>  the big picture
= the situation with all its 
ramifications

>>  to put sb. in the picture 
[put-put-put]

= give sb. all the necessary 
information:
-  She put me in the picture about 

what had been happening while 
I’d been away. 

>>  to get the picture [get-got-got]
= understand the situation:
-  Enough said – I get the picture. 

>>  the picture of health
= extremely well, very healthy
-  I’d heard she was ill but when I 

saw her she was the picture of 
health.

>>  A picture is worth1 a thousand 
words

= an image can often communi-
cate ideas better than words. The 
expression comes from a very old 
Chinese idiom. 

‘Art’ Idioms
>>  art for art’s sake
= art does not need a moral, reli-
gious or political justification; art 
needs no purpose beyond2 being 
aesthetic. Metro Goldwin Mayer 
(MGM) took this expression, trans-
lated it into Latin (ars gratia artis) 
and made it their motto3 in 1916. 

>>  art is long and life is short
= don’t waste time on trivial 
questions and unworthy4 emotions. 
The expression dates back to 
the Ancient Greek physician5 
Hippocrates (c. 460-357BCE6).

>>  to have sth. down to a fine art 
[have-had-had]

= have developed7 a high level of 
skill8 doing sth. through practice:
-  That guy has begging9 down to 

a fine art!

>>  to be state of the art
= be the newest, most up-to-
date10 version:
-  He claims11 his new smartphone 

is state of the art but in six 
months it will be obsolete. 

>>  arty-farty/artsy-fartsy
= pretentiously artistic:
-  I’m not going to her party. All her 

arty-farty friends will be there.

1 is worth – (in this case) is as useful as 
2 beyond – (in this case) besides, apart 

from 
3 motto – maxim, slogan 
4 unworthy – ignoble, discreditable 
5 physician – (false friend) doctor 
6 BCE – before Common Era, before Christ 

(BC)

7 to develop – (in this case) generate 
8 skill – ability 
9 begging – asking people you don’t 

know for money in the street 
10 up-to-date – modern 
11 to claim – say, state 

More Art Idioms



Artist or Artiste? Molly Market, http://www.mollymarket.es/
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False Friends

>>  Art
This is not generally a false friend, 
though we don’t say that someone 
‘has art’ but rather1 ‘has skill2’ or ‘is 
skilled/talented’. Notice that ‘arts’ (‘the 
liberal arts’ in the USA) are those sub-
jects3 that are not sciences. We don’t 
normally refer to these subjects as 
‘humanities’ and never as ‘letters’. 

>>  An artist
This term is used to describe someone who works in the 
visual arts (a painter, a sculptor or a video artist) but not 
usually to describe people who work in the performing 
arts (though formally they are also artists). The implica-
tion is usually that the person produces fine art, though 
notice that someone who paints images in public spaces 
is a graffiti artist or a street artist. 

>>  An artiste /a:rˈti:st/
This term is used for a professional entertainer such as a 
singer or a dancer. 

>>  An exposition
Although we use the abbreviation ‘expo’ for large4 trade 
fairs5, an exposition is a detailed explanation of an idea, 
and not usually an exhibition.

>>  A gallery
This typically refers to an art gallery and cannot refer to 
a department store6. Notice that ‘to play to the gallery’ 

is a theatrical term meaning ‘act in an exaggerated way in 
order to satisfy popular tastes’. 

>>  Oleo
This is a US abbreviation for ‘oleomargarine’ and is a syn-
onym for margarine /̩ ma:ʤəˈri:n/ (‘marge’ /ma:ʤ/ in UK 
English). It is never used for ‘oil paint’ or ‘an oil painting’.

>>  To paint
This term obviously refers to making a painting/using 
paint but it is much more restricted in meaning than 
some of its foreign cognates7. The verb cannot be used 
to refer to ‘drawing’ or ‘sketching’8. 

>>  A pencil9

This is a graphite stick for drawing, not a paintbrush10.

Colours
‘Blank’ means empty, not white, so a blank area on a 
canvas11 can be any colour (whatever the background12 
colour is). Also be careful with ‘maroon’; it means 
‘chestnut’, ‘reddish-brown’, not a standard brown.

1 but rather – (in this case) by 
contrast we say 

2 skill – ability, talent 
3 subject – (in this case) 
academic discipline 

4 large – (false friend) big 
5 trade fair – commercial exhibition 

6 department store – big 
shop that is divided up into 
departments 

7 foreign cognate – etymolog-
ically related word in another 
language

 

8 to sketch – draw quickly, make 
a quick drawing 

9 pencil – 
10 paintbrush –  
11 canvas – rectangle of textile on 

which one paints
 

12 background (adj.) – contex-
tual, base 

Artistic 
False 
Friends



Photo by Mario HerreraThe street artist is sketching in his sitter’s face.
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Phrasal Verbs

There are a dozen or so phrasal verbs that can be useful 
in the context of art.

>>  colour in (UK) / color in (US)
= fill with colour
-  First Mondrian divided up the picture with perpendicu-

lar lines and then he coloured in the resulting oblongs1. 

>>  dab on
= apply a small quantity
-  Turner dabbed on a blob2 of red paint and transformed 

the entire seascape3. 

>>  make of [make-made-made]
= interpret as the meaning (or value) of:
-  I don’t know what to make of4 this picture.

>>  make out [make-made-made]
= discern, identify
-  I can’t make out what it’s supposed to be.
-  I’m not sure what the whole painting is of5 but I can 

make out a few animal silhouettes in the foreground6. 

>>  paint over 
= obliterate7 sth. with a layer8 of paint:
-  The council9 painted over the graffiti before realizing10 

to their dismay11 that it had been a Banksy original.  

>>  paint out
= obliterate sth. by painting over it:
-  X-ray analysis demonstrated that the artist had painted 

out the original bearded12 face of Christ and replaced it 
with a clean-shaven13 one. 

>>  palm/pass sth. off as 
= pretend that14 sth. is more valuable than it really is:
-  He tried to pass/palm off his childish drawing of a bird 

as an original Picasso!

>>  rub out
= erase
-  She rubbed out her first attempt15 and drew the face again. 

>>  shade in
= darken16 (an illustration) with parallel pencil lines or a 
block of colour:
-  She shaded in the outlines17 of the trees.

>>  sketch in
= add, draw
-  He sketched in a few more houses to increase the effect 

of an urban setting18.

>>  sketch out
= draw sth. quickly with few details
-  He sketched out his idea for the fresco so that his 

patron19 could more or less see what the overall20 
effect would be. 

>>  tone down
= subdue, make the colour less intense
-  He toned down the yellows so that the painting would 

look less garish21.

1 oblong – rectangle 
2 blob – small amorphous 

quantity 
3 seascape – panoramic view 

of sea 
4 what to make of – how to 

interpret 
5 to be of – represent, depict, 

illustrate 

6 foreground – part of a picture 
that is closest to the viewer 
according to the perspective 

7 to obliterate – erase, cover 
8 layer /leiər/ – stratum, coat 
9 (city) council – municipal 

authorities 
10 to realize – (false friend) 

become conscious 

11 dismay – (false friend) alarm, 
horror 

12 bearded – having facial hair 
13 clean-shaven – having no 

facial hair 
14 to pretend that – (false friend) 

act as if 
15 attempt – effort, try 
16 to darken – make darker, make 

less bright 
17 outline – silhouette 
18 a setting – surroundings, a 

physical context
19 patron – (false friend) sponsor, 

customer of an artist 
20 overall – general 
21 garish – excessively bright and 

colourful

Artistic 
Phrasal Verbs
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Picture Description: Art Aping1 Reality

Look at the first painting.
1. What can you see in the foreground2?
2. What can you see hanging3 on 

the wall in the background4?
3. What is in the bottom right-hand corner?
4. Describe the monkey’s clothes.

A

B

C

1 to ape – imitate, copy 
2 foreground – part of the picture closest to the 
viewer according to the perspective 

3 hanging – suspended 
4 background – part of 

the picture furthest to the 
viewer according to the 
perspective

5 just – (in this case) simply 
6 to encourage – incite 
7 auction –  

If you think these paintings are just5 a bit of fun, you obviously haven’t 
heard of Congo the Chimpanzee. In the 1950s ethnologist Desmond 
Morris encouraged6 Congo to start painting. In 1957 Congo’s work 
was shown at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in London. Spanish 
modernists Pablo Picasso and Joan Miró both owned paintings by 
Congo. In 2005 three of Congo’s works sold for £14,400 at auction7.

Look at the second picture.
1. What can you see in the 

centre of the painting?
2. What are they looking at on the left?
3. What is happening in the 

bottom left-hand corner?
4. What can you see in the 

top right-hand corner?
5. Describe the expressions on 

some of the monkey’s faces.

Compare the two paintings.
1. What are the two paintings about?
2. What do the two paintings say to 

you about the world of art?
3. Do you think these two artists 

(Alexandre-Gabriel Decamps and 
Hans Canon, both 19th Century) 
had the same message or where 
they saying different things?

4. Do you find these two paintings 
attractive? Are they offensive in any way?



AUDIO SCRIPTS
The following pages contain the transcriptions 
of what is spoken on the audio files.

SPOKEN-ENGLISH TIPS
Spoken English is significantly different from the written language: 
A more limited vocabulary is generally used 
and it is, by definition, more colloquial.
Moreover1, spoken English uses many more 
incomplete or badly constructed sentences. 
On the other hand, intonation and stress can be used in speech.

HOW TO USE THE AUDIO SCRIPTS
Follow our eight-step process to get the most out of the audio scripts:

Before you listen we recommend that you read through 
the relevant section of the footnotes2 (not the text itself). 
This should give you some idea of the subject3 and help you 
to understand the more difficult vocabulary as you listen.

When you listen the first time, don’t expect to 
understand everything; listening practice should 
not be a painful4 process. Simply see how much  
meaning you can extract from the recording.

Listen more times going back to the footnotes 
to integrate the information you have.

Once you understand reasonably well, do the relevant exercise.

Finally, read the audio scripts as you listen again.

Stop each time you get lost or encounter a 
structure that interests or confuses you.

Repeat words or phrases whose pronunciation surprises you.

Two or three days later, listen to the text again without 
reading to see if your understanding has improved5.

This process is intense and time-consuming. However, it will 
eventually6 solve the problem most learners have of relating7 the 
spoken word to the written. Once you’ve done that, the rest is easy!

1 moreover – what’s more, furthermore
2 footnotes – notes at the bottom of the page (in 
this box)

3 subject (n.) – (in this context) theme 
4 painful – (in this context) arduous, unpleasant
5 to improve – get better 
6 eventually – (false friend) in the end 
7 to relate – associate, connect, link 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Mini-debates (37m30s)
1. The TTIP (9m59s)
2. Standardizing States (10m15s)
3. The Anti-Establishment Vote (17m16s)

4. Pronouncing Artists’ Names (2m31s)

Monologues:
Temptation & Self-control (10m34s)
5. Monologue 1 [Irish English] (1m45s)
6. Monologue 2 [American English] 

(2m47s)
7. Monologue 3 [American English] 

(2m44s)
8. Monologue 4 [British English] (3m18s)

9. Homophones (2m30s)

10. Picture Description (4m46s)

11. Oronyms Exercise (4m24s)

Total time: 1h02m15s
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AUDIO SCRIPTS

11 67

Mini-debates
(37m30s)

1 fairly – reasonably, quite 
2 pretty (adv.) – quite, reasonably 
3 to stand for (stand-stood-stood) – represent, 

signify 
4 trade (adj.) – commercial
5 partnership – collaboration, alliance 
6 that’s the one – (colloquial) that’s right 
7 just – (in this case) simply 
8 treaty – agreement, accord 

9 to go on (go-went-gone) – occur, happen 
10 highly – very 
11 fair enough – OK 
12 I mean – (pause filler) y’know, like, sort of, 

kind of
13 to realize – (false friend) be conscious 
14 to turn out – be clear... in the end 
15 far more – much more 
16 sort – type, kind 

17 tariff – tax on imports 
18 trade (n.) – commerce 
19 just – (in this case) quickly 
20 leftish – socialist, progressive 
21 sort of – (pause filler) kind of, y’know, like, I 

mean
22 to go ahead (go-went-gone) – continue 
23 to be nothing to do with – be unrelated to 

1. The TTIP
(9m59s)

Irishman (IM): So, I presume you’re 
all fairly1 shocked and perhaps 
worried about this TTIP thing.
American man (USM): Yeah, it’s 
pretty2 crazy, isn’t it?
Englishman (EM): Why? What’s 
wrong with it?
IM: Here we go.
American woman (USW): Well, what 
does TTIP stand for3 anyway?
IM: Well, that’s a good question. TTIP 
anyway?
USM: The acronym, I think it’s the 
acronym for Transatlantic Trade4 and 
Investment Partnership5, I believe.
EM: That’s the one6.
IM: It sounds almost attractive but 
in fact it’s... The problem with it is 
it’s just7 secretive… a treaty8 that’s 
been going on9 behind closed doors 
between various governments and 
which…
EM: It’s a highly10 technical treaty so 
it has to be, it has to be negotiated by 
technicians.

IM: Fair enough11. A lot of things go 
on9 behind closed doors, I mean12, 
probably more than we realize13 but 
it turns out14 that this agreement is 
going to affect things on far more15 
levels than we realize13 and therefore 
it shouldn’t be behind closed doors.
EM: OK.
USW: What is technical about it?
EM:  Well, the idea is that there are 
all sorts16 of non-tariff17 barriers that 
affect trade18 and so it’s about har-
monization which is a nice idea. For 
example, there are very...
USM: Harmonization of what?
EM: Could I just19 explain this to her 
before you come with your liberal 
leftish20 – sort of21 – cynical attitude? 
Can I just19 explain the reality of the 
thing?
IM: Go ahead22 generalísimo. It’s OK.
EM: America has very strong safety 
regulations for cars, for example, 
and Europe has very strong safety 
regulations for cars.

USW: Safety regulations, just19 to 
check, they’re nothing to do with23 
imports, just7 the way that…
EM: No the protocols that have to be 
fulfilled so that cars are considered 
safe.
USW: OK.
EM: But, they’re different in the differ-
ent continents. And what that means 
is that car manufacturers have to 
make all sorts16 of expensive changes 
to their products to satisfy the two 
markets even though cars are safe in 
both places. So, the idea is to try to 
create first a transatlantic standard 

The opinions expressed here are not 
necessarily those of the speakers.



TTIP protest in London Photo by Glyn Thomas/World Development Movement
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24 long-term – long-run, measured in years as 
opposed to weeks 

25 aim – objective, goal 
26 more lax – less strict 
27 corporate-fed – determined by big 

companies 

28 GM – genetically modified 
29 whereas – while, by contrast 
30 average – typical 
31 better off – richer 
32 intake – consumption

 

33 cancer-ridden – cancer-causing, 
carcinogenic 

34 to be led to believe – be encouraged to 
think 

and I think the long-term24 aim25 is 
to create a global standard so that 
products can be sold all over the 
world and satisfy all of those types of 
regulatory things without there being 
limitations on this.
USW: How would that affect pharma-
ceuticals, for example?
IM: But the problem is it’s more, 
the problem with this is that 
Americans wanted to be in favour 
of their current regulations. It will 
change Europe’s high standards 
of safety regulations to a more 
lax26 corporate-fed27 and lobbied 
American situation, which is not 

desirable. You’re talking about GM28 
foods, you’re talking about cosmetics, 
you’re talking about everything 
that affects... What’s good about 
Europe and what is slowly destroying 
America is what they’re trying to 
make – on a global-level – standard.
EM: Well, according to European cal-
culations about this, Europe is going 
to benefit more than America. Europe 
should benefit by €119 billion a year.
IM: At what expense, at what 
expense?
EM: Whereas29 the United States is 
going to benefit about $94 billion.
USM: But who, who… the question 

here is who is going to be benefiting.
IM: The corporations.
USM: The big corporations.
EM: The calculation is that the aver-
age30 European family will be €545 
better off31 each year. I’m very happy 
to be €545 better off.
IM: No, but €545 better off but 
with far more15 intake32 of 
cancer-ridden33 food, of less regula-
tions. No, to be honest with you, this 
to me is globalization at its worst. 
This is what the Bilderbergs and idiots 
like that are doing behind closed 
doors and no one knows about it and 
we’re all led to believe34 that we’re 



European Greens discussing the TTIP talks Photo by David Morrison
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35 tinfoil-wearing – dressed in an improvised 
metal hat to protect from cosmic rays etc.

36 nut – (in this case) crazy person, mad person 
37 kind – sort, type 
38 it’s – (slang) they are 
39 to have nothing to do with – be unrelated 

to 
40 triple-dip recession – a recession in which 

three periods of zero or negative economic 
growth are interspersed with short periods 

of economic recovery
41 recovery package – way of rescuing the 

economy 
42 to remove – (false friend) eliminate 
43 safety valves – protective mechanisms 
44 to put A on B – apply A to B 
45 the actual controls – (emphatic) the 

controls themselves 
46 to take sth. off (take-took-taken) – eliminate 

sth. 

47 slightly – a little 
48 actually – (false friend) in fact, really 
49 to rein in – control, limit 
50 to avoid – (in this case) stop, prevent 
51 mainly – primarily, mostly 
52 to go (go-went-gone) – (in this case) say 
53 to hide (hide-hid-hidden) – conceal, 

camouflage 
54 corporate-led – promoted by big 

companies 

tinfoil-wearing35 conspiracy nuts36 
if we even talk about it. This kind37 
of thing is exactly what we should be 
fighting against completely because 
it’s38 decisions made for corporations. 
America believes it’s a corporate oli-
garchy. It’s got nothing to do with39 
democracy anymore, so they want to 
make the rest of the world like them. 
That’s it.
EM: We have a situation where there 
basically is a world recession, it’s 
a triple-dip recession40. What is 

known is that by expanding global-
ization you pull yourselves out of a 
recession. You couldn’t… it would be 
a recovery package41 basically at no 
cost.
IM: No. But what it also does is 
removes42 the safety valves43 that 
have been put on44 the bankers since 
the recession started. The actual 
controls45 that the bankers have on 
them will now be taken off46 in Amer-
ica because the controls in Europe 
are slightly47 less and they will then 

be adapted to Americans – and Amer-
icans have been actually48…they’ve 
been reined in49 totally to avoid50 
happening what happened before. So, 
there’s a lot of… it’s mainly51 negative 
what could happen out of TTIP totally. 
And that’s why they don’t want us to 
know. If it was very public we’d all be 
going52, “OK, let’s read this”, but the 
fact that it’s secretive means there 
is something to hide53. It’s purely 
corporate-led54.
EM: Conspiracy theories!
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55 to undermine – weaken, debilitate 
56 is – (incorrect) are 
57 high rates – excessive levels 
58 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result in
59 to look for – try to find 
60 to counteract – compensate for 
61 to sue – take legal action against, litigate 

against 
62 lack of – absence of, deficient 
63 ISDS – investor-state dispute settlement 
64 as well – too, also 

65 to get rid of (get-got-got) – eliminate 
66 gonna – (slang) going to 
67 y’know – (pause filler) like, sort of, kind of, 

like, I mean 
68 therefore – thus, for this reason 
69 to lock sb. up – imprison sb. 
70 eventually – (false friend) in the end 
71 to head down – go down, descend 
72 slippery slope – course of action which, 

once initiated, will probably result in disaster 
in the end

73 in sb’s infinite wisdom – intelligently, 
(often ironic) as a result of sb’s typical 
stupidity

74 huge – enormous, great 
75 threat – danger 
76 above all – primarily, most importantly 
77 deal – agreement, accord, treaty 
78 to put sth. in place (put-put-put) – 

implement sth., implant sth.

IM: No, this is corporate…
EM: David Cameron has said this is a 
once in a generation opportunity and 
I always believe David Cameron.
IM: No, no. This is the worst thing 
that could happen.
USM: It is, it is and it’s undermin-
ing55 democracy and it’s putting the 
control, it’s putting the control of gov-
ernments in the hands of these...
EM: Undermining55 democracy?!
USW: Markets?
USM: …in the hands of the supposed 
free markets and corporations.
EM: What undermines55 democracy 
is56 high rates57 of unemployment 
and zero growth. 
IM: No, but it actually48 leads to58 
unemployment. It led to58… a mil-
lion jobs were lost in America over 
the same kind37 of regulations. The 
same thing will happen in Europe and 
they’ve actually48 said that Europe 
has to look for59 subsides to coun-
teract60 the loss in employment 
that will happen as result of this. So, 
you’re talking about corporations, 

it’s good for them but it’s bad for the 
common person.
USM: What’s crazy, what’s crazy 
about it’s that these...
EM: What’s good for business, is 
good for everybody!
IM: No, that’s not true.
USM: No, it’s not. This is what hap-
pens, corporations… part of this 
agreement, corporations are able to 
sue61 governments…
IM: For lack of62 profits.
USM: ...for loss of profits.
EM: You’re talking about ISID, sorry 
ISDS63.
USW: ISDS. Yeah, but that’s already 
happening in Spain, for example.
USM: It is.
IM: Well, it’s happening in Europe as 
well64. I mean12, there’s a Swedish 
company that suing61 the German 
government for them basically get-
ting rid of65 nuclear power because 
of Fukushima and so, to me the gov-
ernment has the right to do that 
for the good of its people and if a 
Swedish company is gonna66 lose 

money over it, well, sorry but that’s – 
y’know67 – that’s business as well64. 
But the worst thing that’s happening 
at the moment is that corporations 
are being given... well corporations 
are considered individuals in America 
with the rights of people but there-
fore68 you don’t see corporations 
being locked up69 for killing people 
and for… which they do on a daily 
basis, be it cars that are unsafe or 
products that eventually70 kill you. I 
don’t know. I just7 think we’re head-
ing down71 a slippery slope72 and 
we don’t even realize13 it.
EM: I think that the long-term24 
objective of this anyway is that 
the United States in its infinite 
wisdom73 realizes13 that there is a 
huge74 threat75 from the emerging 
Asian giants being above all76 the 
Peoples’ Republic of China and India 
and so they’re in the process of a 
regulatory deal77 with Australia, with 
Canada and with Europe, three dif-
ferent deals77. And if they can put in 
place78 some of the environmental 
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79 to sign up to – accept 
80 to take on (take-took-taken) – (in this case) 

adopt 
81 rules and regulations – laws and directives 
82 customer – client 
83 there’s – (non-standard) there are
84 are not allowed to be used – it is not per-

mitted to use
85 to open the sluicegates – open the 

floodgates, make it possible for bad things 
to happen without any sort of control

86 evildoing – corruption, depravity, 
wrong-doing 

87 to look after – care for, take care of, protect 
88 the NHS – the British National Health Service
89 as far as I’m concerned – in my opinion 
90 there’s not much – (incorrect) there are 

not many 

91 actual – (false friend/emphatic) real, 
demonstrable

92 to stand up (stand-stood-stood) – (in this 
case) resist 

93 just – (in this case) only 
94 titbits – (in this case) small pieces of 

information 
95 to release sth. – make sth. public 
96 to implement sth. – put sth. into effect 

controls and the safety controls that 
we have all become very much used 
to then they can create a global norm 
which China will have to sign up to79, 
and India will have sign up to.
USM: Well, that would be good if 
they were to take on80 the rules and 
regulations81 of Europe. But take for 
example in the US with food and I 
believe with cosmetics you’re able to 
sell a product but you don’t have to 
prove that it’s non-toxic for example, 
whereas29 in Europe you can only 
sell a product after proving that it’s 
non-toxic.
EM: Well, you prove that it’s non-toxic 
on the costumers82!
IM: No, I mean12, like in Europe 
there’s83 something like 1200 prod-
ucts that are not allowed to be 
used84 in cosmetics; in America 
there’s83 12. So, you’re talking about 
just7... they’re gonna66 open the 
sluicegates85 to basically… I don’t 

know... just7 the kind37 of corporate 
evildoing86 that we’re seeing in so 
many areas and Europe I’ve always 
felt was the last bastion of common 
sense and I think it’s been slowly 
eroded because of this globalization.
EM: The last bastion of regulatory 
bureaucracy!
IM: No, I just7 think it’s common 
sense, it’s like looking after87 our 
own, looking after our people and 
having… and actually48 that being 
important. You know, for example, 
the NHS88 which is also a very… I’m 
using the word bastion again… it’s 
a bastion of British society and the 
quality of their public service. That 
will be privatized and destroyed and 
that is the end of the UK as far as I’m 
concerned89.
EM: And they’ll be able to sell their 
services in the United States. It’s true. 
They’ll be able to sell their services.
USW: I don’t know, I can see...

EM: Have I convinced you with my 
reasonable arguments?
USW: No, but they haven’t convinced 
me with their unreasonable argu-
ments either.
IM: There’s nothing unreasonable 
about the truth.
USW: There is a lot of passion. 
There’s so much passion in one 
argument and there’s not much90 
actual91 facts in the other.
EM: What we could all agree with I 
think is that this has needed to have 
much more public debate than it has.
USM: Sure, sure, sure.
USW: Absolutely.
IM: It should be a public vote, should 
be public vote, not based... not made 
by governments.
USW: I think people are misinformed 
all the time, all the time. And when 
you don’t have enough information to 
know what is going on9, how do you 
know how to vote about it or stand 
up92?
USM: The problem is we cannot vote 
on this, no one can vote on this and 
it’s happening. If they were more 
transparent in their perhaps public, 
things were publicly, there was public 
knowledge about what’s going on9 
behind these closed doors but we 
don’t know anything really, just93 
what... just93 the titbits94 that they 
release95.
IM: It’s because they don’t want us to 
know.
EM: Yeah.
IM: The more we know the more… 
the less possible it will be for them to 
implement96 it because it’s not good. 
It’s good for business and corpora-
tions, not good for you and me. 
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97 break-up – division 
98 weird – bizarre, strange 
99 do happen – (emphatic) happen 
100 ’cos – (slang) because 
101 nest egg – (usually) sum of money saved 

for the future, (in this case) personal finan-
cial interests. There is probably a con-
fusion with the expression ‘to feather 
one’s nest’ (= make money for oneself in 
an opportunistic and selfish way)

102 (as a) matter of fact – in fact 
103 border – frontier 

2. Standardizing States 
(10m15s)

Englishwoman (EW): So, what 
do you think about this business-
man in California who’s proposing 
the break-up97 of California into six 
smaller states?
Englishman (EM): Why?
EW: Well, apparently to make it easier 
to govern because it’s such a big 
state.
EM: What’s the – sort of21 – popula-
tion of California?

First US Man (USM1): 30 million or 
something like that.
Second US Man (USM2): I have no 
idea.
USM1: I think it’s like around… it’s 
30-34 million.
EM: If 30 million people are ungov-
ernable, it’s a bit weird98 concept, 
isn’t it? It doesn’t make very much 
sense to me.
USM1: Well, this guy comes from 

Silicon Valley and if they do, which I 
sincerely doubt whatever happens, 
but if they do happen99 Silicon Valley 
would… is gonna66 be one of the 
states and it’ll be the richest state. So 
it’s to his… y’know67 – he’s protect-
ing his home base there – y’know67 
– ’cos100

USM2: His nest egg101.
USM1: His nest egg, yes. So – 
y’know67 – it would leave other parts 
of California quite poor. Matter of 
fact102 if they divide it up, I forgot the 
exact borders103 of the states of – 
y’know67 – the way it was set up104 
but from what I heard some of the 
new states that would be made would 
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104 to be set up – be organized 
105 pretty – quite, reasonably, surprisingly 
106 grab – (in this case) seizure of sth. by more 

or less fraudulent means
107 pull – clout, influence
 

108 to band together – collaborate, work 
together 

109 and so forth and so on – et cetera, etc. 
110 kind of – (pause filler) sort of, I mean, 

y’know, like
111 gerrymandering – manipulation of the 

demarcation of electoral districts in the 
interests of one political party or group 

112 say – (in this case) for example 
113 properly – appropriately, well, adequately 
114 to be worth – (in this case) have the same 

impact/importance

be poorer than Mississippi because of 
the – y’know67 – lines.
USM2: Wow!
EM: Poorer than Mississippi?!
USM1: Mississippi is pretty105 poor, 
man, you know.
EW: But that’s what critics are saying, 
aren’t they? That this is what it is. 
It’s like a money-and-political-power 
grab106 to separate the poorer parts 
of California from the…
USM1: Yeah and also it would give 
California an extra political pull107. I 

mean12 – y’know67 – if they banded 
together108 it would give them some 
political pull.
USM2: But who, who, which of these 
six states would be California after 
that?
USM1: Well, they wouldn’t but they’re 
supposed to be working together, 
they’re supposed to be – y’know67 – 
be networking together and so forth 
and so on109 – y’know67 – but…
USM2: I just7 find that silly. It’s just7 – 
kind of110 – gerrymandering111.

USM1: Exactly.
EM: But wasn’t, wasn’t it… I think I 
heard something about this. Wasn’t 
part of this about the fact that in 
terms of Senators I think it is you get 
the number of people in, say112, I don’t 
know Wyoming… let’s see if I can 
express this properly113. The 70 Cal-
ifornians’ vote is worth114 the same 
as one Wyominger’s vote. And so in 
terms of your representatives and 
the representatives and the nature of 
the number of people in each state is 
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115 if you like – (pause filler) as it were, if you 
know what I mean

116 to work – (in this case) function 
117 fairer – more just, more equitable 
118 as far as X (US English) – as far as X is 

concerned, as regards X 
119 to be set – (in this case) be determined 
120 to bulldoze sth. through – force sth. 

through, impose sth. 
121 policies – strategies, programmes 

122 unfair – unjust, inequitable 
123 harmful – detrimental, disadvantageous, 

bad 

just7 completely undemocratic if you 
like115.
USM1: Well, yeah, but maybe not.
USM2: But are you referring to the 
Electoral College?
EM: Well, I don’t know how your 
system works116, so you’ll have to 
help me.
USM2: Well, I think yeah in that sense 
if you’re comparing the popular vote 
and the way the Electoral College 
vote works116 in the States there’s a 
big difference. But I think senators are 
based on population, right?

USM1: No, no it’s the House of Repre-
sentatives that is based on population 
and each state gets two senators.
USM2: Only two senators for state.
USM1: Only two senators and my 
understanding of the reason for that 
is so that it’s fairer117 between… the 
thing is if some states as far as118 the 
Senate were set119 by the popula-
tion then they bulldoze120 policies121 
through that maybe smaller states... 
that wouldn’t be good for the smaller 
states.
USM2: Right, they’d have more 

representatives in the Senate.
USM1: Exactly. So it’d be unfair122 
and that’s taken care of as far as pop-
ulation with the House of Representa-
tives. So I think the idea behind each 
state having two senators is so that 
states can’t bulldoze120 policies121 
that might be harmful123 to other 
states because the minority… because 
you know the thing about the States I 
think is that – y’know67 – our democ-
racies is that there’s83 things that 
benefit the minority, you know?
USM2: Well, the States isn’t a true 
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124 Tory – member of the British Conservative 
Party 

125 to bless – (in this case) protect 

126 soul – eternal spirit 
127 battleground states – swing states, states 

that sometimes vote for one party and 

sometimes for the other 
128 to cache – add, accumulate 
129 to a lesser extent – less significantly 

democracy. I mean12, to get back to 
the point…
EW: Controversial!
USM1: Well – y’know67 – there’s an 
interesting quote I think by Churchill 
and since you guys are English you 
might know… 
EM: He was a Tory124!
EW: God bless125 his soul126!
USM1: Supposedly Churchill said 
something that we agree that the 
democracy is never perfect. Democ-
racies aren’t perfect so, I mean12.
EW: Yeah.
USM2: But what I was referring to 
is in a sense of a true democracy is 
in the definition of it. Because for 
national votes, the vote for the pres-
ident in the United States is not a 

popular vote, it’s not a direct one 
person one vote. It’s voted through 
the Electoral College and in that 
sense yes, Wyoming, every one vote 
in California what was it again? 70 
voters…
EM: In Wyoming, no in California.
USM2: …in California equalled one 
vote in Wyoming. That’s a big dif-
ference when you’re talking about… 
when you take into consideration the 
number of electoral votes per state.
USM1: Because that is by popula-
tion too, isn’t it? The electoral vote is 
through the population of the state, 
isn’t it?
USM2: Eh, I believe so. But in the end 
what we’ve seen in the last few elec-
tions, what’s most important are the 

battleground states127. The states 
that are always closest in the vote 
and that have the greatest number 
of votes like Ohio, for example. Wyo-
ming has four electoral votes so, a 
lot of the presidential candidates 
don’t care about that, so they spend 
a lot of time like in the battleground 
states like Ohio that has 18, they can 
cache128 18 electoral votes. 
USM1: And then you’ve got Florida 
and California.
EM: No, what I was thinking as well64 
was in terms of adding an element 
of economic democracy. Presumably 
California, New York State and to a 
lesser extent129 Texas and Florida 
which I think are the big ones, eco-
nomically they’re so significant that 
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130 to be made up of – be composed of, con-
sist of 

131 the fringes – the periphery 
132 to break down (break-broke-broken) – be 

divided 
133 bit – part, portion 
134 to spell – write the letters that form a word 

in the correct sequence 
135 clout – influence 

136 to deserve –should have, merit
137 chunk – part, portion 
138 the outskirts – the periphery of a city 
139 to disband – break up, disperse 
140 the sticks – the provinces, areas that are 

distant from the centres of power and 
culture 

141 to get back to (get-got-got) – return to
142 amount – sum, quantity 

143 nightmare – extremely unpleasant 
experience 

144 just – (in this case) a short time ago, recently
145 to have gone a long way to [+ -ing] –  have 

done a lot to [+ infinitive]
146 paperwork – official documentation 
147 to be up and running – be in business 
148 pretty much – more or less 
149 to set up (set-set-set) – establish 

a process which compensates for 
their economic power politically is 
probably not a bad thing. I mean12, 
it’s interesting because we’ve got our 
problems with democracy, believe it 
or not, but ours are somewhat differ-
ent because we’ve got I mean12 – you 
know – most…
USM1: A Queen.
EM: Well, there is nothing wrong with 
that!
USM1: Oh, God save the Queen.
EM: Of course, no the… we’ve got… 
because the country’s made up of130 
kingdoms we’ve got this one huge74 
kingdom, a – sort of21 – 800-pound 
gorilla in the room which is England 
and then these little – sort of21 – 
countries on the fringes131 which 
have their own parliaments now. And 
then trying to balance that. I mean12, 
you’ve got 45 or 50 million people 
who live in England, 5 million who 
live in Scotland, 4 million who live in 
Wales, and 2 million that live in North-
ern Ireland, balancing that is really 
difficult because England doesn’t 
break down132 naturally into bits133 as 
we would need to.
USM2: What… I could see possible 
problems though with, going back to 
what you were talking about as far 
as economic power of the states or 
the regions. What happens if you… I 
mean12, how would you regulate that?
EM: The way it, as it is now.
USM2: Fewer taxes on the rich 
region?
EM: No, but what I’m saying is the 
economic influence of California 
and New York State and to a lesser 
extent129 the other two is such that 
if they are proportionally represented 
politically they’re just7 gonna66 

– y’know67 – they’re just7 gonna66 
dominate the country. So giving these 
– sort of21 – small empty states in the 
middle (who nobody knows how to 
spell134) more political clout135 than 
they deserve136 actually48 probably 
is quite good in terms weights and 
balances and what he was talking 
about. I mean12, the other thing – 
because I’m far more15 interested 
in England! – the other thing which 
I think is the big problem in England 
and which you don’t have in the 
States is that of course – y’know67 
– economically London is a huge74 
chunk137 of the population. I mean12, 
the population of Greater London 
is bigger than Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland together and eco-
nomically it’s massive. And, so, trying 
to create a – sort of21 – balanced 
country out of Great Britain is practi-
cally impossible.
USM2: Unless they force the bureau-
crats out into the outskirts138.
EW: Send them to Cornwall.
EM: Well, I mean12, they’ve done 
some of that. The BBC is much... is 
significantly… they’ve done a bit of 
that but it’s just7… I mean12, you’re 
not going to… if you try to disband139 
the City that would almost certainly 
be in Frankfurt’s advantage. You 
know if you try to send the City into 
– sort of21, y’know67 – the sticks140 
it wouldn’t be a good idea. And so 
there’s just7… I don’t think they can 
take that any further.
USM1: Getting back to141 California, 
would it be economically…
EM: We’ll just7 have two separate 
debates!
USM1: Wouldn’t it be positive eco-
nomically because, man, there’s83 

gonna66 be a lot of bureaucratic 
changes? It would cost a tremendous 
amount142 of money to do that.
EW: It would cost a fortune.
USM2: Well, for those guys in Silicon 
Valley it wouldn’t… it’s pocket change 
for them.
USM1: No, but to have to go 
through… you’re talking about things 
like licenses, car licenses and – 
y’know67 – infrastructure and things 
like that. You’d have to divide every-
thing up. That would be complicated. 
And from what I’ve heard it would be 
a bureaucratic nightmare143.
USM2: Or you could simplify it.
USM1: You know you could.
USM2: Where was it, I think I just144 
read recently in New Zealand, for 
example, they’ve gone a long way 
to145 simplifying starting businesses 
and it’s... I think it’s become one of 
the best places to start a business in 
the world.
USM1: It’s pretty105 easy to start 
a business in the States. Is New 
Zealand...?
USM2: Zero paperwork146 and you 
can be up and running147 in no time.
EM: Wonderful country!
USM1: The States is pretty much148 
like that too. I mean12 – y’know67 
– for ten… I think in Delaware you 
can get a business license for like 10 
euros – I mean12 – $10 or something 
like that. I forget, but that was a long 
time ago. So I know the States is 
pretty105 easy to set up149 a business.
EM: And it takes a short time as 
well64?
USM1: Yeah, it doesn’t take long as 
far I understand.
EM: Wow.
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150 under threat – in danger 
151 to work – function, be successful 
152 healthy – (in this case) advantageous, 

beneficial 

153 bi-partisan – relating to the collaboration 
of two political parties that formally oppose 
each other’s political strategies

154 starkly – sharply, in a very distinct way 

155 to be involved – participate in 
156 doings – activity 
157 to come out (come-came-come) – emerge 
158 would rather – would prefer to 

3. The Anti-Establishment Vote
(17m16s)

American Woman (USW): So, what 
do you think about these new par-
ties or parties that are emerging right 
now as an anti-establishment? Do you 
think established democratic systems 
are really under threat150 or it’s just7 
a protest vote that we’re looking at?
Irishman (IM): I think the problem is 
modern, in certain countries anyway 
and, from my own experience, that 
the democratic system is not fully 
representative of its people and it’s 

not working151. Though I think what 
we’re seeing is a healthy152 reaction, 
the right kind37 of reaction, because 
more independents need to be to the 
forefront because the bi-partisan153, 
the starkly154 bi-partisan situation in 
most countries is a… doesn’t work151 I 
don’t think.
USW: But what about the more par-
ticipative democracies – y’know67 
– a democracy where people are 
involved155 in the day-to-day 

doings156 of the government?
IM: Oh, yeah, I mean12, I would say 
that that would be a better thing 
totally, but the problem is... is that 
invariably most of the time we see 
corruption as being the one common 
denominator in a lot of modern dem-
ocratic systems and the reaction to 
that is I think it’s a healthy reaction if 
we see independents coming out157. 
And I would rather158 see people 
vote for an independent than not 
vote. I think that’s important.
USW: But a lot of these…
Englishman (EM): But if we’re 
talking about independents where 
you’re talking about voting for an 
individual, in Britain the protest 
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159 largely – mostly, primarily 
160 UKIP – the United Kingdom Independence 

Party 
161 white faces – Caucasians 
162 blue collars – working-class people 
163 grey hair – elderly people 
164 core voter – resolute supporter
165 average (adj.) – typical 
166 Little Englander – patriotically British, 

xenophobic and ignorant 
167 as far as I can see – in my opinion 
168 rump (adj.) – residual 
169 to some extent – to some degree, in part 

170 to get over sth. (get-got-got) – overcome, 
repudiate 

171 a bit – partially 
172 strange – curious, surprising 
173 wealth – prosperity, affluence
174 to take a stance (take-took-taken) – adopt 

a posture 
175 large – (false friend) big 
176 to get higher (get-got-got) – go up, 

increase 
177 was just about to – was going to.. 

imminently 
178 to rally – come together, unite 

179 MEP Marine Le Penn
180 personable – having a attractive 

appearance and pleasant manner
181 sort of – like 
182 W. – George W. Bush 
183 frightening – scary, worrying 
184 right-wing – reactionary, conservative 
185 to do with – in relation to 
186 to go well (go-went-gone) – (ironic) be 

successful, have positive results 
187 to go back to (go-went-gone) – return to 
188 to hit (hit-hit-hit) – have an impact 

vote is largely159 being expressed 
by people voting for UKIP160 and, 
I mean12, above all76 UKIP160 rep-
resents white faces161, blue collars162 
and grey hair163. The idea with… I 
mean12, their core voter164, the aver-
age165 age is 55, white and of rela-
tively low educational level, I believe. 
And their selling point is – sort of21 – 
the Little Englander166 idea of being 
anti-Europe, anti-immigration, and 
– without being anti-gay – I think, I 
mean12, they’re – sort of21 – “It’s not 
quite right to have people get mar-
ried. You can call it a civil union if 
they want” – that’s sort16 of attitude. 
So, it’s just7 a – sort of21… as 
far I can see167 it’s a – sort of21 
– rump168 conservatism that 
to some extent169 somebody 
like David Cameron has got 
over170 a bit171 and modernized 
from a bit, so it’s this sort16 
of – y’know67 – old idea that 
things are always better in the 
past and that sort16 of thing. 
And I’m not…
IM:  It’s strange172 from a 
country that – y’know67 – it 
has its wealth173 from coloni-
zation. How a country like that 
could even… how it could ever 
take a stance174 as UKIP160 do 
is ridiculous. It’s – kind of110 – 
like, “Excuse me?!”
American Man (USM): But 
I – kind of110 – understand it. 
I think it’s a cultural thing, I 
think it’s a result of the reces-
sion. I also think in England 
it’s probably also a result of 

the influx of immigrants from East-
ern-European countries when perhaps 
Poland and other Eastern-European… 
when was it 2004 when they came 
into the European Union there was a 
large175 influx in England.
EM: It generated a huge74 amount142 
of money in the country…
USM: Sure.
EM: And most of them went when 
the unemployment got higher176, 
went back to their own countries and 
started their own businesses: wonder-
fully positive for the economy.
USM: Yes.
USW: This is similar to what was 

happening in France with Le Pen. And 
the funny thing is that I just7 have 
memories of this happening before. 
Remember when Le Pen was just 
about to177 win something and every-
body rallied178 to get him to not win 
anything? Do you think that would 
happen now?
EM: I think that Le Pen junior179 is 
infinitely more attractive, person-
able180, not just7 this – sort of21 – 
animal that Jean Marie was. And I 
think it’s much more dangerous.
USW: Sort of181 W.182 and his dad. 
EM: No, I think much more 
frightening183.

IM: Well, but the interesting 
thing is... the correlation is 
that 1914 there were similar 
– sort of21 – views going on9 
in Europe. There was also a 
kind37 of return to a right-
wing184 – kind of110 – view to 
do with185 immigration and 
things like that or nationalized 
thinking or whatever and a 
hundred years later….
EM: That went well186!
IM: Yeah, but – y’know67 – a 
hundred years on we hav-
en’t change. We still keep 
going back to187 these Nean-
derthal – kind of110 – views, 
which is that all our problems 
are the immigrants which is 
completely the opposite. The 
immigrants do the jobs most 
of the time we don’t want to 
anymore. The problem is when 
the recession hits188, we real-
ize13 we want their jobs back 
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189 to get rid of (get-got-got) – expel 
190 Polish people – Poles, people from Poland 
191 to come along (come-came-come) – (in 

this case) emerge, appear 
192 don’t mind (+ -ing)– be ready/prepared to 

(+ infinitive)
193 to rock the boat – do things that disturb 

the status quo and say things that offend 
some people 

194 to tick all the boxes – fulfil (= satisfy) all 

the requirements 
195 to look for – try to find, want 
196 regardless of – irrespective of 
197 overall – general 
198 to get in (get-got-got) – be elected 
199 to take over (take-took-taken) – intervene 
200 to bail out – financially rescue 
201 balls – (in this case) courage, valour 
202 to get through (get-got-got) – survive, endure 
203 to be annoyed at – be irritated with 

204 at the edge – on the periphery 
205 to be kidding – be joking 
206 to come up (come-came-come) – emerge, 

appear 
207 to coalesce into – integrate into, combine 

to become
208 challenge – rival 
209 hideous – awful, terrible 
210 the BBC’s nightly current affairs 

programme 

because we don’t have any. 
So, it’s really – kind of110, 
y’know67 – in my own coun-
try, for example, we never 
really had a large175 minority 
until…
EM: Well, the British!
IM: Yeah, well, yeah, we 
got rid of189 them! But, no, 
there was a large175 influx 
of Polish people190 which is 
probably the first time I can 
remember that there was 
a large175 enough commu-
nity of people that weren’t 
Irish that they needed their 
own language newspaper.  
So they needed their own 
media channels, that kind37 
of thing. And, of course, 
they all went back when the 
recession hit. A lot of them 
went back, a lot of them 
stayed and they’ve become 
valued members of society 
I think in Ireland because 
one of the things I noticed 
is that we don’t really have 
any right-wing184 political 
parties. We just93 have an ex-terrorist 
party that’s – kind of110 – winning! So 
I don’t know what’s better actually48 
to be honest with you. Sinn Fein are 
winning a lot of the votes because 
they are – sort of21 – seen as – kind 
of110 – the bad guys/good guys that 
are coming along191 and – sort 
of21… they don’t mind192 rocking 
the boat193 and people want to see 
the boat rocked. And I think if you 
answered… if you tick the boxes194 at 
the moment in terms of what people 
are looking for195 regardless of196 

what your overall197 political view is, 
you’re gonna66 get that vote. So it is 
a dangerous time. Some parties will 
get in198 for the wrong reason, do the 
wrong things.
EM: Is that related to the fact that to 
some extent169 your economy was 
taken over199 when you were bailed 
out200?
IM: Well, yeah. I mean12, most Irish 
people realized13 they should’ve 
had the balls201 to say, “No, we want 
to do what Iceland did”. We’re a 
small enough country, we can get 

through202 this and I think 
we’re annoyed at203 our-
selves for not having the 
strength to do that and 
we’ve put faith in corrupt 
politicians.
EM: But isn’t Ireland doing 
significantly better than Ice-
land now?
IM: Well, look, I don’t know. 
I mean12, Iceland probably 
never had an economy that 
was that large175 anyway. 
Iceland is pretty105… it’s 
remote in a lot of ways and 
I think Iceland exists quite 
well as it is. Ireland unfortu-
nately being at the edge204 
of Europe’s – y’know67 
– between America and 
Europe has always had a 
maybe more ambitious role 
to play economically. But I 
don’t know. I just7 think all 
of these current… sorry what 
was the question? I’m get-
ting confused now. Iceland, 
Ireland? Isn’t it just93 one 
letter the difference? I’m 

kidding205.
EM: But, I mean12, because the pro-
test vote in southern Europe, in 
Greece and in Spain, et cetera seems 
to be much more to the left of centre 
and the only thing that seems to 
come up206 in Britain that would 
potentially coalesce into207 some 
sort16 of new-left challenge208 in a 
– sort of21 – popular sense would be 
– sort of21 – Russell Brand, which is a 
pretty105 hideous209 thought. But, I 
mean12, he is the sort16 of person that 
Newsnight210 and the BBC go to to get 
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211 an awful lot of – (emphatic) a lot of, much 
212 nonsense – idiotic ideas 
213 to rule – (in this case) determine 
214 to be in – be popular 
215 to be out – be unpopular 
216 free-flowing – uninhibited, unrestricted 
217 elsewhere – in other places 
218 to be ruling – be dominant, be hegemonic 
219 to catch up with sth. (catch-caught-

caught) – accept sth. as an inevitable aspect 
of modern conditions

220 to get away with lying (get-got-got) – lie 
without consequences

221 to be – (slang) say 

222 to pull up – find, retrieve 
223 within – (in this case) in less than 
224 to get one’s head around sth. (get-got-

got) – (colloquial) understand sth. 
225 to be willing to – be ready to, be prepared 

to 
226 to go to town on (go-went-gone) – severely 

criticize 
227 to manage to – be able to 
228 to put up (put-put-put) – land, set
229 to call sb. up (on sth.) – (in this case) 

criticize sb. (for sth.)
230 to wear (wear-wore-worn) – dress in, have 

on 

231 bikini-clad – wearing bikinis 
232 hubbub – furore, commotion 
233 to reduce sb. to tears – cause sb. to weep/

cry
234 to apologize – say 

sorry 
235 to be like – (slang) 

say or think 
236 dude – (vocative) 

man, hey
237 striped – decorated 

with parallel bands 
of colour 

238 tie – 

the – sort of21, y’know67 – new radi-
cal left – sort of21 – position on things 
and, of course, I mean12, he speaks 
some sense and an awful lot of211 
nonsense212.
USW: Yeah, but the interesting 
part here is how much television is 
still ruling213 who’s interesting and 
who’s in214 and who’s out215. I’ve 
heard politicians speak about how 
the most important thing to do is 
be on television. And even though 
it’s been known you’d think that 
with the power of the internet and 
the free-flowing216 communica-
tion you can have with those… that 
type of media, you’d think that there 
would be a debate elsewhere217. 
But it seems to be television still is 
ruling218.
EM: Well…
IM: Well, television in every media. I 
mean12, even not just93 for politics, 
but if you’re a musician, if you’re not 
on TV, you can’t compete with those 
who are.
EM: But there’s also an interface… 
there’s also an interface between the 
two, isn’t there? Because, I mean12, 
one of the things that I’ve noticed the 
politicians haven’t caught up with219 
is getting away with lying220. 
There’s so much audio-visual mate-
rial around that they’re221 – sort 
of21, “No, I didn’t say that” and you 
can – y’know67 – you can pull up222 
within223 five minutes the video on 
YouTube or whatever of them saying 
the exact words that – y’know67 – 
and they haven’t got their heads 

round224 that yet.
IM: But we’ve also as a race or I 
don’t know as a society we’ve lost 
our north totally. We are willing to225 
go to town on226 a guy who just143 
managed to227 put up228 a satellite 
on a comet flying through space and 
we call him up on229 wearing230 a 
shirt with bikini-clad231 women on 
a shirt and that is what we focus on 
and we create a big hubbub232 about 
it and it’s like this guy is reduced 
to tears233 apologizing234 for it. 

I’m like235, “Dude236, it’s a shirt with 
women wearing bikinis on it!” If 
women have a problem with that, 
don’t wear bikinis. It’s like for me 
there’s absolutely no problem with 
that. I don’t see any kind37 of sexism 
or sexist.
EM: Was he wearing it with a 
striped237 tie238 or not?
IM: No, but it’s more the fact that 
we’ve lost our… we are willing to225 
go and create a big, big internet or 
Twitter controversy about this, but we 
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239 to take over from (take-took-taken) – (in 
this case) become more important than 

240 weird – strange, bizarre 
241 sound bite – succinct extract from an 

audio-visual recording 
242 to pick out of – select from 
243 wardrobe – (in this case) selection of 

clothes 
244 to be on sth. – be adorning sth., be deco-

rating sth. 
245 let alone – much less 
246 garishly – in an obtrusively bright way

247 fairly – reasonably 
248 open-minded – tolerant 
249 to choose the wrong battles (choose-

chose-chosen) – protest about the wrong 
things 

250 to pile – accumulate 
251 in the first place – initially 
252 to be concerned with – be worried about, 

be preoccupied with 
253 to get on (get-got-got) – progress, advance 
254 root (adj.) – fundamental 
255 to go out on the street (go-went-gone) 

– (in this case) protest publicly 
256 to be involved in – have been implicated in 
257 towards – in the direction of 
258 to have a track record (have-had-

had) – (in this case) have experience in 
government 

259 to be working out – (in this case) be 
advantageous 

260 is not worth having – is of no value 
261 stuff – things, (in this case) information 

ignore what’s really import-
ant. It’s like these Puritan-
ical – sort of21 – ideas are 
coming in and taking over 
from239 common sense.
EM: Sure, sure. It is weird240 
though to think, “Maybe 
two billion people are going 
to see me… see this – sort 
of21 – sound bite241 of me 
celebrating. This is what I’m 
going to pick out of242 my 
wardrobe243!”
IM: But the guy’s a hippy, 
he’s a scientist and he has 
this – kind of110 – colourful 
shirt. He’s probably never 
even noticed what was 
on244 it let alone245 it was 
garishly246 coloured. I just7 
think… you know…
EM: Absent-minded scientist 
trope.
IM: It’s like but to call up229 
a guy wearing a shirt with… 
I mean12, I’m thinking… I 
mean12, I really can’t see the 
problem with that and I’m 
fairly247 open-minded248. 
I just7 think it’s ridiculous that… but 
that’s the problem you see, our focus 
and our…. we’re choosing the wrong 
battles249 and that is…
USW: But that’s ’cos100 we see so 
many battles. And that’s why politi-
cians think that they still believe they 
can get away with lying220 because 
that sound bite241 is replaced by 
the next and nothing is permanent. 
Just7… they just7 keep piling250 
more and more information about 

that politician until you forget what 
they were talking about in the first 
place251 or what was happening.
IM: And the system is such that we 
are so concerned with252 our day-to-
day and trying to basically get on253 
that we’re not concerned anymore 
about changing things at the root254 
level. We’re not willing to225 go out 
enough on the street255 because our 
media is being controlled such that 
we don’t even realize13 that people 

are out on the street. How 
many protests have hap-
pened around the world that 
are not being covered by 
media because the media 
is… in Ireland, for example, 
the media is becoming con-
trolled by one person. It’s 
like a Rupert Murdoch type 
of person who is controlling 
radio and press and he’s 
also involved in256 gov-
ernment scandals. So how 
much of his… how much 
of his work is gonna66 be 
covered in the media, how 
much of the things affecting 
his business? That’s where 
we’re going. We’re going 
towards257 this sort16 of 
controlled view of things.
USW: Do you think maybe 
these parties are… just19 
to get back to this… have, 
they’re actually48 not… 
they’re not, they don’t have 
a track record258. The track 
record that standard politi-
cians have in the ordinary 

parties. And maybe that’s one of the 
reasons that it’s working out259 for 
them.
USM: I don’t think…
EM: Given the track record that a 
lot of politicians have, is not worth 
having260.
USW: Yeah, well, but – y’know67 – 
nobody… there isn’t that much stuff261 
out there about them and they hav-
en’t had the opportunity to make the 
big mistakes that politicians in power 
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262 tied down – (in this case) securely fixed, 
unchangeable 

263 to take up (take-took-taken) – (in this case) 
occupy 

264 to be very much alike – be very similar 
265 main – principal, most important 

266 the outcome – the result 
267 sexier – (in this case) more attractive 
268 compulsory – obligatory 
269 to fine sb. – financially penalize sb. 
270 proper – appropriate, adequate 
271 rounds – (in this case) parts/phases to an 

electoral process
272 to live up to – fulfil, satisfy 
273 to be sick of – be tired of
274 Gallop poll – survey (= questionnaire) by 

Gallop Inc.

or parties in power have.
IM: Yeah.
EM: I think the attitude of 
lot of people is, “Could they 
do any worse?” Perhaps not. 
I mean12, going back again, 
we’ve got examples of… 
we’ve heard examples from 
Ireland and from Britain 
and from France, Spain and 
Greece, et cetera, et cetera, 
could this happen in Amer-
ica or is the situation too 
tied down262?
USM: No. The third party, 
well, third parties have 
existed in the States. I 
mean12, we had, I believe 
it was ‘92 with Perot, Ross 
Perot, in 2000 with…
USW: Nader.
USM: Nader. Third… the 
possibility, I believe, it’s my 
opinion, of having a third 
party is very, very difficult 
in the States. And for me it’s 
a problem because if you 
take the Democratic Party 
and the Republican Party if 
you were to put them on the political 
continuum that exists in Europe they 
would take up263 a very small per-
centage of the centre or centre-right. 
There’s no social democratic party in 
the States, there’s no real left party 
or really nationalist party that exists 
in the States. There’s83 two parties 
that are very much alike264. What a 
potential third party can do and has 
done is change… change what the 
two main265 parties focus on. Like, for 
example, just19 let me finish my idea. 
Ross Perot got I believe almost 19% of 
the popular vote, but that 19% didn’t 
do anything to change the trajectory 
of politics. However, Ralph Nader got 

in 2000… only had like 2, 2.5% of the 
national vote but that changed the 
outcome266. I mean12, the vote… the 
people that voted for Ralph Nader 
would’ve voted for Gore. So what hap-
pened in the 2000 election with only 
2.5% of the population voting for the 
third party changed dramatically...
USW: The outcome266.
EM: But, I mean12, they will always be 
able to argue that everybody wants 
to vote negatively and if you vote for 
these other people, the people you 
really dislike are gonna66 get in198.
USW: Yeah, we should have that. You 
should be able to un-vote somebody. 
I’ll give my vote up if I can take a vote 

away.
IM: Yeah, or I think they 
should introduce telephone 
voting. Do it like the X 
Factor. It becomes the polit-
ical X Factor basically. We 
can ring in and get them out 
of there.
USW: Or text messages.
IM: Yeah, I’m telling you. We 
should be able to vote like 
that. It shouldn’t be… voting 
needs to be made easier 
and a little bit sexier267. 
People need to realize13 
that everyone needs to vote, 
a hundred per cent have 
to go and vote, obligatory 
almost I think in a way.
EM: It is compulsory268 in 
some countries. I think in 
Australia you get fined269 if 
you don’t. 
IM: Yeah, that’s the only 
proper270 way to get 
representation.
EM: But, I mean12, the other 
thing would be, of course, to 
have two rounds271. So you 

vote with your heart in the first round 
and then you vote because you really 
don’t want this other guy getting in 
the second round.
IM: Or if somebody doesn’t live up 
to272 their campaign promises…
EM: Nobody lives up to272 their cam-
paign promises.
IM: …they’re out! It’s like, come on, 
you’ve got to live up to272 80% of 
your campaign promises.
EM: Do you get the feeling in the 
United State there’s the same… are 
people sick of273 the Establishment?
USM: Yeah, according to the Gallup 
polls274, I think it was somewhere 
around 60% agree that there needs 
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275 to get on the ballot(s) (get-got-got) – be 
included in the official list of electoral 
choices 

276 to allow – permit 
277 to split off (split-split-split) – separate 
278 grassroots – of ordinary people 
279 left-wing – socialist, progressive 
280 lobbying – the activity of economic pres-

sure groups 

281 stuff – things, (in this case) activities 
282 an awful lot of – (emphatic) a lot of, a great 

many 
283 rather than – instead of, as opposed to 
284 adviser (US English) – advisor (UK English), 

consultant
285 to figure – (in this case) appear, be seen 
286 Michael Bloomberg (b. 1942), the 

13th richest person in the world and 

ex-mayor of New York 
287 buddy – (US English) friend, pal 
288 to look into – consider, investigate 
289 to invest – spend money on a project 
290 it wasn’t worth it – it did not merit the 

effort 
291 to be set up – be organized

to be another party. But the problem 
is trying to get on the ballot275 and a 
third party getting on the ballot in the 
States is very, very difficult.
EM: Because, I mean12, the other 
thing. Because, I mean12, UKIP160…
IM: Yeah, the system won’t allow276 it.
EM: UKIP160 to some extent169 would 
be a little bit like the Tea Party – sort 
of21 – splitting off277 from the Repub-
licans. And, I mean12, you could imag-
ine a – sort of21 – 99%/Occupy move-
ment translating into a – sort of21 
– grassroots278 left-wing279 party in 
America under some circumstances.
USM: Well, yeah, you could. And you 

could have someone like Ross Perot. 
You need… the problem is you need 
money. Even if one of those grass-
roots278 movements evolved into a 
party they wouldn’t have the money 
or the possibility of getting on bal-
lots275 in the States for people to vote 
for. I mean12, they could be a party 
but they would never make it to…
EM: Why not?
USW: The amount142 of money that 
you need is so incredible.
EM: But why because of TV 
advertising?
IM: Lobbying280 and all that kind37 
of stuff281.

USW: If you can have… you could 
have money… I mean12, you need a 
lot of money for just93 a small seat, 
something small, some small post 
where you have some sort16 of power.
EM: But where’s the money going 
and why can’t you have an inter-
net campaign with an awful lot 
of282 activists rather than283 a lot of 
money?
USW: Well, Obama had a lot of that, 
but it took a lot of money, a lot of 
advisers284…
IM: It’s the media. If the media don’t 
want to follow you, if they decide that 
we’re not gonna66 pay attention to 
this guy, you don’t figure285.
USM: Bloomberg286 and his bud-
dies287 looked into288 it, invest-
ing289, putting their money behind a 
third-party movement and in the end 
they decided it wasn’t worth it290 
because it was… given the way the 
system is set up291 to be a two-party 
system.
IM: Well, it’s actually48 a one-party 
system. It’s just93 two sides to the… to 
the same thing, unfortunately.
USW: In the same way I feel that it’s 
based on personalities rather than283 
on party principles. They need… when 
you get somebody to be a candidate 
it’s more about that person’s ability 
to convince people that they’re telling 
the truth than actually48 telling the 
truth.
IM: That’s true, yeah.

4. Pronouncing Artists’ Names
(2m31s)

Commentary: Listen to these 
famous painters’ names (p. 79)
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1 can’t help oneself from – can’t stop oneself 
from, can’t avoid 

2 pretty much – more or less, by and large 
3 I mean – (pause filler) y’know, sort of, kind 
of, like

4 pretty (adv.) – reasonably, quite 

5 y’know – (pause filler) I mean, sort of, kind 
of, like

6 kind (n.) – sort, type 
7 I guess – I suppose 
8 sort of – (pause filler) kind of, y’know, like, I 
mean

9 whether – if (but ‘if’ cannot be used before 
‘or’)

10 tiredness – exhaustion 
11 instead of – rather than, as opposed to 

5. Monologue 1 [Irish English]
(1m45s)

So, “things that we’re addicted to and 
can’t help ourselves from1 doing”. 
Well, that pretty much2 covers every-
thing that I shouldn’t do, everything 
that is bad for me. No, I mean3, I’m 
pretty4 good at controlling myself to 
be honest with you. If I need to, for 
example, stay off alcohol for a month 
or whatever, I can do it. If I need to 
cut out sugar – y’know5 – change 
my diet, that kind6 of thing, I’m usu-
ally pretty4 good, but I guess7 I don’t 
have that many vices in that sense, so 
I don’t have an addictive personality 
per se either. I’ve always been able 
to – sort of8 – control what I do and 
decide or not whether9 I want to do 
something or not, in that sense. But I 
guess7 the things that I keep doing as 
an adult would be staying up late I’m 
always staying up much later than I 
should and not getting enough sleep 
which is probably one of the worst 
things you can do because sleep for 
many thing, especially now that I’m 
a father, is vital because I’m noticing 
now a sense of tiredness10 I never 
had before and instead of11 chang-
ing my habits and going to bed early 
and making more use of my daylight 

Monologues:
Temptation & Self-control
(10m34s)

Listen to these people talking about habits they can and can’t control. 
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12 to fall prey to (fall-fell-fallen) be a victim of 
13 the wee hours – the small hours, the hours 

after midnight 
14 to be used to – be accustomed to 
15 to have a hard time (have-had-had) – have 

difficulty, find it difficult 
16 harmless – innocuous 
17 to last – continue, endure
18 large – (false friend) big 
19 soccer – football (in the European sense)

20 to shoot hoops (shoot-shot-shot) – practise 
playing basketball 

21 buddies – (colloquial) friends 
22 video arcade – amusement arcade, public 

place where you can play videogames
23 hard – (in this case) difficult, problematic 
24 unlike – in contrast to 
25 quarter – 25-cents coin
26 token – (in this case) round piece of plastic 

that is used as money to make a machine 

function 
27 doughnut – donut (US variant)
28 dough – thick, malleable, sometimes elastic, 

paste made from flour and water 
29 baked – cooked in an oven 
30 goods – products 
31 cookie (US English) – biscuit (UK English)
32 just – (in this case) only 
33 in/at one sitting – in/at one go, continu-

ously over a short period of time

hours, which I certainly I have a lot 
more of, I continue to fall prey to12 
my old habits staying up late and 
into the wee hours13 watching God-
knows-what. So, I guess7 that’s, that’s 
something I guess7 I could say I’m 
addicted to or used to14 doing but I 
should definitely try to change that.

6. Monologue 2 
[American English] 
(2m47s)

Fortunately for me, most of the 
things I’ve had a hard time15 saying 
no to in my life have been relatively 
harmless16. When I was young I 
used to be obsessed with playing 

videogames. This addiction started 
with the Atari 2600 home videogame 
console, continued with the Nintendo 
Entertainment System and lasted17 
more or less until the first Xbox came 
out. I spent a large18 portion of my 
childhood sitting in front of the TV 
playing video games with my brother. 
Sure, I did other things in my free 
time, like playing soccer19 or shoot-
ing hoops20 with my buddies21. 
But videogames always seemed 
to have a special power over me. 
I also spent a lot of time at video 
arcades22 when I was young. That 
was especially hard23 for a young 
videogame addict because – unlike24 

playing videogames where at home 
you could play as many times as 
you wanted to – you could only play 
as long as you had quarters25 or 
tokens26. Over time I gradually lost 
interest in videogames and now I 
don’t play any games at all really.

There are certain types of food 
that I find difficult not to eat in 
large18 quantities. Take doughnuts27, 
for example, or really any type of 
fried dough28 or baked29 goods30, 
like cookies31, cakes or brownies. 
It’s really hard23 for me to eat 
just32 one. I could easily consume a 
dozen doughnuts or chocolate-chip 
cookies in one sitting33. The same 
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34 to go for (go-went-gone) – (in this case) be 
true of 

35 comfort food – food that provides 
consolation 

36 to release – (in this case) cause the brain 
to emit 

37 sort (n.) – type, kind 
38 curb – control, limit, restrain
39 intake – consumption 
40 reward – compensation, prize 
41 to allow – permit, enable 

42 do like – (emphatic) like 
43 to partake (-take/-took/-taken) – take part, 

participate
44 do smoke – (emphatic) smoke 
45 to quit (quit-quit-quit) – stop, give up 
46 to give up (give-gave-given) – quit, stop 
47 to kick – (in this case) quit, give up, stop 
48 as long as – so long as, provided that, pro-

viding, if (and only if)
49 guilty pleasure – something that sb. enjoys 

even though s/he is embarrassed about it
50 stuff – (colloquial) things 

51 just – (in this case) simply 
52 to get hooked (get-got-got) – become 

addicted 
53 there’s other stuff – (colloquial) there are 

other things 
54 chips (US English) – crisps (UK English) 
55 ’cos – (slang) because 
56 to feel peckish (feel-felt-felt) – have a desire 

to eat a specific thing 
57 behavior (US English) – behaviour (UK 

English), conduct 

goes for34 potato chips, peanuts 
and pizza. For me, these comfort 
foods35 really, they, it’s like they 
release36 some sort37 of feel-good 
chemical in my body that makes it 
hard23 to stop eating. Over the years 
I’ve learned that the only way to 
curb38 my intake39 of these foods is 
by only having them in the house for 
special occasions or as a reward40 
for something. This has allowed41 

me to continue consuming these 
comfort foods but in moderation.

I’m not a big drinker but I do 
like42 to partake43 in the occa-
sional glass of wine, beer or a nice 
whiskey. Controlling my intake39 of 
alcohol has been easy since I don’t 
like the after-effects of drinking too 
much. I do smoke44, however. I’m 
not a heavy smoker, but I do smoke. 
I know it’s not good for me and 

those around me and I know I need 
to quit45, but I find it very hard23 to 
give up46. It certainly is a habit I’d 
love to kick47.

In the end, what I’ve found that 
works for me is moderation. I can 
still do the things I like, eat the things 
I like, drink the thinks I like as long 
as48 I do it in moderation. If I were to 
deprive myself of these guilty plea-
sures49 I’d surely be less happy and 
certainly wouldn’t be enjoying life 
as much.

7. Monologue 3 
[American English] 
(2m44s)

Things that I find addictive… the 
healthiest stuff50 that I find addic-
tive is certain television shows. I 
could watch ‘Parks and Recreation’ 
or ‘30 Rock’ for hours. And I’ll just51 
watch one episode, another episode, 
another episode and I really can’t 
stop myself. I should go outside and 
get some exercise, see people but I 
just51 get really hooked52. That’s the 
healthiest thing. Then there’s other 
stuff53 – y’know5 – like when you 
open up a bag of chips54 and you eat 
the whole bag and you weren’t even 
hungry that’s just32 ’cos55 you… you 
know just51 because you’re peckish56 
and you want to. And I feel that’s bit 
of an addictive behavior57 ’cos55 it’s 
hard23, really, really hard23 for me to 
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58 kind of – (pause filler) sort of, like, y’know 
59 to scratch one’s head – 
60 do manage to – (emphatic) manage to, am 

able to 
61 to blurt sth. out – say sth. impulsively
62 to shut up (shut-shut-shut) – not speak 
63 willpower – determination, resolve 

64 to deplete – exhaust, diminish 
65 to avoid eating – not to eat
66 whether – (in this case) if 
67 free will – volition, self-determination 
68 for the sake of – for, as regards 
69 to assume – (false friend) suppose, accept
 

stop myself. And other stuff50 I can’t 
help myself from1 doing. I – kind 
of58 – got into the habit of scratch-
ing my head59 when I’m nervous 
but that’s more of a tic. Things that I 
do manage to60 control: I… well I’ve 
never had a problem with smoking. I 
never was interested in it, so I never 
had to. So I don’t know if that counts 
as controlling because I never saw 
the point in it. I can control the urge 
to say things sometimes I’m pretty... 
I can contain myself when there are 
some people who just51 need to 
say things and blurt it out61 and I’m 
pretty4 good at shutting up62 when 

I have to. And other stuff50 that I’m 
good at controlling... I’m pretty4 
good with money. I can control my 
spending pretty4 well, I can stop 
myself in time. It’s – kind of58 – an 
up and down thing if I don’t have a 
lot a willpower63 at the time. You 
know, I’ve read that willpower is… is 
like energy; it can be depleted64. So 
if I’ve spent all my willpower trying to 
avoid eating65 a chocolate cupcake, 
it’s really hard23 for me to not buy a 
dress that I like, even if I know that 
it’s not the best idea. But in the end 
it’s always easier for me to not spend 
money than to avoid that cupcake.

8. Monologue 4 
[British English] 
(3m18s)

There is considerable scientific 
debate about whether66 free will67 
really exists but for the sake of68 
this question, I’m going to assume69 
that it does. In terms of temptation, 
addiction and self-control, there are 
two opposing forces in my mental 
processes. On the one hand, I was to 
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70 to some extent – to some degree, in part 
71 to bring sb. up (bring-brought-brought) – 

raise sb., rear sb., prepare a child for adult 
life 

72 self-denial – abstinence, abnegation 
73 delayed – postponed 
74 to put sth. off (put-put-put) – postpone sth., 

delay sth.
75 soul – eternal spirit 
76 watchword – slogan, mantra 
77 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result in, cause 
78 seesaw – oscillation 
79 behaviour (UK English) – behavior (US 

English), conduct 
80 undeniably – indisputably, indubitably 
81 to allow – permit 
82 unavoidable – inescapable, inevitable
83 to control – (in this case) ration 

84 crisps (UK English) – 
chips (US English) 

85 chips (UK English) – 
French fries (US English) 

86 more-ish – morish, caus-
ing a desire to eat more 

87 about – (in this case) 
approximately 

88 grazing – eating snacks 
between meals 

89 to watch for – be vigilant of 
90 skill – ability 
91 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
92 knock-on effect – consequence 
93 to cloud – impair, confuse 
94 carrot and stick – 

method of motivation that 
combines coercion and 
compensation, (literally) 

95 delusion – illusion, fantasy 
96 old-timey – antiquated 
97 to be dressed up in – be 

wearing, be clothed in 
98 easel – 
99 above – over, at a higher 

level than 
100 hanging – suspended 
101 to lean up against – rest on 
102 drawer – 
103 cupboard – 
104 set – batch, selection 
105 (paint)brush – 
106 to tell (tell-told-told) – (in 

this case) distinguish 
107 to hold (hold-held-held) – 

have in one’s hand 
108 to be lit up – be 

illuminated 

some extent70 brought up71 in the 
‘great’ Protestant tradition of self-de-
nial72: the idea that delayed73 grat-
ification is a virtue – that putting a 
pleasure off74 for tomorrow is good 
for both body, mind and soul75.

At the same time I have lived 
all my life in a consumerist society 
whose watchword76 is instant grat-
ification – “I want it and I want it 
now”. Obviously, the two ideas are 
incompatible and tend to lead to77 a 
seesaw78 in behaviour79. 

I suppose my attitude to tempta-
tion depends on how I react to what 
causes the temptation. I was unde-
niably80 addicted to tobacco, so I 
gave up46 cigarettes a number of 
years ago and hope never to smoke 
another one. I was not addicted to 
alcohol but it is habit-forming, so I 
tend not to drink but I will allow81 
myself to on special occasions – three 
or four times a year. Sugar is clearly 
addictive but more or less unavoid-
able82. Sweets are a serious temp-
tation if they are in the house, so 
we try not to buy them but if we do, 
they disappear quickly. Chocolate 
and ice cream, on the other hand, 
are things that I can eat small quan-
tities of and be completely satisfied, 
so I don’t control83 either of those. 
Crisps84 and chips85 – in the British 
sense – are dangerously ‘more-ish’86 
and have to be strictly controlled. 

We currently allow81 ourselves to eat 
chips about87 once a month. Food 
in general is a comforter when there 
is stress about, so the habit of ‘graz-
ing’88 is something I have to watch 
for89. In fact, stress is also habit-form-
ing and in some sense addictive and 
that is something I’ve been trying to 
control recently. It is not easy to put 
an immediate crisis in perspective but 
I think that is a very important skill90 
for one’s mental and indeed91 physi-
cal health. Sometimes worry doesn’t 
let me sleep and that has serious 
knock-on effects92 – clouding93 my 
decision-making, affecting my ability 
to concentrate on work and installing 
a pessimistic attitude. 

In the end I think I tend to use 
self-denial72 and instant gratifica-
tion as carrot and stick94 to force 
me to do what I have to do. But some 
scientists would just51 say that that 
is a mental delusion95, I’m not con-
trolling anything. They may be right. 
But as Isaac Singer once said, “We 
must believe in free will. We have no 
choice”. 

9. Homophones
(2m30s)

Commentary: Listen to these pairs 
of words that are pronounced the 
same (p. 75)

10. Picture 
Description 
(4m46s)

Examiner: Could you describe these 
two photographs to me, please? 
Examinee: OK. The first photo-
graph there is a primate, probably a 
monkey, in an artist’s studio – sort of8 
– an old-timey96 studio, an old timey 
studio with one of those things that 
they mix the paints on, one of those 
palettes, and he’s – kind of58 – dress 
up in97 medieval fashion painting on 
an easel98. Above99 him on the wall 
there is a rifle hanging100 and then 
the easel98’s leaned up against101 
some sort37 of drawers102 or cup-
boards103 and there’s a set104 of 
brushes105 behind. And that’s what’s 
in the first one, that monkey painting. 
And in the second one, there’s a 
series of monkeys. You can really 
tell106 different sizes of monkeys. 
There’s a small one with a long tail 
that seems – kind of58, like – maybe 
like a spider monkey or something 
and it’s on top of a painting of a 
monkey and he’s holding107 a medal 
like, as if he were giving the easel98 
or the painting a prize. There are 
several other monkeys lit up108 with 
some interesting light and some 
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109 to groom – 
110 jug (UK English) – pitcher (US English), 

container for serving drinks, (in this case) 
pint mug

111 to tear (tear-tore-torn) – rip, break 
112 statement – declaration, message 
113 to think sth. up (think-thought-thought) – 

invent sth., envision sth. 
114 to be going on – be happening, be 

occurring 

115 to reject – repudiate, not accept 
116 to bash in – beat, break, assault 
117 to wrong – insult, offend 
118 to pay attention to (pay-paid-paid) – focus 

on 
119 a couple of – several 
120 while – (in this case) by contrast 
121 the actual artist – (emphatic) the artist 

himself/herself

hold107 brushes105, some are looking 
around, most are looking at the paint-
ing, there’s one grooming109 another. 
In the corner there’s a couple of mon-
keys, one of them has a big jug110 of 
beer and is drinking beer and in the 
upper right-hand corner there is a 
broken painting, the face of a man, 
it’s been torn111 and that’s it. 
Examiner: OK. Now, what do these 
two paintings say to you about the 
world of art, if anything? 
Examinee: Yeah. I think that the 
first painting is telling you that an 
artist could be anyone, it could be a 
monkey sitting there and – y’know5 – 
it’s like a very clear message of this… 
the artist could be a monkey and 
paint. I don’t know if that’s a good 
thing or a bad thing. 
Examiner: Some people would agree 
with you. 
Examinee: Yeah, if the artist’s 

statement112… because this was 
painted and probably thought up113 
by an artist. He was probably feel-
ing that there were inferior artists 
that could’ve… might as well be mon-
keys for the talent that they have 
and their sensibility to reflect what’s 
going on114 in nature. Probably the 
monkey in the first one seems to be 
drawing from the world and maybe 
he’s – y’know5 – just51 copying real-
ity. I think that might be a state-
ment112 that this artist rejects115 a 
certain type of painting or a certain 
type of painter. That monkey might 
represent one of his rivals. And the 
second one is interesting because 
having a human in the whole picture 
with his face – sort of8 – bashed 
in116 and torn111 makes it feel like 
the painter has been wronged117 by 
this art world that is a world of mon-
keys giving awards to a painting of a 

monkey but not really paying much 
attention to118 it – y’know5 – there’s 
a couple of119 them. The artist’s... the 
monkey with the paintbrush105 is 
paying attention, the one giving the 
award is paying attention to the paint-
ing, but the rest of them are just32 – 
kind of58 – following and not really 
sure of what’s good or what’s bad. 
So I think that this painting may very 
well be a comment on the world that 
surrounds the act of creating art, 
while120 the first one is about the 
actual artist121 creating it. 
Examiner: OK. Thanks very much. 

11. Oronyms Exercise
(4m24s)

Commentary: Listen to these 
phrases (p. 128) and uses the clues 
given to reinterpret them.
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112 1. Illustrations round-up: see if you can 
identify most of the objects and actions 
illustrated in the footnotes of this issue.

 2. Monologues: a true-false listening 
comprehension on audio tracks 5-8, pp. 105-109.

113 3. Title Tag: can you match these 
alternative titles to the news, art news, 
and science news articles on pp. 7-10?

 4. Cloze: fill the gaps in this text 
about post-War US art.

114 5. Word Search: find terms from the 
article about Whistler on pp. 37-40.

115 6. Constable: a chronological ordering 
exercise about pp. 34-36.

 7. Prepositions: fill in the correct prepositions 
in this article about Turner (pp. 31-33).

 8. Rebus: can you do this rebus 
challenge? Relating to p. 77.

116 9. Crossword for revision of vocabulary 
from throughout the magazine.

117 10. Homophones: replace the 
homophones in this article about the 
Whistler-Ruskin trial (see pp. 37-40).

118 11. Debates: listening comprehension 
for audio tracks 1-3 (pp. 88-104).

119 12. Backronyms: match these aptonyms to 
the names of the organizations (see p. 70).

120 13. Pronunciation: revision of the difficult 
words from throughout the magazine.

 14. Mondegreens: match the misheard 
lyrics to the correct ones (see p. 69).

121 15. Reading comprehension: 
answer the questions about the 
article on Reynolds on pp. 22-24.

122 16. Phrasal Verbs Round-up: how many 
new phrasal verbs have you learned 
this month?  This exercise tests for the 
phrasal verbs in the footnotes.

  17. Phrasal Verbs: a gap-filling 
exercise relating to p. 83.

 18. Idioms: fill the gaps to form 
expressions from pp. 80-81.

123 19. False Friends: see if you remember 
the false friends marked in the footnotes 
throughout the magazine.

 20. Onomatopoeias: match the 
sounds to their origins (p. 73).

 21. Wordplay: a word game – relating to 
the article on Winslow Homer (pp. 41-43).

124 22. Oxymora: fill the gaps to form contradictory 
expressions used in Standard English (p. 71).

125 23. Kangaroo words: find the ‘joeys’ 
hidden in these words (p. 74).

126 24. Skeuomorphs: fill the gaps to complete 
these explanations of current terms 
relating to obsolete technology (p. 72).

127 25. Snowclones: try to work out which famous 
phrases these titles are based on (p. 78).

128 26. Oronyms: can you work out the 
misinterpreted phrases? (p. 68)

129 27. Eggcorn terms: choose the best option 
to form the correct expression (p. 76).

130 28. Sentence transformation for general 
syntax revision of structures in this issue.

131-133 ANSWERS
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1. Illustrations Round-Up. Many of the definitions in the footnotes are illustrated. Test how well you have learned the 
meanings of these words by matching the pictures to their definition. Notice that we have changed [many] of the 
pictures to help you fix the concept in your mind:

2. Monologues. Listen to audio tracks 5-8 and decide whether these statements are true (T) or false (F):

1. The first speaker has no trouble controlling what he eats and drinks.
2. Since he had a baby he’s had to learn to go to bed early.
3. The second speaker has been addicted to videogames since he was a child.
4. He finds he has to ration his consumption of comfort foods to stay in control of his eating.
5. The third speaker admits to being addicted to TV series.
6. She wishes she didn’t say things impulsively.
7. The fourth speaker has more difficulty controlling the amount of chocolate he eats than the number of sweets.
8. He believes that stress is in some ways addictive.
9. Which speakers mention cigarettes and alcohol?

AN ACORN
AN ANT
AN AUCTION
A BEE
BERRIES
A BOXER
BREASTFEEDING
A CANDLE
A CEILING
A CLOUD 

A COACH 
A COFFIN
A CROW
A CUE
A DIAL
AN EASEL
A LANDLINE PHONE
A LYRE
A MAST
A MUG

A MUSSEL
A NEEDLE AND 
THREAD
A NUN
A NURSE
A PAINTBRUSH
A PEAR
A PENCIL
A PICTURE FRAME
A PIE

A POCKET
A RAINDROP
A SAIL
A SEAL
A SHARK
A SHELL
A SICKLE
A SKIRT
A STICK
A SWITCH

A TYPEWRITER
UNDERWEAR
A WAISTCOAT
A WALLET
A WAVE
TO WAVE 
(ONE’S ARM)
TO WHIP
A WINDMILL
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3. Title Tag. Read the News (pp. 7-9) and Science News (p. 10) articles. Then try to match the alternative titles given 
below to the originals, without looking at the magazine. This can be as one or two exercises: 

1. Nostalgia for the Soviet Union a. Big Eyes? Big Cheek! 
2. Valentine’s Day with a Difference b. Be Smart about Your Phone
3. The Start of Art c. Superstition in Times of Cholera
4. Family Values d. Dark Deeds in the Antarctic
5. Record Price e. Dads Scandalized by Sculpture
6. Great Artists Steal f. It Begins with ‘M’
7. And So Do Bad Artists g. Capitalism Needs its Nemesis
8. Vampires h. O’Keeffe’s ‘Weed’ Goes for $44M
9. Zoophilia: Animal Style i. Two’s company, Three’s £74.95
10. Text Neck j. First Found Art was Stolen

4. Cloze: the American Ascendancy. Choose the best option (a, b, c or d) to fill the gaps in the text below:

Before the Second World War the USA was a 1________-rate nation, artistically speaking. After World War Two America 
became the undisputed Mecca of world art. The reasons for this were various. First, many European artists had 
2_______ to the US in the late 1930s, which stimulated local talent. Secondly, America was clearly the richest country in 
the world by 1945, while Europe was devastated and 3__________. At the same time, the suburban housing boom in the 
1950s meant that there were millions of square meters of US wall space to fill. On a more philosophical level, the USA 
was the first culture to come to 4_________ with the artistic implications of cinema, the Nuclear Age, consumerism and 
cosmology. Americans knew how to be modern. 

The first great US movement was Abstract Expressionism, which was built, ironically, on the work of Russians like 
Malevich and Kandinsky. Rothko’s color fields offer spiritual peace in a 5_________ age of consumerism and materialism. 
Meanwhile, Pollock’s action painting exudes energy while, ironically, offering a 6_________ found in few 20th-century 
works of art. 

The other major US art movement of the post-war period was Pop Art. This was the attempt by American artists 
to 7_________ with, rather than ignore, the values of the consumer society. Much of Pop Art consisted 8______ taking 
preexisting contemporary images and turning them into icons by repeating them on a large scale and putting them in 
art galleries. The American Ascendancy 9_______ to an abrupt end with the Vietnam War. 40 years 10______, the Mecca 
of contemporary art is China – where the money is. 

1. a. under b. low c. second d. high

2. a. flown b. ran c. flowed d. fled

3. a. impoverished b. traumatized c. exhausted d. depressed

4. a. acceptance b. terms c. grief d. reconciliation

5. a. commercial b. godless c. unimaginative d. awkward

6. a. harmony b. dynamism c. anger d. honesty

7. a. challenge b. question c. rival d. interact

8. a. in b. off c. of d. about

9. a. got b. came c. went d. brought

10. a. on b. out c. after d. later
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5. The wordbox contains 25 words relating to art taken from the biographical article about Whistler, pp. 37-40. First, 
try to find as many as you can without looking at the definitions below. Once you have done this, match them to the 
definitions and see if – using the definitions – you can find some more:

1. The usual implement 
used for painting. 

2. Representation of a 
specific person. 

3. Academic subject in which you 
study to be an artist: (4, 4) 

4. Skill, ability, art. 
5. Creating pictures with a pencil.
6. A 19th-century artistic style that 

imitated Ancient Greek and 
Roman architecture: (adj.) 

7. A 19th- and 20th-century artistic 
movement that tried to reflect 
contemporary values.

8. An artistic style that tried to 
reflect reality (not mythology, 
etc.). 

9. An adjective meaning “Asian” 
used for art and food. 

10. Highly respected artists 
from the past: (3, 7)

11. Paints based on water (not oil).
12. A public display of paintings, etc.
13. A stand that holds a picture 

vertical and at the correct 
height while it is being painted.

14. Board on which paints 
are mixed. 

15. Base (made of textile 
and a wooden structure) 
on which you paint.

16. Person who regularly buys 
an artist’s pictures.

17. Image made by corroding 
a metal surface. 

18. One of a number of identical 
pictures made using a press.

19. Person who stands still 
and allows himself/
herself to be painted

20. A work of art that is considered 
“great” or “important”.

21. A maritime panorama.
22. Ask an artist to paint a 

picture on a specific theme.
23. Special room where 

an artist works.
24. Panoramic view of 

the countryside.
25. An uncultured or ignorant 

person (originally a member 
of a Near Eastern tribe).

H N E O C L A S S I C A L E P D N

P S T S S R E T S A M D L O R E E

A F U H D M Z A N I N A E T I D T

T I A R T R O P P M T S A V N A C

R N O R B C A D N N O P S A T E H

O E V W R T O W E E T T E L A P I

N A M A R E E I I R E A L I S M N

N R F T O T R C L N N R V A N L G

I T L E D O M S E A G I P D E R A

T S R R F U N R E I N T S M R I Y

H R A C D N A L D A P D U M G G A

E T A O R O I D U T S R S K R E W

P H I L I S T I N E N C E C U G Y
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6. Reading Comprehension. Read the article on Constable (pp. 34-36). Then, re-read p. 34 and then put these 
events in chronological order:

_____ The Hay Wain was exhibited in Paris
_____ Maria Bicknell inherited money from her grandfather
_____ Maria Bicknell inherited money from her father
_____ Maria Bicknell died of tuberculosis
_____ John Constable’s father died
_____ John Constable went to London to learn to paint at the Royal Academy
_____ John Constable sold his first painting to a stranger
_____ John Constable sold his first painting
_____ John Constable married Maria Bicknell
_____ John Constable exhibited The Hay Wain at the Royal Academy

7. Read the article on William Turner on pp. 31-33. Below we offer an adapted version of the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica’s entry for the early life of the painter. However, we have omitted the prepositions. Fill the gaps with an 
appropriate preposition (in some cases no preposition is required):

Turner was the son 1._____ a barber, but nothing is known 2._____ his mother except that she died insane 3.____ 1804. 

4.____ the age 5.____ ten Turner was sent to live 6.____ an uncle 7.____ Brentford, Middlesex, where he attended 

8.____ school. Several drawings dated as early as 1787 are sufficiently professional to corroborate 9.____ the 

tradition that his father used to sell the boy’s work 10.____ his customers. 11._____ some instruction 12._____ Thomas 

Malton, a topographical water-colourist, Turner entered 13.____ the Royal Academy schools 14.____ 1789 and soon 

began exhibiting his watercolours 15.____ there. He used to spend the summer holidays touring the country 

16.____ search 17.____ subjects 18.____ his sketchbooks, which he filled 19.____ drawings to be worked up later 

20.____ finished watercolours. His early work is topographical (concerned 21.____ the accurate depiction 22.____ places) 

23.____ character and imitative 24.____ the best English masters 25.____ the day. 26.____ 1794 Turner began working 

27.____ engravers, supplying designs 28.____ the Copper Plate Magazine and the Pocket Magazine. Engraved views 

29.____ picturesque ruins 30.____ castles and abbeys were much 31.____ demand 32.____ the time. He was also 

employed 33.____ making copies 34.____ unfinished drawings 35.____ the recently deceased landscape painter Robert 

Cozens. The influence 36.___ Cozens and 37.____ the Welsh landscape painter Richard Wilson helped broaden Turner’s 

outlook and revealed 38.____ him a more poetic and imaginative approach 39.____ landscape, which he would pursue 

until the end of his career 40.____ ever-increasing brilliance.

8. Rebus. Most rebus challenges are difficult for native speakers so it would be unrealistic to expect you – as a learner 
– to find the answer. However, you could try these especially if you are in a group of learners:

1. This is a rebus for children, especially kids who like Disney movies:
 LIE
 KING

2. I think these two are very much in love:
 HEAD
 HEELS

3. One of the most famous and ingenious cases of rebus was the following address on a letter which, according to 
legend, reached the person it was addressed to:

 WOOD
 JOHN
 HANTS.

1
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34

35 36 37 38

39 40 41

42 43 44 45 46

47 48 49 50 51 52

53 54 55 56

Across

1. semi-darkness, dusk
3. opposite of ‘heavy’ and ‘dark’
6. past of ‘see’; cutting tool. 

Anagram of ‘was’
8. exclamation. UK homophone 

of ‘are’ 
9. external. anagram of ‘route’
11. equipment
12. subject and object pronoun
14. copies. Anagram of ‘sprint’
16. Spain (internet address)
17. profundity, depth
20. famous Scottish loch
21. apprentice
24. indefinite article
25. Los Angeles (initialism)
26. bizarre 
27. genuine, authentic; factual
30. average (adj.); clairvoyant (n.)
31. flux. Homophone of ‘floe’. 

Anagram of ‘wolf’
32. depressed
33. exclamation of pain
35. magnetic resonance 

imaging (initialism)
36. relating to the kidneys. 

Anagram of ‘learn’
38. adverb. Homophone of 

‘know’
39. epoch, age. Anagram of ‘are’
40. Egyptian sun god
41. insect that makes honey
42. facts, information

45. consumed food. Anagram of 
‘tea’. Homophone of ‘eight’

47. British police officer. Famous 
landscape painter

49. building for horses
50. piece of furniture; graph
51. fit. Anagram of ‘bale’
53. group of herbivores. 

Homophone of ‘heard’
54. articulation in the middle of 

one’s arm. Anagram of ‘bowel’ 
and ‘below’

55. weapon used to shoot arrows
56. same as 33 ACROSS

Down
1. remove. Anagram of ‘Kate’
2. somebody who emits high-

pitched sounds through his/
her teeth and lips. American 
Victorian painter

3. same as 25 ACROSS
4. somebody who jumps on one 

leg. Famous US realist painter
5. somebody who works with a 

lathe. British painter
6. satisfying the senses, sexy
7. humanities. Anagram of ‘star’
10. bind; knotted accessory
13. free time
15. that is (Latin initialism)
17. District Attorney (initialism)
18. list, itemize
19. for each (Latin preposition). 

Homophone of ‘purr’
22. part of the central heating 

system
23. having a good knowledge of 

arithmetic
26. certain. Homophone of ‘shore’
28. English as a foreign 

language (acronym)
29. solitary, unaccompanied. 

Homophone of ‘loan’
30. millimetres (abbreviation)
33. pronoun; number. 

Homophone of ‘won’

34. sad, disconsolate
37. relating to birth; state in South 

Africa
40. price; speed. Anagram of ‘tear’
41. past of ‘blow’. Homophone 

of ‘blue’
43. expert. ‘1’ in cards
44. conjunction 
45. same as 45 ACROSS
46. (of the sea) recede
48. conjunction. Homophone 

of ‘oar’
52. poetic exclamation. 

Homophone of 32 ACROSS

Test how well you have 
retained the vocabulary from 
this issue of Yes by doing 
the following crossword

If you find the crossword difficult, 
do the easy clues (in bold) first. 
This will make the rest of the 
words much easier to find.

Crossword
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10. Homophones. Read the article on Whistler on pp. 37-40. In the following article we have replaced 49 words with 
their homophones. Change them back so that the article makes sense:

Art & the Law: the Whistler-Ruskin Case

Phew exhibitions of paintings have such why’d repercussions beyond the whirled of the visual arts. The Grosvenor 

Gallery exhibition of 1877 gave ryes to an operetta, Gilbert and Sullivan’s parody, Patience, and to the most famous 

trial ever inn the whirled of Anglo painting. It was at the Grosvenor Gallery that John Ruskin sore Whistler’s Nocturne 

in Black and Gold and suggested that the American had produced it buy “flinging a pot of paint”. Knot only did 

Ruskin inspire dozens of 21st Century TV commercials (the cliché of a modern artist throwing paint at a canvass is 

sew overused!), he also through Whistler into such a rage that he pseud for libel. For the first thyme inn English legal 

history a caught was asked to adjudicate on matters of aesthetics, and a Victorian judge and jury whir inn know weigh 

equipped for the task.

Whistler soar himself as the rebel artist bravely challenging the academic establishment. Most of the public sore an 

arrogant braggart bullying a mentally unstable old man. Whistler one the most Pyrrhic victory since Asculum and was 

hounded out of the country.

But watt was sow offensive about Nocturne in Black and Gold? It is a very dark painting (its a knight seen after awl) 

but otherwise it wouldn’t tern an I inn a gallery today. The picture shows a firework display, a typically Japanese 

subject. The exploding pyrotechnics are clear. We can make out watt must be a bonfire inn the middle distance. 

Otherwise we are faced with imprecise forms inn the gloom. It is a brilliant impression of a nocturnal instant, 

momentarily illuminated by unnatural lighting. 

20 years later Whistler’s work wood have bin appreciated. 50 years later it mite even have bean considered a little 

conservative. However, inn the 1870s it was an act of heresy. Art was meant to have a theme, to tell a storey. It should 

be recognizable and it should be worked to a level of completeness that demonstrated the painter’s skill and hard 

work. 

Whistler, bye contrast, believed inn art for art’s sake. The painter’s job was knot to imitate nature but to compose a 

symphony of line, form and colour. The nocturnal firework display is just a starting point for the creation of a mood, a 

memory even. Whistler’s ideas are commonplace today but inn Hi Victorian society he seamed knot only like a time-

traveller but a Martian touting notions that whirr utterly alien and incomprehensible.

When you have finished and have corrected the your mistakes, re-read the article. You should find it interesting.
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11. Debates: Varied Listening. Listen to the Mini-Debates (audio tracks 1-3) and answer the questions according to 
what the speakers say. Obviously, this can be done as three separate exercises:

1. Debate 1: Listen to the first debate and, as you do, answer the following questions:

1. What does TTIP stand for?

2. What justification is given for the secretive nature of the TTIP negotiations?

3. How will the agreement increase trade?

4. How much should the EU benefit from the TTIP?

5. How much should the USA benefit from the TTIP?

6. How much will the average European family benefit per year?

7. Why is the TTIP so attractive at this time?

8. What is the flaw in this argument?

9. What does Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) allow?

10. What is the ultimate US aim with all these trade agreements?

11. What is the proportion of chemical compounds banned from cosmetics in the USA compared to those in the EU?

12. Of what two things is the EU described as ‘the last bastion’?

13. Which British institution is threatened by the TTIP?

14. What can they all agree on?

2. Debate 2: Listen to the second debate. What do the following numbers refer to:

1. 6
2. 30-34 million
3. 70
4. 2
5. 18
6. 5 million
7. 2 million
8. $10

3. Debate 3: Listen to the third debate and, as you listen, fill the gaps according to what you hear:

1. Most of the time we see corruption as being the one common ______________ in a lot of modern democratic systems.

2. I would rather see people vote for an _________________________ than not vote.

3. Above all UKIP represents white faces, blue collars and ___________________ hair.

4. I also think in England it’s probably also a result of the _____________ of immigrants from Eastern-European countries.

5. A lot of them stayed and they’ve become ___________________ members of society.

6. I think we’re _____________________ at ourselves for not having the strength to do that.

7. I’ve heard politicians speak about how the most important thing to do is be on _______________________.

8. He’s probably never even noticed what was on it let _____________________ it was garishly coloured.

9. Voting needs to be made easier and a little bit ____________________.

10. It’s more about that person’s ability to ______________________ people that they’re telling the truth than actually 

telling the truth.
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12. Read the article on backronyms on p. 70. In this exercise we offer you 18 more apronyms. First you should try 
to match the acronym to its meaning – notice that in some cases the acronyms are rather forced (i.e. they ignore 
words that should be included or they use the first two initials of some words). When you have done this, try to 
match the apronym to its explanation:

ACRE AID ASH ASTRO BABIE CLASS COP ERASMUS GASP

GRID HASTE PILOT RURAL SPORE SWAT SWIFT TOMCAT WOMAN

1. World Organization for Mothers of All Nations
2. (Society for the) Responsible Use of Resources in Agriculture and on Land
3. Helicopter Ambulance Service To Emergencies
4. Air Space Travel Research Organization
5. Computer-based Laboratory for Automated School Systems
6. Action with Communities in Rural England
7. Group Against Smokers’ Pollution
8. Community-Oriented Policing
9. European Action Scheme for the Mobility of University Students
10. Theatre of Operations Missile Continuous-wave Anti-Tank weapon
11. Global Resource Information Database
12. British Association for Betterment of Infertility and Education
13. Programmed Inquiry, Learning Or Teaching
14. Society for the Preservation of the Rainforest Environment
15. Special Weapons And Tactics
16. Agency for International Development
17. Society for Worldwide Inter-bank Financial Transactions
18. Action on Smoking and Health

Explanations

a. The name of this organization suggests the ‘dust’ produced by cigarettes

b. The name of this organization is a prefix meaning ‘star’, an appropriate name for an institution interested in the 

cosmos

c. If this organization is successful in helping couples to reproduce, the result will be its name (though it is misspelt)

d. This organization in defence of villages has a name that refers to a measurement for fields

e. This organization’s name suggests that they help the Third World

f. The name of this equipment suggests both that it is of good quality and that it can be used in schools

g. This resource’s name suggests that it is a network

h. Every member of this organization is described by its name

i. This anti-tobacco organization’s name suggests that its supporters have difficulty breathing

j. The name of this airborne hospital service suggests that it will arrive quickly

k. This New Zealand law-enforcement initiative’s name is a colloquial synonym for a policeman

l. This banking language’s name suggests that it is fast

m. The name of this US police unit suggests that they will kill criminals as if they were flies

n. The name of this computer program suggests that users will be guided along

o. This organization’s name refers to the reproductive cells of many plants and micro-organisms that live in the jungle

p. The name of this rocket suggests that it is as fierce as a male feline

q. The name of this farmers’ organization is an adjective referring to the countryside

r. The name of this educational initiative is that of a great Renaissance thinker 
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13. Pronunciation Round-Up. Throughout the magazine we provide the phonetic transcription of the words that 
cause the greatest pronunciation problems. Practise these words from Yes 19 by answering the following questions:

1. Does ‘limb’ (p. 20, n. 11) rhyme with a. climb b. slim c. slime?

2. Is the first syllable in ‘linear’ (p. 28, n. 3) pronounced a. lin b. line c. lean?

3. Is the last syllable in ‘suffragette’ (p. 44, n. 15) pronounced a. git b. jet c. get?

4. Is the first vowel in ‘slavishly’ (p. 45, n. 8) pronounced a. /a:/ b. /æ/ c. /ei/?

5. Is ‘mynah’ (p. 73, n. 3) a UK homophone of a. minor b. meaner c. miner?

6. Is the consonant sound in ‘echo’ (p. 73, n. 9) a. /k/ b. /tʃ/ c. /ʃ/?

7. Is the middle syllable in ‘indictment’ (p. 75, n. 1) pronounced a. /dikt/ b. daikt/ c. /dait/?

8. Does ‘cradle’ (p. 47, n. 17) rhyme with a. addle b. waddle c. ladle?

9. Is ‘ratio’ (p. 60, n. 8) pronounced a. /ˈræʃiou/ b. /ˈreiʃiou/ c. /ˈrætiou/?

10. Is ‘stifling’ (p. 37, n. 24) pronounced a. /ˈstaifliŋ/ b. /ˈstifliŋ/ c. /ˈsti:fliŋ/? 

11. Is ‘easel’ (p. 38, n. 20) pronounced a. /ˈesel/ b. /ˈi:zəl/ c. /ˈi:səl/ d. /ˈezil/?

12. Is ‘sue’ (p. 39, n. 14) a homophone of a. sew b. so c. Sioux d. shoe?

14. Mondegreens. Read the article on p. 69. Then, try to match the mondegreens (a-l) with the original lyrics. Where a 
phrase has been underlined, only this part of the original words have been given: 

a. All my luggage, I will send to you (The Beatles)

b. Baby come back, you can play Monopoly (Player, Baby Come Back)

c. Hope the city voted for you. (from the musical Grease)

d. Jose, can you see? (from The Star Spangled Banner, the US national anthem)

e. Love is a big, fat quivering slug (Sting’s Love Is Stronger Than Justice)

f. Red, red wine, steak, lobster meat. (UB40’s Red Red Wine)

g. Swing low, sweet cherry yacht (black American spiritual song)

h. The girl with colitis goes by (Beatles Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds)

i. There’s a bathroom on the right (Credence Clearwater Revival)

j. We’d like to know a little bit about your far-off isles (Simon and Garfunkel’s Mrs Robinson)

k. Went to a dance, lookin’ for a man, Saw Barbara Ann so I thought I’d take a chance. (The Beach Boys Barbara Ann)

l. You picked a fine time to leave me, loose wheel, with four hundred children and a crop in the field, (Kenny Rogers 

Lucille)

1. Hopelessly devoted to you
2. chariot
3. All my loving
4. lookin’ for romance
5. Lucille, with four hungry children   
6. kaleidoscope eyes.

7. you can blame it all on me
8. bad moon on the rise
9. river in flood
10. you for our files
11. stay close to me
12. Oh, Say can you see?
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15. Reading Comprehension: Read the first two sections (i.e. Can’t Draw Hands and Fame & Fortune) of Sir Joshua 
Reynolds on p. 22 and then complete the questions below. Make sure you read the instructions carefully.

QUESTIONS:

1. Answer the following questions in your own words:

a. When did Sir Joshua Reynolds become the most important portrait painter in England?
b. Who did Reynolds receive his first formal training from?
c. What was the significance of The Centurion for Reynolds?
d. Which British colony did Reynolds spend time on?

2. Determine whether the following statements are true (T) or false (F). Write the evidence you find in the text, in the 
blank after the statement:

 
When he went to London to study with Thomas Hudson it took him three years to master Hudson’s skills.
(    )  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.   

While in Rome, Reynolds studied the great Italian masters, Raphael and Michelangelo.
(    )  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

When his father passed away, Reynolds moved to Plymouth with his sister.
(    )  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

In England portrait painting was experiencing a boom during the 1730s and 1740s.
(    )  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________. 

3. Match each word on the left with its most appropriate synonym on the right. (Notice that there are only five valid 
answers):

 a. chagrin 1. unfortunate, deplorable  
 b. skill 2. disliking, irritation   
 c. sorry 3. innate, natural    
 d. mediocre 4. average, inferior    
 e. kindly 5. aptitude, ability    
  6. type, sort  
  7. generous, understanding      

4. Complete the following sentences with your own words and ideas from the text:

a. Reynolds became ____________________ when he began to include the __________________________ and ______________ of 
his ____________________ in his paintings. 

b. In the __________ and ___________, portrait artists typically painted their __________________ with one ___________ inserted 
in their ___________________________ and a _______________ under the other _________________.

c. After painting all of the local ______________ in ____________, Reynolds went to ______________ where he __________ 
popular __________________ William Hogarth.

d. In _____________________, Reynolds became _____________ with Captain ______________ who would end up _______________ 
the painter to _______________ on his ____________. 

5. Do you like the arts? If so, which types of art do you enjoy? Explain your answers. Do not use more than 60 words.
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16. Phrasal Verb Round-Up. Fill the gaps to form phrasal verbs from Yes 19. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) 
references have been given so you can check the context:

1. The European Commission thinks the company is too big and ought to be b_______________ u______.  (p. 66, n. 10)

2. You should l___________________ u_______ and stop taking every criticism you receive to heart. (p. 21, n. 14)

3. This sign s___________________ f_________ the Chinese Yuan. (p. 70, n. 4)

4. On his 50th birthday he decided to g____________ a__________ all his worldly possessions and become a sort of nomad. 

(p. 57, n. 28)

5. She s______________________ u_________ all the culture around her like a sponge! (p. 44, n. 10)

6. It sounds paranoid but I think somebody’s been s____________________ o________ me. (p. 45, n. 14)

17. Phrasal Verbs. Complete the sentences to form verbs from p. 83:

1. Jack s___________________________ out his proposal for the design of the garden.

2. Why did you paint o_____________ that clown in the background? I liked his expression.

3. What do you make o_________ this Matisse?

4. First he drew the outline of the figure, then he s_________________ it in to create volume.

5. Can you make o______________ the silhouette of Venice in the background?

6. After his cataract operation he t_________________ down the colours in his paintings.

7. First draw it in pencil. That way you can always r__________________ it out if you don’t like what you’ve drawn.

8. He managed to pass his painting o___________ as a long lost Giorgione. 

9. Finally, the painter d__________________ on a few spots of white to suggest glistening raindrops.

10. Are you going to colour i____________ the background or leave it grey?

18. Idioms. Complete the sentences to form art-related idioms from pp. 80-81:

1. The prince fell in love with her even though she was no o______________ p_____________________________.

2. Should art have a moral function or do you believe in art for a_____________ s__________________?

3. The economic forecast for the rest of 2015 painted a pretty g_________________ p_______________________.

4. Have you seen his s______________-of-the-a_______________ app?

5. They call him ‘Peter Pan’ because he seems to have a p_________________ in the a_____________ - if I can mix metaphors.

6. My granny is the p_____________________ of h___________________ despite her years.

7. The econometrics lecture was about as interesting as watching p__________________ d_______________!

8. She has childcare down to a f________________ a______________: one look from her and the kids go quiet!

9. You got the job?! We’ve got to celebrate – let’s paint the t__________________ r_____________.

10. When the reporter proved that he had been lying all along, he realized that he had painted himself i______________ a 

c____________________________.

11. You have to look at the b_______________ p_______________________ and stop worrying about day-to-day details. 

12. The boss isn’t as b______________________ as she is p______________________; you just have to learn how to deal with her. 

13. The photograph competition was entitled, “A Picture is Worth a T______________________ W________________”.

14. She paints a p_____________________ p___________________________ of village life but I know it’s quite arduous.

15. Could you p________________ me in the p________________________ as regards this new deal, please?

16. There’s an a__________________-f____________________  exhibition on at the town hall – but I’m not going to go.
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19. False Friend Round-Up. Throughout the magazine false friends are identified and explained in the footnotes. The 
following sentences contain false friends from Yes 19 that are incorrectly used here. Correct the underlined words 
in the following sentences so that they make sense. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) reference is given:

1. You can’t pretend to reach the board room in such a short time. (p. 21, n. 6)
2. Strangers cannot vote in the general elections, obviously. (p. 34, n. 5)
3. We use diplomacy first and only in the last instance force. (p. 35, 14)
4. Take care, these instruments are very sensible to jolts. (p. 76, n. 10)
5. When you’ve finished, put the document back in this carpet, please. (p. 54, n. 6)
6. Acting against type, he plays an evil personage in his latest movie. (p. 69, n. 1)

20. Onomatopoeias. Read the article on p. 73. For each group of five words see if you can match the cause of the 
sound to the onomatopoeia:

Cause of noise Onomatopoeia Cause of noise Onomatopoeia
doorbell clang champagne bottle bow-wow 
floorboards creak dog barking click
frightened dog ding-dong happy cat ping
soft wet ground whimper light switch purr 
metal plate squelch pin hitting a hard floor pop

Cause of noise Onomatopoeia Cause of noise Onomatopoeia
bee flying buzz bacon frying plop
machine functioning rip cadaver hitting the floor rustle
piglet snap car braking hard screech
shirt tearing squeal dry leaves sizzle
stick breaking whirr sugar cube falling into tea thud

Cause of noise Onomatopoeia Cause of noise Onomatopoeia
bunch of keys bang gore hitting a wall grunt
diving into water drip door shutting howl
gun being fired hiss duck quack
leaky tap jangle wolf splat
snake splash pig slam

21. Wordplay. Find four words from the Winslow Homer article on pp. 41-43 using the clues and the numbers. Each 
number represents a letter:

15 7 5 4 16 5 7 9 11 13

10 11 7 1 12 7 9 11 13

1 2 3 4 5 10 14 7 9 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 7 9 5 10

a tornado at sea

paints that use water rather than 
oil as a base (UK spelling)

the nearest part of a picture – 
according to the perspective

trapped by drifts (4-5) 
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22. Read the article on Oxymora on p. 71. Then, without looking at the article, fill the gaps with an oxymoron. Where 
the answer is two words we have given you the initial letters; where it is one word we have given you the first and 
last letter:

1. Not only was his pullover on back-to-front it was i________________ o__________ as well!

2. A number of British soldiers were killed by f_______________ f________, which created serious problems with their allies.

3. My favourite Chinese dish is s_____________-and-s____________ pork. I order it every time I go to a Chinese restaurant. 

4. The visit to my grandparent’s old home was a b__________________________________________t experience. On the one 

hand it was great to see where they lived but it also made me sad that I never got to know them.

5. The situation in the pub got p__________________ u________________ when the rival football fans started trading insults.

6. It’s simply not good enough to say that the invasion of Iraq was just a failure of m______________ i_____________________.

7. The princess’s forthcoming engagement was an o_____________ s___________________ amongst true-romance journalists.

8. Chris and Cynthia seem to have a l________________-h_________________ relationship – they spend most of their time 

together and they’re always arguing!

ii. Now use the words below to fill the gaps in these famous oxymoronic quotes:

a. people b. parents c. old age d. grandchildren

e. forget f. chastity g. ambidextrous

1. I’d give my right arm to be ____________________________. [Anonymous]

2. I have a terrible memory; I never _________________________ things. [Edith Konecky]

3. I love Mankind – it’s __________________________ I can’t stand. [Charles M. Schulz]

4. _________________________ is the most unexpected of all the things that can happen to a man. [Leon Trotsky]

5. ____________________________ are the last people on earth who ought to have children. [Samuel Butler]

6. Never have children, only _______________________________. [Gore Vidal]

7. Of all sexual aberrations, _______________________________ is the strangest. [Anatole France]

iii. Finally, match the two halves of these inadvertent oxymora:

1. I’m not a snob. Ask anybody. a. is our society’s recognition of the sanctity of human life.

2. I don’t think anybody should write b. otherwise they won’t come to yours.
    his autobiography 

3. Always go to other people’s funerals, c. until after he’s dead.

4. Apart from the killings, d. Well, anybody who matters.

5. Capital punishment e. Washington has one of the lowest crime rates in the country.
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23. Read the article on kangaroo words on p. 74. Here are 42 more ‘kangaroo words’ used in sentences. Try to find 
the ‘joeys’:

1. You’d get more work done if you weren’t so indolent.

2. The sequel complemented the story in the first part.

3. Be careful at night because the streets aren’t well illuminated.

4. I don’t think they’ve ever separated since they got married.

5. I will breakfast a bowl of cereal and then eggs and bacon.

6. She said that she’d invented the story but Kevin called her a plagiarist.

7. I want you to recline on the couch and try to relax completely.

8. We should curtail the last act because it’s too long.

9. Do you prefer to wear stockings or to go barefoot?

10. Did you observe the UFO in the sky a moment ago?

11. The film was so badly researched that in one scene the Vikings were shown drinking chocolate!

12. Her will provided for the equitable division of her fortune between her many grandchildren.

13. I think the committee should deliberate before taking a decision on this issue.

14. Did you visit the early Christian catacombs while you were in Rome?

15. Everyone treated the book as factual but actually it was pure fabrication.

16. Despite his regicide, Brutus was one of the most honourable Romans.

17. I come from a small community in the northwest of England. (2 possibilities)

18. The lack of precipitation will cause serious problems for the farming sector.

19. The gladiators fought in the arena in the centre of the stadium.

20. You should encourage him to work harder.

21. Oh, no! You’ve killed the chicken that laid golden eggs.

22. She nourished the kitten back to health.

23. What caused the destruction of the Roman Empire?

24. People in my country usually buy soup in a container.

25. Joshua needs a Japanese calligraphy instructor. 

26. I don’t think that was a very appropriate comment.

27. The trouble with those cut flowers is that they tend to deteriorate very quickly.

28. You’ll feel more secure if you practise reading your speech aloud.

29. We feasted all night long and then slept until mid-afternoon. (2 possibilities)

30. He’s looking somewhat rotund; he should get more exercise.

31. Did you see the latest Batman film? 

32. How long has Mary worked for the municipality authorities? 

33. The government’s concessions ensured that the populace remained quiescent.

34. You could tell that he was disappointed when he lost, though he tried to put a brave face on it.

35. Fundamentalist agitators have organized a revolution in the south of the country.

36. A policeman arrived at his door and told him he had five minutes to evacuate the flat.

37. Those of us who aren’t inheritors have to work for a living, you know?

38. He was fired because of his obvious incapability as regards decision-making.

39. The west façade of the building is the most ornate. 

40. Eric strives hard but he’s certainly not one of the cleverest in the class. 

41. Never contradict a supervisor in the army or you’ll get into trouble. 

42. The coach couldn’t come today so we had a respite from our murderous training programme.
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24. Read the article on skeuomorphs on p. 72. Below we offer you the explanations of 14 skeuomorphs. However, we 
have left out the relevant word. Fill the gaps in the definitions with words from the box:

a. carbon b. carriage c. cloak d. cork e. county f. dust g. glove

h. hat i. pen j. plaster k. steam l. tape m. telegraph n. throttle

1. The free-standing piece of furniture people hang their coats and umbrellas from is called a ‘______________-stand’, even 

though practically no one wears a ___________________ anymore.

2. A medical skeuomorph is ‘to ______________________ someone’s arm’. The material used these days in the West is some 

type of fibreglass, not ________________________. 

3. When you are travelling at maximum speed we say you are ‘going full __________________’ even though cars and 

planes don’t have _____________________s these days.

4. When British people want to leave their coats and umbrellas in a public building they take them to the ______________

room – even though no one wears _____________s any more. The Americans use the more accurate term, ‘a coatroom’. 

5. The small compartment in front of the passenger seat in cars is called ‘the _____________ box’ or ‘the _____________ 

compartment’, even though nobody keeps _________________s in there anymore.

6. The stopper in a wine bottle is usually called ‘a ___________________’, even though increasingly these stoppers are 

made of some type of plastic rather than __________________ because it’s cheaper.

7. When you send an email the option to send the message simultaneously to another person is identified as ‘CC’. This 

stands for ‘_________________ copy’ and refers to a time when ________________ paper was used to make a duplicate of a 

handwritten or typed message. Of course, the Internet does not use ________________ paper.

8. In Britain two-lane intercity roads with a division between the traffic travelling in opposite directions are called  ‘dual 

______________________ways’, though of course they are used by cars and lorries, not ___________________s. In US English 

a dual ______________________way is called ‘a divided highway’. 

9. A small knife whose blade folds away into the handle is called ‘a _________knife’ in Britain. This is because such knives 

were once used for sharpening quills (i.e. ‘____________s’). In US English such knives are usually called ‘pocket-knives’. 

10. The tall wooden posts from which telephone cables are suspended are called ‘_________________ poles’ in Britain, 

even though there is no ________________ service for sending telegrams anymore. The Americans use the more 

accurate expression, ‘a telephone pole’.

11. A _____________________ is an administrative district in Britain or America. Originally, it was an area of land governed 

by a count. However, the French term was applied to English shires, which were originally administered by earls in 

the High Middle Ages. England has never had counts, and the USA has never had counts or earls.

12. An industrial vehicle used to flatten newly-laid tarmac is called a __________________roller despite the fact that for 

many decades they have been powered by diesel rather than _____________________.

13. People still say that they are going to ‘________________ a film’ despite the fact that they are recording it onto a DVD 

not a video______________________. 

14. In Britain rubbish is thrown away in a _______________bin and collected in a ______________cart by _______________men. 

Of course, __________________ now forms an insignificant part of what is inside a _______________bin.
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25. Snowclones. Each of the following terms and phrases are based on a well-known English term or phrase. Can 
you work out what it is? All of the substituted words echo the original words in some way (e.g. through rhyme or 
alliteration):

1. a green prix (a race involving solar-powered cars) 

2. a mocktail (= a non-alcoholic mixed drink)

3. a mouse potato (somebody who spends too much time on the computer and too little taking exercise)

4. Attila the Hen (nickname for Margaret Thatcher) 

5. brainstorm (a sudden violent mental disturbance)

6. The Brit Pack (a group of young British actors – such as Colin Firth and Gary Oldman – who were emerging in 

the 1980s) 

7. Cool Britannia (UK advertising slogan) 

8. ET: Phone Rome (2008 newspaper headline) 

9. The Great White Hype (a comedy movie (1996) parodying the world of boxing) 

10. Happy New Fear (headline in several British newspapers on 02/01/2003 following a speech by Tony Blair playing 

up the threats to the UK)

11. How the West Was Fun (comedy western movie, 1994) 

12. Life After Beth (a 2014 zombie rom-com)

13. Love at first flight (an advertising slogan of BOAC/British Airways)

14. The Lying Dutchman (= psychologist Diederik Stapel, who falsified research)

15. Malice in Wonderland (detective novel by Cecil Day-Lewis, 1940)

16. Mental Floss (a cultural magazine)

17. Red, White and You (1986 Coca-Cola advertising slogan)

18. Space Oddity (= a song by David Bowie)

19. Style by Jury (an appearance makeover reality TV show)

20. textual harassment (the sending of unwanted or threatening SMS messages) 

21. The Axis of Weasels (New York Post headline 23/01/2003 referring to a Franco-German diplomatic agreement)

22. The bland leading the bland (a headline in The Spectator, February 2013 referring to inadequate political 

leadership)

23. The Lizard of Oz (nickname for Australian Prime Minister Paul Keating) 

24. The Power of Babel (2011 New Scientist headline) 

25. The shoeicide bomber (nickname for the ‘shoe bomber’, Richard Reid) 

26. wi-fi (= wireless communications technology) 

27. Wishful Drinking (autobiography by Carrie Fisher, 1988)
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26. Oronyms. Read the article on p. 68. Below we offer a series of oronymous phrases accompanied by a clue. Read 
the phrases aloud and try to work out the alternative interpretation of the spoken phrase:

1. Where is the spice centre? 

   CLUE: James Bond is looking for his place of work.

2. I scream for a tasty afternoon treat. 

   CLUE: Vanilla or mint choc-chip?

3. I’ll have a nice cold shower. 

   CLUE: The water will be freezing.

4. If you listen carefully you can hear the night train. 

   CLUE: Nocturnal precipitation?

5. I have no notions that you couldn’t imagine. 

   CLUE: Said the old mariner.

6. Be careful how you choose an aim for your baby. 

   CLUE: Let’s call him Henry.

7. I’m afraid the nitrate is more expensive. 

   CLUE: It cost us less this afternoon.

8. They found a nice man in the Alps. 

   CLUE: Scientists say he is two thousand years old. 

9. He drank so much he fell into oblivion. 

   CLUE: Was the South American hurt?

10. I was surprised to see some others at the boxing match. 

    CLUE: Did they have their children with them?

11. I don’t know how much your people enjoy such gratuitous spectacles. 

    CLUE: They are supposed to be adults.

12. The good candy came anyways. 

    CLUE: bad people also have different ways of rotting.

13. It’s a doggy-dog world out there. Only the most ruthless survive. 

    CLUE: a world of cannibal canines.

14. The poker player called for a nude eel. 

    CLUE: She didn’t like her cards.

15. The florist had tulips of vibrant red. 

    CLUE: The American speaker was attracted to the florist’s mouth.

16. Any grey day would be bad news for a teacher I know. 

    CLUE: The teacher didn’t want anyone to get top marks.

17. That’s the biggest hurdle I’ve ever seen! 

    CLUE: Said Darwin as he arrived on the Galapagos Islands.

18. Jenny had a plump eye, which she ate for lunch. 

    CLUE: It was her dessert.

19. I stopped using my sly drool when I bought a computer. 

    CLUE: His non-electronic calculating instrument had become obsolete.

20. Will your pet catch it before he comes back in? 

    CLUE: It’s better if he defecates outside.

21. Urgent pea stalks were needed to avert a war. 

    CLUE: Negotiating is better than killing.
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27. Read the article on p. 76. Could you distinguish an eggcorn term from the correct English expression that it is 
erroneously substituted for? Below we offer 25 authentic eggcorn terms used by native speakers together with the 
correct English expression. Try to identify the accepted English expression:

1. Sorry I’m late I got (a. bogged/b. boggled) down at work.

2. Sorry, doctor, but could you explain that in a. lame man’s/b. layman’s) terms?

3. The old horse just (a. keeled/b. killed) over and died.

4. The chickens have come home to (a. roast/b. roost).

5. In one (a. fell/b. foul) swoop they managed to take everything of value in the house.

6. Remember that Erika can’t eat (a. cold slaw/b. coleslaw) because she’s allergic to cabbage.

7. We haven’t got time to listen to the detailed version. Please, (a. cut through the cheese/b. cut to the chase): is she 

going to be OK or not?

8. Nobody destroyed his car! There was just this (a. miniscule/b. minuscule) scratch on the bonnet – that’s all.

9. She was expelled from the course? Well, I say she got her just (a. deserts/b. desserts). It serves her right for 

cheating. 

10. When you see your therapist do you lie on a chaise (a. lounge/b. longue) like in the cartoon pictures of 

psychiatrists or do you simply sit in a chair like Tony Soprano?

11. They’re pretty (a. straight-laced/b. strait-laced) so I don’t think they’ll want to go and see a raunchy film like that. 

12. He’s a nice enough guy but you shouldn’t put him on a (a. pedal stool/b. pedestal).

13. Don’t get your (a. knickers/b. nipples) in a twist – it was just a joke!

14. I deputized to her, so she has free (a. reign/b. rein). I’m not going to interfere.

15. The kid got overexcited and charged around the room like a (a. bowl/b. bull) in a china shop.

16. They’ve been trying very hard but they haven’t made much (a. leadway/b. leeway).

17. Actually, it’s a (a. moot/b. mute) point whether Shakespeare even wrote the play.

18. In the end the government’s ‘revolution in education’ was much (a. ado/b. to do) about nothing. They just wanted 

kids to use tablets in class. 

19. I’m tired of living in this (a. Monday/b. mundane) world – I want a bit of excitement!

20. He’s planning his expansion overseas before he’s consolidated his position in the domestic market, which is putting 

the (a. cart/b. cat) before the horse in my view.

21. We decided to go to the beach on the (a. spur/b. spurt) of the moment, so there wasn’t time to see if you wanted 

to come too. 

22. I came into the room and discovered them in the (a. throes/b. throws) of passion on the couch. I don’t know who 

was more embarrassed – me or them!

23. They haven’t solved the problem yet but I think they are on the right (a. tack/b. track). 

24. So, without further (a. ado/b. to do), it gives me great pleasure to open this new community centre.

25. The community (a. girded/b. girdled) its loins in preparation for the arrival of the deadly virus.
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28. Sentence Transformation. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same thing as the first sentence. 
The word in bold must be one of the words you use to fill the gap; do not change the form of this word. Each gap 
requires between two and five words. Page (p.) and footnote (n.) references for each structure are given:

1. It’s fortunate that it didn’t rain while we were on holiday.
well (p. 21, n. 16)
It’s __________________________________________________ it didn’t rain while we were on holiday.

2. You have to try to visualize it in your imagination.
eye (p. 28, n. 5)
You have to try to visualize it _______________________________________________________.

3. Recently, they’ve been having difficulty surviving economically.
meet (p. 30, n.12)
Recently, they’ve been having difficulty _________________________________________________________.

4. They tried to convince him not to join the militant group. 
from (p. 44, n. 12)
They tried to _________________________________________________________ joining the militant group.

5. Job offers like that one are scarce these days.
far (p. 34, n. 15)
Job offers like that one are _________________________________________________ between these days.

6. You should take into consideration the shipping costs. 
mind (p. 73, n. 17)
You should ___________________________________________________________________ the shipping costs.

7. She felt compassion for the little kitten and took it home with her.
took (p. 27, n. 2)
She ___________________________________________________ the little kitten and took it home with her.

8. That piano was very expensive.
leg (p. 68, n. 5)
That piano cost _____________________________________________________________.

9. The programme brought about a big change in the teenagers’ behaviour.
rise (p. 68, n. 15)
The programme __________________________________________________________ a big change in the teenagers’ behaviour.

10. The farm has cows, sheep, pigs, goats, geese, et cetera.
on (p. 11, n. 15)
The farm has cows, sheep, pigs, goats, geese ___________________________________________________.

11. You may consider him a terrorist but he’s highly regarded in some quarters.
esteem (p. 44, n. 21)
You may consider him a terrorist but he’s ____________________________________________________________ in some quarters. 

12. Since he won the award he’s met people like the Prime Minister.
likes (p. 53, n. 19)
Since he won the award he’s met ______________________________________________________ the Prime Minister.
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ANSWERS

1.
Check your answers against the footnotes

2.
1T, 2F, 3F, 4T, 5T, 6F, 7F, 8T, 9. 2, 4

3.
1g, 2i, 3f, 4e, 5h, 6j, 7a, 8c, 9d, 10b.

4.
1c, 2d, 3a, 4b, 5b, 6a, 7d, 8c, 9b, 10a.

5.

1. BRUSH 2. PORTRAIT  3. FINE ARTS
4. CRAFT 5. DRAWING 6. NEOCLASSICAL (adj.) 
7. MODERNISM 8. REALISM 9. ORIENTAL
10. OLD MASTERS 11. WATERCOLOURS 12. EXHIBITION
13. EASEL 14. PALETTE 15. CANVAS
16. PATRON 17. ETCHING 18. PRINT
19. MODEL 20. MASTERPIECE 21. SEASCAPE
22. COMMISSION 23. STUDIO 24. LANDSCAPE
25. PHILISTINE

6.
1. John went to London to learn to paint (1795)
2. John sold his first painting (1811)
3. John sold his first painting to a stranger (1814)
4. John’s father died (1815)
5. John married Maria Bicknell (1816)
6. Maria inherited from her grandfather (1819)
7. John exhibited The Hay Wain at the RA (1821)
8. The Hay Wain was exhibited in Paris (1824)
9. Maria inherited from her father (1828)
10. Maria died of tuberculosis (1828)

7.
1. of  2. about  3. in  4. At  5. of  6. with  7. in  8. -  9. -  10. to  11. 
After  12. under  13. -  14. in  15. -  16. in  17. of  18. for  19. with  20. 
into  21. with  22. of  23. in  24. of  25. of  26. In  27. for  28. for  
29. of  30. of  31. in  32. at  33. at/-  34. of  35. by  36. of  37. of  38. 
to  39. to  40. with

8. 
1. Lion King [LIE on (= over, on top of) KING]
2. Head over heels
3. John Underwood, Andover, Hants.
 (i.e. JOHN under WOOD and over HANTS.!)
 (Hants. is the abbreviation used for Hampshire from its Old 

English name Hantescire)

9.

10.
Few exhibitions of paintings have such wide repercussions beyond 
the world of the visual arts. The Grosvenor Gallery exhibition of 1877 
gave rise to an operetta, Gilbert and Sullivan’s parody, Patience, and 
to the most famous trial ever in the world of Anglo painting. It was 
at the Grosvenor Gallery that John Ruskin saw Whistler’s Nocturne 
in Black and Gold and suggested that the American had produced 
it by “flinging a pot of paint”. Not only did Ruskin inspire dozens of 
21st Century TV commercials (the cliché of a modern artist throwing 
paint at a canvas is so overused), he also threw Whistler into such a 
rage that he sued for libel. For the first time in English legal history 
a court was asked to adjudicate on matters of aesthetics, and a 
Victorian judge and jury were in no way equipped for the task.

Whistler saw himself as the rebel artist bravely challenging 
the academic establishment. Most of the public saw an arrogant 
braggart bullying a mentally unstable old man. Whistler won the 
most Pyrrhic victory since Asculum and was hounded out of the 
country.

But what was so offensive about Nocturne in Black and Gold? It 
is a very dark painting (it’s a night scene after all) but otherwise it 
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wouldn’t turn an eye in a gallery today. The picture shows a firework 
display, a typically Japanese subject. The exploding pyrotechnics 
are clear. We can make out what must be a bonfire in the middle 
distance. Otherwise we are faced with imprecise forms in the 
gloom. It is a brilliant impression of a nocturnal instant, momentarily 
illuminated by unnatural lighting. 

20 years later Whistler’s work would have been appreciated. 50 
years later it might even have been considered a little conservative. 
However, in the 1870s it was an act of heresy. Art was meant to have 
a theme, to tell a story. It should be recognizable and it should be 
worked to a level of completeness that demonstrated the painter’s 
skill and hard work. 

Whistler, by contrast, believed in art for art’s sake. The painter’s 
job was not to imitate nature but to compose a symphony of line, 
form and colour. The nocturnal firework display is just a starting 
point for the creation of a mood, a memory even. Whistler’s ideas 
are commonplace today but in High Victorian society he seemed 
not only like a time-traveller but a Martian touting notions that were 
utterly alien and incomprehensible.

11. 
1.
1. Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
2. They are very technical.
3. Through the harmonization of (non-tariff) regulations
4. €119 billion
5. $94 billion
6. €545
7. Because it offers a recovery package at no cost after almost eight 

years of recession.
8. The TTIP weakens the controls on the banks that started the 

recession in the first place.
9. It allows companies to sue governments for the economic impact 

of health legislation. 
10. To have a global regulatory framework in place which the 

emerging Asian giants have no option but to sign up to. 
11. 1:100
12. common sense, bureaucracy
13. the National Health Service/NHS
14. that there should be more public debate.
2.
1. The number of states California should be divided into, according 

to the proposal.
2. The population of California.
3. The number of Californian votes that one vote in Wyoming is 

worth.
4. The number of Senators each State sends to Congress.
5. The number of electoral votes that Ohio has.
6. The population of Scotland
7. The population of Northern Ireland
8. The cost of a business licence in the USA.
3.
1. denominator 2. independent  3. grey 
4. influx 5. valued 6. annoyed
7. television 8. alone 9. sexier
10. convince

12. 
a18, b4, c12, d6, e16, f5, g11, h1, i7, j3, k8, l17, m15, n13, o14, p10, q2, r9.

13.
1b, 2a, 3b, 4c, 5a+c, 6a, 7c, 8c, 9b, 10a, 11b, 12c.

14.
a3, b7, c1, d12, e9, f11, g2, h6, i8, j10, k4, l5.

15.
1.
a. When Reynolds was 30 he had become the top portrait painter in 

England.  
b. At the age of 17 Reynolds went to London to study with Thomas 

Hudson. 
c. Keppel’s ship, The Centurion, was the means that permitted 

Reynolds to fulfil his dream of visiting and studying art in Italy.
d. Reynolds stayed on the island of Minorca.
2.
a. (F) Within two years Joshua had learned all he could from Hudson.
b. (T) From there he travelled to Rome, where he spent two years 

studying the works of Raphael and Michelangelo. 
c. (T) After the death of Revd. Reynolds, Joshua set up home in 

Plymouth with his sister Frances.  
d. (F) In the 1730s and 1740s English portrait painting was in a sorry 

state.
3.
a2, b5, c1, d4, e7.
4.
a. Reynolds became famous when he began to include the 

idiosyncrasies and hands of his sitters in his paintings.
b. In the 1730s and 1740s, portrait artists typically painted their 

subjects with one hand inserted in their waistcoats and a hat 
under the other arm.

c. After painting all of the local gentry in Devon, Reynolds went to 
London where he met popular painter William Hogarth.

d. In Plymouth, Reynolds became friends with Captain Keppel who 
would end up taking the painter to Italy on his ship. 

16.
1. broken up 2. lighten up 3. stands for
4. give away 5. soaked up 6. spying on

17. 
1. sketched 2. over/out 3. of 4. shaded 5. out
6. toned 7. rub 8. off 9. dabbed 10. in

18. 
1. oil painting 2. art’s sake 3. gloomy picture
4. state-of-the-art 5. portrait/painting in the attic
6. picture of health 7. paint dry 8. fine art
9. town red 10. into a corner 11. big picture
12. black... painted 13. Thousand Words
14. pretty picture 15. put... picture 16. art(s)y-fart(s)y

19.
1. expect 2. Foreigners 3. resort
4. sensitive 5. folder 6. character

20.
doorbell = ding-dong; floorboards =creak; frightened dog = whimper;
metal plate = clang; soft wet ground = squelch;

champagne bottle = pop; dog barking = bow-wow;
happy cat = purr; light switch = click; pin hitting a hard floor = ping;

bee flying = buzz; machine functioning = whirr; piglet = squeal;
shirt tearing = rip; stick breaking = snap;
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bacon frying = sizzle; cadaver hitting floor = thud; car braking hard 
= screech; dry leaves = rustle; sugar cube falling into tea = plop;

bunch of keys = jangle; diving into water = splash;
gun being fired = bang; leaky tap = drip; snake = hiss;

gore hitting a wall = splat; door shutting = slam; duck = quack;
lion = roar; pig = grunt; wolf = howl;

21.
watercolours, snow-bound, waterspout, foreground

22.
1. inside out 2. friendly fire
3. sweet-and-sour 4. bittersweet
5. pretty ugly 6. military intelligence
7. open secret 8. love-hate

ii.
1g, 2e, 3a, 4c, 5b, 6d, 7f.

iii.
1d (Simon Lebon of Duran Duran)
2c (Samuel Goldwyn)
3b (Yogi Berra)
4e (Washington mayor, Marion Barry)
5a. (US Senator Orrin Hatch)

23.
1. idle 2. completed 3. lit 4. parted
5. eat 6. liar 7. lie 8. cut
9. socks 10. see 11. cocoa 12. equal
13. debate 14. tombs 15. fiction 16. noble
17. county/city 18. rain 19. area 20. urge
21. hen 22. nursed 23. ruin 24. UK: tin; US: can
25. tutor 26. apt 27. rot or die 28. sure
29. ate/fed 30. round 31. last 32. city
33. quiet 34. sad 35. revolt 36. vacate
37. heirs 38. inability 39. face 40. tries
41. superior 42. rest

24.
1h, 2j, 3n, 4c, 5g, 6d, 7a, 8b, 9i, 10m, 11e, 12k, 13l, 14f.

25.
1. grand prix
2. cocktail
3. couch potato
4. the warlord Attila the 

Hun (406-453)
5. rainstorm
6. the Brat Pack
7. Rule Britannia, the title 

of a patriotic song
8. ET, phone home
9. The Great White Hope (1970)
10. Happy New Year
11. How the West Was 

Won (1963), a movie 
starring Gregory Peck 
and Henry Fonda.

12. life after death

13. love at first sight
14. The Flying Dutchman (a 

legendary ghost ship).
15. Alice in Wonderland.
16. dental floss
17. red, white and blue
18. 2001: a Space Odyssey 

(1968, Stanley Kubrick).
19. trial by jury
20. sexual harassment
21. The Axis of Evil
22. the blind leading the blind
23. The Wizard of Oz.
24. Tower of Babel
25. suicide bomber
26. hi-fi
27. wishful thinking

26. 
1. Where is the spy centre?
2. Ice cream for a tasty afternoon treat.
3. I’ll have an ice-cold shower.
4. If you listen carefully you can hear the night rain.
5. I have known oceans that you couldn’t imagine.
6. Be careful how you choose a name for your baby.
7. I’m afraid the night rate is more expensive.
8. They found an ice man in the Alps. 
9. He drank so much he fell into a Bolivian. 
10. I was surprised to see some mothers at the boxing match.
11. I don’t know how mature people enjoy such gratuitous spectacles. 
12. The good can decay many ways.
13. It’s a dog-eat-dog world out there.
14. The poker player called for a new deal.
15. The florist had two lips of vibrant red.
16. Any grade A would be bad news for a teacher I know.
17. That’s the biggest turtle I’ve ever seen!
18. Jenny had a plum pie, which she ate for lunch.
19. I stopped using my slide rule when I bought a computer.
20. Will your pet cat shit before he comes back in?
21. Urgent peace talks were needed to avert a war.

27.
1a, 2b, 3a, 4b, 5a, 6b, 7b, 8b, 9a, 10b, 11b, 12b, 13a, 14b, 15b, 16b, 17a, 
18a, 19b, 20a, 21a, 22a, 23b, 24a, 25a.

28. 
1. just as well
2. in your mind’s eye
3. making ends meet
4. dissuade him from 
5. few and far
6. bear in mind
7. took pity on
8. an arm and a leg
9. gave rise to
10. and so on
11. held in high esteem
12. the likes of
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